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r>i^E:FA.CE:.

Shortly after the publication of the " Course of Mandarin Lessons", the author

began to hear complaints that the lessons were too long and too difficult at the start,

and on this account were very discouraging to the beginner. These complaints

continued, and it was suggested that a short course of Primary Lessons, as an introduc-

tion to the larger book, would be a great help to many. The author accordingly

decided to prepare a short course of easy lessons, not to include in all over three

hundred characters. The work was well in hand three years ago, but unforeseen

events prevented the completion and printing of the lessons at an earlier date than

the present. It was originally intended to have only thirty lessons, with an average

of ten new words to each lesson ;
but in the process of final revision, a review lesson

was added after each successive five lessons, thus making thirty-six in all. The whole

number of characters was not, however, increased.

The plan and arrangement are wholly different from that of the

©cncral plan, larger Course of Lessons. The new characters inti'oduced in each

lesson are grouped as far as possible about some particular subject, and

the sentences are made to illustrate the use of these words. The sentences are short

and easy and adapted to ordinary use. Idioms of every kind are introduced quite

irrespective of the order in the large Course of Lessons, references being given to the

page or lesson where the various idiomatic forms are explained. In this way, with the

I irger book in his hand for reference, the student will get a bird's-eye view of the

language, and so be prepared for the more systematic course that is to follow.

With so few characters the range of subjects introduced is

Subjects an&
necessarily limited, especially as in order to give as comprehensive a

" ^ '" ''"^"^*
view as possible of the structure of the language, it was necessary to

introduce a large number of verbs and particles. The definitions of words and phrases

are brief but sufficient for the present purpose, reference being frequently made to the

page in the larger book, where fuller definitions are given.

In view of the great difference of pronunciation in different

IRoinanisatiOll. dialects, it has been thought best not to give any spelling in the

vocabularies. A space, however, is left, that the student may write

in the
.sj^ielling that suits his own dialect.

In the first few lessons, a number of characters are analyzed in

BnalYtSlS of ^ ^^ ^^ afford help in remembering them. By no means all Chinese
(Ibaractcrs. . .

characters are amenable to a rational analysis. In many cases, however,

the student can construct for himself an analysis which will serve as a help to the
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PREFACE.

memory. The fact that the analysis is empirical and fanciful will not hinder it 3

service to the memory.
To each lesson is appended a short English exercise to he

£ndlisb ££CrCiSC9. rendered into Chinese, helps and hints being frequently given to

guide the student to the right rendering. This will call into

exercise what the student has learned, and give variety to his studies. It .should not

be forgotten, however, that the very best exercise is talking with a teacher and with

everybody who comes to hand.

A special feature of the lessons is that in addition to the ordinary

^llterlinear
free translation, there is given an interlinear literal translation. This, it

is hoped, will greatly assist the learner in getting a clue to the structure

of a Chinese sentence. In the review lessons, the literal translation is omitted.

The book has been arranged so that each lesson is complete

BrrailCiement on two opposite pages
—the only exceptions being in the English

OW l.AiiC5.
Exercises (or Review Drill) following the sixth and twelfth review-

lessons. This arrangement for the convenience of the learner has cost considerable

extra labor, both in preparation and in printing.

Instead of preparing a special introduction giving the student

JntfO&UCtion. the information and assistance he needs at the outset of his study

of the language, the author has thought that the very best thing would

be to give the entire Introduction to the Mandarin Lessons. This will give him the

ra-licals, system of Romanisation, sound tables, tone tables, etc., with much other

information about the language. Being printed from ready made stereotype plates,

it will not add materially to the cost, and will save wear and tear of the larger book.

That the introduction is primarily part of another book accounts for a slight discrepancy

in the paging.

Tliougli not quite so primary as the conception with which the author

began it, this little book is nothing more than an introduction to the full Course of

Mandarin Lessons. Its vocabulary is very limited and its range of expression narrow.

To serve as a stepping stone is its only purpose. After studying it the learner will

take up the larger book with ease and advance in it with comparative rapidity.

C. W. Mateer.

Shanghai, May 27, 1901,



INTRODUCTION.

MANDARIN.

TVTANDARIN, or ofBoial languaga as it is called by
'- the Chinese, is in its essential features the lan-

guage of the people in all the eighteenproviiices, except

tlie coast pi-ovinops south of the Yang-tsi.* It may
be divided into Northeni, Southern and Western

Mandarin; and is often further distinguished by prov-

inces, as Honan Mandarin, Sliantung Mandarin, etc.

Northern Mandarin is largely dominated by Pekingese

which, being the court dialect, is the most fashionable,

and is the accredited language of officials throughout
the empire. Southern Mandarin is more widely

used and is spoken by a larger number of peojile than

Northern Mandarin. It is not, however, as houioge-

neous and includes more words and phrases which

have no settled writing, being more or less allied to

the non-Mandariu dialects of the South. Shantung
lies between the two extremes, and its Mandarin

may be approximately characterized as Central. The

western part of the province is much influenced

by Pekingese, with which it has its chief affinities.

The eastern portion has hard initial consonants and

is in other ways related to Southern Mandarin.

The people of this part of the province are the

descendants of a l.irj.'e nii;,'ration from Hupeh and

southern Honan.f Being quite off the track of

emigration from the North, the dialect has remained

comparatively nnchmngad, not having beou affected

by the tide which has been flowing from the North
for several hundred years. It has fe»er words and

phrases which cannot be written by significant charac-

ters than any other dialect with which I am acquaint-

ed, and represents the purest hard sounds now heard

in China.

An attempt has Ijeen made to adapt the present
course of lessons to botli Northern and Southern
Mandarin. With this end in view they have been

repeatedly revised by tlie aid of teachers from Peking,

Chinanfu, Nanking and Kiukiang. No opportunity
has been found to make any satisfactory comparison
with the Mandarin of Western China. In some
cases two or more forms of expression have been
found necessary, which have been inserted in parallel

lines, the Northern form being on the right and the

Southern on the left. These parallel readings

generally represent forms of expression, for which

there is no equivalent that is everywhere current.

For a full explanation of these readings, see Explana-
tions at the end of this Introduction. The student

can adopt whichever reading his teacher approves.
This method, besides accompli.shing the special end in

view, has this incidental advantage, that while the

student need not learn the forniB not current in his

• The term "g" ^, as applied by the Chinese to their own
liingUiige, seems to imply tliat originally it sprang up when
the people spoke a Uiiguage dilteient froju that of the

orticial class ; that is to say, it proltably took its rise when a

laru'e prnporti"!) of the peop'e were nut Cliiuese proper, Imt

aborigines,
—subihn-d and governed by Chinese rnlera. It is

well limwn Vi^t the Cliinese came intn ('hina from the North
anil West This led to their gradually diiving the aliorigines
southward and eastward—a process which has been going on

for at leait four thousand years. During this process, and

especially in its earlier stages, when the aborigines were many
and tlie ("hinese few, there was much commingling of races and
admixture of l.mguage, the conquered learning the language of

thcconriiierors (which they woulil naturally call
"

officer talk"),

yet at tlie ^ame time modifying it to a large extent, as lias ever

been the case in similar circumstances. Tliis amalgamation
of language prevailed along the head of the wave of conquest,
which gradually pnslied its way soutliward and eastward, and
asdiffrent aboriginal lani;uages were encountered, gave ri-se

to different dialects, resulting finally in wliat are now the

non- Mandarin coast dialects of the South. In the meantime
the body of the wave was behind, and being continually

reinforced hy fresh immigration from the North, it maintained
a reiativcly pure Chinese. Tliis supposition, as to the
relation of the southern coast dialects to Mandaiin, is

strongthened by the fact tliat these coast dialectsdepai t much
more from the written languaire (which was purely Chinese)
than does the Mandarin. All this is quite independent of the
nnmerwus changes which during theeo ages .Mandarin has
nndereone within itself.

t It is related in the Topography of f'Jng-l.ii that at
the close of the Yuen dynasty a man named Chang Liang I'i

(JS S jffi), thengovernni-,,f Hnpeh, raised a force of over thirty
thmisand men, having his head-qnarters near |g I5S fff. Being
left without support, he gathered together the families of his
soldiers and gradually retreated to the pronnmlory of Shan-
tung, where he took po~se.ssiMn of the conntry and maintained
his independence for a time, but by and by suhmitted to the
new dynasty. Tradition gives the whole number who I'ama
with him as about 2110,000, and reports that he drove out or
killed many of the original iiihabitants. The general truth
of these statements is attested by tradition pervadinL; the
whole people, by the use of pure, h ird sounds, and by the
ditfeieut character of the people.
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own locality, the fact that they have passed under

liis vye, will broudtm his knowledge of the language
and giie liiui an advantage ia communicating with

ptTsons using i\ different dialect.

Mcinilai'iu is usually distinguished as general or

I uiiij-hshiy, local, colloquial and book Mrtndaiin.*

'J'^aug-hsituj Mandarin consists of all.such words and

l.lir.ises as ,ire everywhere curr6i-i;, and are capiiblo

iif being written by authorized characleis. Local

Jl.indarin consists of all sucli words and phrases as

are local in their use, not commonly found in books,

nor culpable of being written by autliorized characters

Colloquial Mandarin includes all the words and

plirases, both t'ung-hsing and local, which are in

common use in any given locality. Book Mandarin
consists of words and phrases taken from the literary

style, wliicli ai-e not ordinarily used in speaking but

are founil in Mandarin books, being ufed to supple-

ment the deficiencies of the tung-hsing Mandarin, as

well as to add to its dignity and elegance. There are

no definite lines of demarcation between the.';e classes

of Mandarin. £very man has his own standard.

eHARACTERS.
/"IHINESli writing is ideographic, and derived, no

doubf, from a hieroglyphic original. Its origin,

however, is not certainly known, dating back as it

floes into tlio obscurity of prehistoric times. The

meaning of each ch.iracter is fixed, but the sound

given varies greatly in different places. The great

stiiiulard dictionary of thn Chinese lan;;uagp, prepared
under the patronage of the Eunperor Kanghi, contains

upwaids of 41,000 characters, but the greater part of

then: Mr*, either duplicates or obsolete. Dr Williams'

(ii -tinnary contains over twelve thousand characters,

but of these some are duplicates and many are very

rarely used. The whole te.tt of the Chinese classics

contains 4,754 different characters. There are preb

aVily not much over six thqiisand characters in

general use at the pi(!.<;ent day. Of these many are

ti.'-ed only in the literary style. Of clviracters used in

Manc'arin there are not over four, or at most

five thousand. An average educated Ciiinese speaker

will not use over ab"ut two thousand live hundred to

three thousand, and the best speakers not over three

thousand five hundred to four thousand.

Chinese characters were primarily intended to

•write the literary style, with is in a sense a language

by itself. It is only wrilten, and is incapable of

h ill" used as a means of oral communication, except

in ready made phrases, for reasons which the student

will see as he proceeds. Using these characters to

write Mandarin is, to some extent, an adaptation.

This adaptation is, however, quite natural and has

in turn given new meanings to many characters,

while it has also given rise to not a few new
characters. The study of Mandarin serves as an

invaluable introduction to the study of the liierary

style or Wenli "^ gg.

Many characters have two or more meanings

according to the conne'.tion ia which they are used.

These changes of meaning are not more numerous

nor more difficult to follow than the same kind of

changes in the meaning of words in Western languages.

Many characters alst) have two or more pronuncia-

tions or readings. {.See Double Readings )

Chinese characters are concreted symbols, w inch are

ne\ er- modified for the purpose of inflection or conjuga-

tion ; hence there is no interdependence of words in

respect to case, number, person, mood or tense. The

syntax of the language depends entirely upon the

order or arrangement of the words. Not only are

the characters without any inflection but they are not

modifiet.1 to express related or derivative ideas, as are

so many of our primitive nouns and verljs in Englisli.

Ideas expressed in English by such terminal syllaMoa

as n''8s, able, ure, ion, lin^ er, etc., are expressed in

Chinese by the use of two or more inde[iendent

characters, each preserving its <wn individua iiy anj

joined together by no closer bond than meie juxta-

position.

SYLLABLES.

rpi
1HE most remarkable thing about Mandarin sounds

is the smallness of their number. In the various

Mandarin dialects there are on an average only about

four hui\dred separate .syllables or sounds. The use

of tones increaces these sounds to <»bout twelve

hundred. The words in use are of cout.se many more,

say three or four times as many. Hence arises the

necessity of repeating the same sound in several

•
Tunf/hMn;/ (iS?f' me 1119 ereri/whert current, ami is '

ponding English term that I slial' take the liberty of using B

to mu^.li more vxpreasive aud uouveuicat than aoi' cones- 1
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eeneiSM. Thpse several senses ore distinguished to the

eye by different cliaracters, us the words heir and nir,

or pair, pear and -pare in English. If the words

were dislributrd uniformly to the several sj'llables

and their tones, the difficulty arising from so much

repetition of the same sound, would be much less than

it is, seeing they are in fact very unevenly distributed.

Miiny syllables are wanting in one or more tones,

and one or two ciiaraeters in one tone are often mated

by a score or more ill another tone. Some .'iyllables

have only two or three characters in all, while otiiers

have several score. In practice the difficulty is

overcome by various devices, the chief of wliicli

consists in joining the words in pairs, so that they

may mutually desif,'nate each other. See Les.son 52.

Mandarin is distinguislied by the fact that nearly

all its syllables end witii a vowel. Its only conso-

nant endings are n and ng. The Southern non-

Mandarin dialects have in addition syllables ending

in k, m, p and t.

The Chinese language is commonly reg:irded as

monnsyllabic, yet many of its syllables have an

intermedial vowel and are in fact dissyllables. Tiie

Chinese, however, take no aceouBt of this fact, and

fo!eif;ners have followed tliera in regarding all words

as single syllables.

For the purpose of analysis arid spelling, the

syllables aie separated into initials n.nA finals. The

initial consists of the consonant sound or sounds

which form the first part of the syllable, and the

final, of the vowel or vowel combined with n or n^,

which foims the second part of the syllable.

Syllables beginnint,' with ii vowel have no initial. Tho

intermedial vowel i» regiirded as a p irt of the final.

The use of initials and finals otTera the best means of

analyzing and classifying the sounds of any given

dialect, as also of comparing one dialect with another.^'

rin native dictionaries the pronunciation of words is

indicated by initials and finals. The initial of one

character and final of another are taken and joined

together to spell the syllable required ;
thus ma and

hen spell men, kwei and lanr; spell kwang, etc. Tliis is

not an original Chinese idea but was derived from

foreigners. Several native dictionaries have also been

arranged according to initials and finals as being mon!

convenient for reference than that according to radicals.

SPELLING.

T?NGLISH. letters cannot be made to represent^
Cliinese sounds perfectly, so that spelling is at

best but an approximation. Its use, however, if not

a necessity, is at least a very great convenience. A
good system of spelling, well adapted to his own

dialect, will save the learner much labor and many
mistakes. • Por reasons given in the preface, the

author has not used any of the systems of spelling

now in vogue, but has constructed a niodified system

better adapted to the requirements of the case.

The system of spelling used in Dr. Williams'

dictionary fails, partly because it is inconsistent with

itself, and partly because it adopts a standard, the

Wu Fang Yiien Yin, which, so far as the spoken

language is concerned, is obsolete, n^it bo'ng correct

at the present time anywhere in China.

The most popular system, that of Sir Thomas

Wade, is inconsistent with itself, quite ignores the

relationship of Pekingese to other dialect.s, and seems

to be constructed as if to preclude its application to

any dialect except the Pekingese. The most notable

characteristic of the system is its want of system.

The system of the China Inland Mission is con-

•istent with itself, and is, in many respects, an excellent

one. It is, however, only a system of initials and finals

adapted to Southern Mandarin—the power of par-

ticular letters being left undefined so that they may be

varied according as the key characters vary in dif-

ferent dialects. This jilan, while it serves a certain

purpose, is but an approximation and is quite inade-

quate as a general system of spelling.

The system now proposed is based chiefly on the

systems of Sir Thomas Wade and the China Inland

Mission, and, while supplementing them largely, only

departs from them so far as is necessary to secure

the end in view. Tho chief points of superiority

claimed for this system are the following, viz. :
—

1. It is simple. The powers of the letters .-ire

defined almost entirely by referring to their use in

English, and as few diacritic marks are used as is

possible in the circumstances.

2. It is self-consistent. The spelling of the English

language is conspicuously iticonsistetU, but no system of

spellin;;, made to order, should deliberately embody in

it such a radical defect as this. Consistency is

absolutely essential to the intelligent application of

the some system of spelling to several dialects, and es

a guide to the spelling of all new sounds.

3. It is comprelw>nsive. The system m its present

form has a ranfie of initials and finals sufficiont to
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include at least the diulecta of Peking, "Weihien,

Chefoo, Nanking and Kiukiang, and is capable of easy
extension on the same lines.

4. It is discriiiiiijiiting. It brings a number of

dialects into accurate cuniparison, giving; to cacli a

complete 83'stein of its own, without violating the

rights of others. In this way it affords a decidi'd

adv.intage to those who may wish to change their

dialect or to leain several dialects

The following are the principle changes that have

hien made in the svsteins of Sir Thos. Wade and the

China Inland Mission, with the reasons for making
them.

1. Final o is made long 0, and Wade's final o is

changed to oa. Long o final is required in Southern

and Central Mandarin. The sound indicated by Wade's

final o, is not really o, but od, as he himself defines it.

2. Final "i of the C. I. M. .systi'in has been adopted
raiher than Wade's u, because the sound is more

nearly allied to i than tow; moreover, this w.as the

wiitiiig originally used for this sound by EdUiiis,

Medhurst and others.

3. Ss is changed to s, and tz is changed to ts. Ss

has simply the power of a single s and nothing more
and is therefore superfluous 'Tz might do fn' the

unaspirated sound, but z is by itanatme incapable of

combining witli an aspirate, so that iz' is bj recessity

pronounced ts\ which fact is recognized by Sir Thos

Wade when he defines tz' as "like ts'." Analogy
also requires ts, because the ditTerence between the two

initials now in question is simply and solely in the

initial letter t, and this fact should be iiKlicated in

the spelling.

4. Tlie final h of Wade's system is diacaiyled in all

cases, because it is required in Southern Mandarin as

the distinctive mark of the fifth tone. It has been

assigned to this office ever since Chinese sounds

began to be spelled with foreign letters.

5. IF is substituted for it in the Northern dialects

ns it generally represents the sound more accurately,

nnd is more in aecordance witli the English usage of

the letters ?t and to. U is retained in Nanking, where

it marks a pronunciation distinct ly different from

that hoard in the North antl AVest.*

6. The C. I. M. initial u and i have been replaced

liy w and y. It is contrary to the usage of the

English letters to use «t and t as initials with th&

consonantal powers of to and y.

The following key to the powers of the letters will

serve to define the system :
—

Dowels.

a. Final or followed by nff, as a in far, star. In

certain syllal)!es of some dialects, when a is followed

by n final, it has the sound of o in man as pro-
nounced by Americans. In nearly all dialects a,

prec("ded by w and followed by ng, is broadened to

the sound of a in fall. The Chinese do not

appreciate these variations, but regard the sound
as the same. On this account foreign systems of

spelling have not felt it necessary to indicate the

difference.

d, As a in ask, last, as pronounced by Ameiicans.

e, As e in met, pen. When standing alone as a

final, it is pnmounced as if doubled, thus die is

pronounced che-e.

S, As e in her, perch. AYhen standing alone as a

final, it is also prolonged as if doubled.

i, Final or followed by a vowel, as t in machine,

ravine, Whec fcjUowed by n or ri^, it is shortened

to i in chin, pin.

f, Final, as t in chin, pin.

I, The final vowel sound heard in such words as t.ible,

noble, etc. when separated from the preceding bl.f

o, As o in go, so.

M, As M in rule, or 00 in fool. When followed by n

or ng, it is shortened to the sound of u in pull, or

00 in good. When followed by a vowel, it

combines with it and approximates the sound

of to.

ii. Commonly called French u, is not found in the

English language. It is the French rather than

the German S, that is, it does not incline so much
to long e as does the German u.

ae. As ae in aerial, save that the accent falls on a, and

the sounds of the two letters are more nearly joined

together. This sound can scarcely be considered

Mandarin. It is only heard in the region of

Chinl<i'ing and Yangchow, and is pioliably im-

poi leil from Soochow. The writing of this sound

by the present system would be eii, which is a very
undesirable comliination j£ is adi-pled because Jt is

• Before making this chimge, I aiMressed a circular to

all ttio niissioimriea of ovi-r (ive yeats' residenro in Cliili,

Manchuria and Slmntinn.'. askiPL' tlii'ir opiiiioii as to whieh
li'tter l»3t repiciicniiil Vie sound. Over nine-tenths of tbe

MpUoa were to tlio effi^ct that w was prefoiable.

f Prof, rie'l, the well-known author of '•Visible Speech
or I'niversnl .41ptiiibelics

"
s^ivs the liniil rocc/ sound in the

words able, nohle, eto. , corrcsp^mils ni'li Ihs souu'l »» bo

heard it friHi the lips of several Peking spcaknn in Uic

Chiiieae embamy in WushinKion City.
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already in use in Soocliow and Shanghai. lb ia

often written ce.

ai, As ai in aisle or as t in mine. In some sections

the two vowels are heard separately to a greater or

less extent.

ao. As ou in loud, proud. Occasionally the vowels

are heard slightly separated.

au or a, As a in fall, or as aa in haul. In Mandarin

this sound is only heard in the South, where it

takes the place of a final in the North. It is heard

in Soochow and Shanghai, and is there always

spelled au.

ei, As ei in weight, or as ey in grey.

ei, With e and i distinct, and witii the powers given

above. Strike out n from money and you have

the syllable mei.

eei, With e and ei distinct and with the powers given

above. Omit nd and ne from mundane and you
have the sound aieei.

eo, With the powers given above, o being somewhat

more distinct thane /or, the vowel sounds in burrow

wjien all the consonants are witlidrawn. The

circumflex is sometimes omitted on the ground that

tlie combination sufficiently distinguishes the sound.

It is better, however, to write eo.

ia, With i and a distinct, and with the powers given

above, the accent ljein<,' on a.

iai, With i and ai distinct, and with the powers given

above, ai being accented.

iao, With i and ao distinct, and with the powers

given above, ao being accented.

i«, As ee in re-enter, re-enroll. When preceded by y
the i is partially occluded and ie approximates e.

ioi, With i and ei distinct, and with the powers given

above, ei being accented.

io, As eo in re-open.

in, As eu in Peru when the r is dropped. In some dia-

lects the accent inclines to the i and in some to the

u. There is, in some dialects, much confusion between

io and iu as finals. They are probably the same final

modified by tone and by accidental circumstances.

oa. As oa in Gilboft, or in coalesce. The a is very short

and it is to mark this fact that it is written a.

Some iiear the final sound as short & (?t in hut)
and it might perhaps wit,h equal propriety be so

written. Tiie sounds of the two letters are not

perfectly distinct, but coalesce to some extent,

approximating the sound of e. The departure
from full oa. is greater or less in diflfi'rent places,
and according to difi'i.ient ears. In case of doubt
it is better to give the preference to e, leaving od

as a distinct double sound.

ou, With the vowels distinct, and with the powers

given nhnvc, or, as ou in volute when the I is drop-

ped, and the accent thrown on the first syllable.

The sound of u is comparatively slight, o being
much the stronger of the two sounds.*

ua, As uti in dual with the accent thrown on the a.

uai, With u and ai distinct, and with the powers

given above, ai being accented.

uei, With u and ei distinct, and with the powers

given above, ei being accented.

ui, With u and e distinct, and with the powers given

above, e being accented.

ui, With the vowels distinct, and with the powers

given above—the vov/el sounds in gluey.

&a, The u as above, and the a flattened to a in man,

antic. The combination only occurs in final uan.

He, With & and e distinct, and with the powers given

above. When used as a final the u is accented, and

when followed by n or iig, the e is accented.

Uei, With u and ei distinct, and with ihe poweis

given above, ei being accented.

Consonants.

The initials ch, k, ;>, t and tn, are somewhat softened

from their sounds as heard in Great Uritain, and

much softened from their sounds as heard in

Ameiica, yet not so much as to quite pass into the

corresponding, j', g, b, d and dz. In some words and

in some localities they do, however, become very

nearly equivalent to these sounds.

In the initials ch', k', p', t' and ts', the aspiration is

somewhat stronger than is usual with these letters in

America, and very much stronger than is usual in

Great Britain. Their force will be obtained

approximately by first vocalizing the English letter,

and then following at once with the final with an A

prefixed ;
thus ch-ha for :^, or t-ha for fj^. An

Irishman ought to give these aspirates to perfection.

* Sir Tlios. Wilde de6nes the .sound of ou as,
" In reality

eo, the vowbI sounds of burrow wliun all tlie consonants are
witlidrawn." This identifies the sound with that of eo in

Southern Mandarin, as given above, which is certainly not
coirect for Pekingese, in which alone tlie sound is heard.
Elsewhere in Nortliern and Central Man<hirin tl>e correspond-
ing sound is either io, or dniply C. In this cuse, as iu

several others, Sir Thos. Wade seeins to have been misled in

his description of Peliing sounds by the Nanking .=iound3

which he had previously learned. It is a question whether
after all the final « is really anything more than the imperfect
M necessarily formed by the vocal organs in falling back to

their normal position after a full finjl o.
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h, Is aspirated a little more strongly than is usual in

English. When followed by t or fl it includes the

souud of y, making it equivalent to h in hue it

hew, that is, the Greek X- ^ fi""' '** "^^"^ "*

the distinctive mark of the fifth or entering tone.

hs, Sir Tiios. Wade defines :
" A slight aspirate pre-

ceding and modifying the sibilant, which, liowever,

is the stronger of the two consoii-uit.-i." A more

accurate definition would be, a distinct sibilant

preceding and modifying, or obscuring the aspirate.

To pronounce it correctly requires that the teeth

be somewhat more separated and the tongue brought

more to the front than in pronouncing s/t.* It is

always followed by i or by u in the final. In

Pekingese sh is never followed by i or U.

j, is approximately s in fusion, or z in brazier. It is

only used in Pekingese. The corresponding sound

in Soutliern Mandarin is more guttural and there-

fore more allied to the untiilled English r.

jr, Is a combination of j and
?•,

which more nearly

represents this peculiar initial ,as heard in Central

Slandarin than either j or r alone f

k, When followed by t or U, includes the sound of y,

being like k in kindness, as formerly pronounced in

English, viz., kyindness.

nff, Has the same power as in English, and is used

both as a final and as an initial.

r, Not trilled, but as usually spoken iu America.

sh, Is in some dialects prcnounced just as in English,

in otliers the tongue is somewhat retracted from

its normal position in giving sh in English.

sr. Place the tongue as if to utter initial r, and then,

without changing its position, say s, followed by
the fairrtest po.ssible r.

Uk, As tsh in potsherd,
—a combination representing

the transition .vound fioni ch in the North to ts in

the south, being neither ch nor is, but an

amalgamation of the two sounds.

tsr. Place the tongue as if to utter initial r, and then,

without changing its position, say ts, followed by
the faintest possible r.

Both analogy and consistency would require that

the syllables ^, hi or hsi, Jfjj,
hin or hsin, fj. hing

or hsing, also J^, ki, /p kin, and ^. king, should be

spelled hyi or hsyi, kyi, etc., but the general cu.Ntoni

in all systems has been to drop the y, as.nmiun that

it is included in the initials h and k, ns proxided
above. The student should take special note of this

provision, with regard to the power of h and k before

t and U.

Rcmarfts.

The above letters and combinations are supposed
to provide a consistent spelling for all the sounds

found in the dialects of Peking, Chefoo, Weihien,

Nanking and Kiukiang. Other Mandarin dialects

may contain sounds not provided for, in which case

it will be necessary to make new combinations, and

perhaps add new diacritic marks. Any additions

made should be strictly consistent with the system as

already defined.

The sound of many syllables is considerably
modified by the tone. Thus in Peking, words ending
in uei are, in the first and second tones wi, and in the

third and fourth wei. In Teugchow words ending in

ien are, in the second and third tones ten, and in the

first and fourth, ian. These tonal variations differ

greatly in difierent dialects. It is agreed on all hands

that in such cases, it is neither necessary nor desirable

to have two spellings. The student will presently

learn by experience to make the necessary allowance

for such variations. That spelling should be chosen

which analogy or history indicates as the fundamental

sound It is a great pity that the usage in this respect

is not more uniform and consistent than it is. The

fifth tone m.ikes a still more decided change on the

fundamental syllable, insomuch that in many cases it

is quite dissociated from it ; on this account, as well as

because this tone is already distinguished by a special

terminal letter
('/i^,

it is doubtless best to conform the

spelling to the sound.

No combinations of English letters can completely

represent all the minor distinctions of even one

dialect, much less those of a number of dialects. A

* Tho accuracy of the definition nf this sound given \>y Sir
Tlios. Wade and fu'.'oweil by Giles ia npcn to (lucstinn. A
careful analysis of tlics sound will .show that the sibilant pre-
cedes the aspirate railier liian follow.s it, not however combin-

ing with it to form the sound repr>'sented by sh but retaining
its own separnte force ami followeil by the li as a distinct
8ound. The original souiul in most cases was hi/ (that is, A in

hew ) and ia such still in many places. Within the last two or
tlirce hundred years it Ims been modified by prelixin^' an a

without however essentially ehanging tho In/; thus, )^ was
originally hying (written hing) and has now come to lie s-hing.
Tho .sound r<'prusente(l by «h in Kiiglish is not a simple joining
01 s and h but a new elementary sound, which is also exiiressod

ia English by c as in emaciate, by n ns in nauseate and by f as
iu negotiate. The .sound now in question differs from il in that
s anil h each retains its own special soun.l following in order.
It is doubtless better, however, to tcrile the sound h.i and so
avoid confounding it with sA. It may be regardeil as similar
to vh in tlio Knglish wonis when, whit, etc. which ure

pronounced as if written hwen, hwat, etc.

t Much breath has been spent, both Korth and South, in

discussing whether this iidtial isj or r. It is in fact a com-
bination of tho two sounds. It begins withy and ends with
r, and jr is the best way to represent il, Lolh North
and South.
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certain margin or suppleness must be given to the

speUing of each syllable, especially for the many
minor modifications made by change of tone. In

every dialect also, there are occasional stray sounds

whicli may be regarded as accidental variations, and

need not be provided for in a syllabary of the dialect.

SYLLABARIES.

ASYLLABARY is an alphabetic arrangement of all

the syllables in a given dialect, with all the

characters ordinarily used in writing that dialect,

distributed under these syllables. In some cases the

characters are arranged in columns according to their

tones, and in others they are simply given in order,

the tones being indicated by figures. A good sylla-

bary is a great help in acquiring a correct knowledge

of a given dialect. It shows clearly what sounds are

in the. dialect with the correct spelling of each, which

is a very important matter to a beginner, whose ear

is not yet trained to distinguish sounds. It also

shows tlie tone of every character, and thus enables

the student to verify his own hearing of the sound, and

serves also to prompt his memory in the absence of his

teacher. It furtlier serves as a valuable vade mecum

to all wlioessay to write Chinese, giving so readily the

character you want and know, but cannot quite iccall.

In the nature of tlie Ciise a syllaliary can only

include one l.onio-enenus dialect. To attempt more

«han this is to invite difficulties and defeat the end

in view. Every city or district, having a dialect

peculiar to itself, should have, its own syllabary.

It is well worth the while of older residents to

prepare a syllabary for tiie use of beginners, albeit

its usefulness is very far from being limited to

beginnei's.
The analysis of syllables and tones which

its'' preparation requires,
will very likely bring to

light some previous mistakes and misappreliensions,

and load to a more consistent and accnrate pro-

nunciation of the dialect. For the guidance and

help of any wlio may undertake to make a syllabary,

I offer the following .suggestions :
—

1. Canvass the dialect and jjatlier out as far as

possible
all the different syllables it contain.s, choos-

in" a key character for each.

2. Spell these sounds prorinionally and arranije

them in a table by mean-- of th,; key characters,

bi-in;;ing like initials into the same line, and like

finals into the same column.

3. Go carefully over the several initials and

finals, and compare all those in the s.-.me line or

column, and examine closely whether in ea.h case

they are really the same. In respect to the finals be

especially
careful that you are not misled by tonal

variations. As far as possible compare characters

in the same lone, changing the key characters for

this purpose if necessaiy.

4. Train your teacher to understand what you
are doinr;, especially teach him to understand the

idea of comparing sounds by finals, so as to get his

assistance in classifying.

5. Having arranged your syllables in alphabetic

order with ample spaces, get your teacher to

classify by the guidance of the key characters, all

the common characters in your dialect,
—arranging

them by tones under each syllable. If your teacher

is able to distinguish clearly the tone from the other

elements of the sound, lie will do this work without

difficulty; if not, you will have to check over his

work very carefully.

6. In arranging the characters under the tone.s,

especial caie will be required to see that your teacher

does not simply follow the Wu Fang Yiien Yin,

instead of the real tone of his dialect. A man of

moderate scholarship, especially if he be familiar

with light literature, will probably do this work

better than a literary graduate, because he will more

easily free himself from the theoretical tones, and

because he will not be so impervious to a new idea.

Until your teacher is really able to throw away

the tone-book and trust simply to his ear, he will be

but a broken reed in the making of a syllabary.

The fact that he says he understands the distinction

between the book tone and the spoken tone, does

not prove that he really does do so, or that he is in

fact able to depend upon his ear and ignore the book.

It is of course understood that purely whi-li charac-

ters have no established tone in colloquial. For

such the teacher will of course refer to the book.

7. This classification of all the common characters

of Uie dialect, will probably elicit the fact i liat a few

rare sounds have been omitted- perhaps that some

sounds which are different have been confused, or

vice versd. After these corrections are made, make a

careful review of the whole work, comparing and

testing by means of the initials and finals, to see

whether the whole work is at the same time cou-

sistent and exhaustive.
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8. Only after you Iijwe made this thorough analy-

sis and classification of the sounds of your dialect

are you ready to settle the final spelling of the

several syllal)les. In doing this, attend to the follow-

ing points: (1). Use all the English letters coti-

sistently and according to the powers given them

in the table of vowels and consonants. (2). If these

sounds are not enough for the eineiirency, then use

new combinations or additional diacritic marks,

defining theui carefully and making them consistent

with the system as it already exists. (3). In spelling

words which end in n, preceded by an intermedial

vowel, note that these ending.s ha\e a ridationship to

vowel endings of the same class, thus tien, mien, lien,

etc., are related to tie, mie, lie, etc.
; yiien, shiien,

chiien, etc., are related to yiie, shiie, chiie, etc. Now
these syllables, viz., those with intermedial vowels, are

the ones which chiefly develope tonal variations by

changing en to an. In sucii cases, if there be any
doubt whether the ending be en or an, the existence

of the corresponding vowel endings in e or a should

determine which is the normal sound and mark the

other as a tonal variation. (4). The interraediali in

such sounds as lien, liu, etc., should not be dropped

when y becomes the initial. It is indeed occluded by
the cognate sound y, but i\\B final is still the same as

in lie.n, liu, etc., and should be so written, retaining

the i. It will be found that the Chinese consider the

final the same, whether it be preceded by y or by I

or by any other initial.

9. Let your syllabary make just as many distinc-

tions of sound as the Chinese make and no more.

The only exception that I would make to this rule

is in the case of the confusion of final n and rig and

initial n and I in Southern Mandarin. For the .sake

of facility in consulting dictionaries, and of under-

standing other dialects in case of removal, it would

be well to keep up these distinctions, although they

do not exist in your own dialect.

10. A complete syllabary should include double

readings. Such double readings as are mere acci-

dental variations unattended by a change of meaning,

may be indicated by a star—the character having

the same mark under both its readings. Double

readings, attended by a change of meaning, should

be indicated by numbers at the upper right hand

corner of the character, one indicating the primary

reading and two the secondary.

TONES.

To give a clear and satisfactory exposition of

Chinese tones, is a task of no small difficulty.

The fact that they differ so greatly in different

localities, and are so wholly foreign to the distinc-

tions we are accustomed to make in sounds, coupled

with the fact that ear.s diiTcr as much perhaps as

tones, will account, to some extent, for the multi-

farious and contra.dictory things which have been

written about them. "Whether the piesent attempt

to elucidate Mandarin tones, will succeed any better

than those which have preceded it, remains to be

seen. I shall treat the subject entirely from the

practical standpoint.

1. Tones are nob musical notes, but are rather

intonations or inflections of the voice. There is

nothing in Western languages corresponding to

them and they can only be acquired hy close atten-

• It is a question whether tones wero originally an

element of the Cliinose language proper. It seems not

vinlikely that tliey were acquired from th<! languages spoken

by the aborii.'ines wlio dwelt in the Inml b'fore tlie Cliinese

entered it. This livpnthesis is favored by the fact that tha

aboriginal Inngnagi-s, still extant in Chin^i, all have tones, aa

also tlie langii ig- of tho Slian tribes bonUriiii,' on Barmah.

It is also favored by the fact tbat the noii-Mamlarin diiilocte

of the South, which are probably the result of admiitturcB of

tion to, and imitation of, a Chinese teacher. In

Southern Mandarin there are five tones, as follow-,

viz:—1. Shang p'ing sheng, or upper level tone; 2.

Ilsla p'ing shiny, or lower level tone ; 3. Shang sheng,

or rising tone; 4. Ch'ii sheng, or vanishing tone;

5. Ju sheng, or entering tone. From Northern

Mandarin the fifth tone has disappeared, the charac-

ters originally under it being distributed to the other

four—chiefly to the second, or lower level tone.*

In one or other of these tones all Mandarin words

are spoken.
' Tones are not something added to the

sound, but are an original and integral part of it.

They do not modify the sense in any particular way,

nor convey any special meaning of any kind. They

rather serve to distinguish one word from another,

showing that they are two and not one.

Chinese with aboriginal dialects, all have more tones and lay

more strexa on tones tlwin docs the Mandarin. Mandarin

shows II disposition to throw oir tones, as if they were really

f..reign to it. Thus within tho last four hundred years the

lifth or enteriu;; tone has entirely disappeared from Northern

and Central Mand.ain, where it formerly prevailed. The

iruiioations are that it will nltiniately disappear from

Southern Mandarin.
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2. It is worthy of special remark that tlie relationship
of toiips as such, is not known or recognized by the

mass of tlic Chinese people. They learn the tones as

they learn the oilier chaiacteristics of their sounds—
by imitation of their elders ; and to their apprehen-
sion the diflferent tones of a given syllable are

simply different words. Having different sounds and
different meanings, and being represented by different

characters, their tonal relationship is a thing not

thought of. The theoretical knowledge of tones is

confined to scholars, and with them it is not a

knowledge based on their own spoken language, but

is acquired as a theory laid down in their books.

3. Tones have been indicated in various ways by
writers on the Chinese language. /When indicated

on the Chinese character, the most common plan is

that adopted by Dr. Williams in imitation of the

Chine.se method, viz.,
—by small semicircles at the

four corners of the character. When indicated on

the Romanized spelling, the most convenient plan is

;hat adopted by Sir Thos. W.ade, viz.,
—by the use of

numbers at the upper right hand of the spelling. The
fifth or entering tone is indicated in the spelling by
a final h. The following example shows the tones

marked in both ways :
—

1st tone or J^ zp ^ Shang p'ing sheng ,^ Fu'.

:

It'^iO' » „ M Fu".

Shang sheng 'Jf^ Fu'.

;
Ch'u „ ^' Fu\
Jit „ H^ Full.

The tones are usually given by Chinese teachers in

the above order, and form a sort of chime, which

every learner should acquire, as it will enable hiin to

recognize and locate the tone of any word he may
hear.

4. The names of the tones do not truly describe

their characters. This is especially true of the two
level tones. In a large part of Shantung the J^ Zp
or upper level, is in fact a lower level, and the f 2[j,

or lower level, is an upper level. In Peking the

J; ip, or upper level, is not properly a level tone at

all, noi- is the
"]^ i}i, the former being an upper

quick falling tone, and the latter an upper quick

rising tone. The terra \, entering, is not a correct

description of the fifth tone, which is an abrupt

2nd
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belongs, his slandurd bt-ing rmt the aclual sjiuIchu
|

tones, but tlie Wu Fany Yiien Yin and suiidiy

rhyme books based upon it. In wriiiii^ poeu-y it

is only allowed to rliymn & p'ing with a. p'ing nnd

a tsi witii a tse. Tliis is in fact the principal, .if

not the only, purpose that this distinction serves.

7. The tones of words vary in difFcrejit localities;

that is, any given cliaiacter may bo one tone in one

place, and another tone in another place. The most

frequent chan;^e perhaps is from the. fir.st tone to

tlie second, and vice versd. The second and fourth

tones also often exchange places. These changes

of tone are very numerous, and often occur within

very short distances, such as would show very little,

if any, perceptible change in syllables. The number

of tlie.se changes is far greater than any one would

suppose, who has not made the matter a subject

of .'special inquiry.

8. Tlie manner of rendering the tones diflFers in

dilTorent localities; tliat is, a given tone is not

th(! same sound in one locality that it is in another,

though called hy the same name. It is, so to speak,

intoned in a different way. For example, the third

tone in Peking, is made by depressing the voice

below its natural key and ending with a strong

rising inflection. In Eastern Shantung, the same

tone is made by beginning in a natural key and

endin" with a rising inflection. In Chinanfu,

the same tone begifiS high and rises still higiier.

In fact the four tones, as given in Peking, are all

rendered differently in Kistern Siiancung; not only

so, but ill Chinanfu they are rendered still differ-

ently from those heard in either place. Each new

locality has a new rendering of the tones. Tliese

variations know no law, and seem to be practically

endless. There is, in many cases, a certain degree of

similarity in the rendering of tlie same tone in

different places, yet not such as to make it certainly

reco"nizable, or prevent its being confounded with

other tones.

9. The normal tone of a word is often changed

by its position in a conuiound word or phrase, as

al.so by its position in a sentence. Thus the

words ^ tU7i(/^ east, and 'j§ hsi^ west, are both in

tlie first tone, but when combined in tlio word j^ '^,

a thing, tliey arc not spoken tunc/'' hsi^, according to

the proper tones, but luny^ hsi'', the tone of hsi

clianging from the first to the second. So als.) j^ ^,
merciful, is not spoken ts'i'' pei\ according to the

original tones, but rather «>•'»' pei\ the tone of pei

changing from the first to the fmuih lu like

manner f^ J^. ingeniong, is not spoken ting'^ eh'iao*,

according to the normal tones, but ling'^ ch'iao*, thd

tone of ch'iao, changing from the third to the fourth.

Again, take the expression ffT-' ^ tj ^ 1^- ^''« V^^*

going to strike nu ? Now ^ is normally in tlie third

lone, but as spoken in this phra.se, it changes to the

fourth If its proper tone be retained, the emplmsis

is thereby thrown on it, and the expression would

mean. Would you [dare to] strike ME? Once more,

take tlie sentence M ^ i& '^ ^ ill E. •&' ^'^

have a thing in your father and mother's posses-

sion is not so good as to have it in your oivn

possession. Here ^ is normally niang" and 2i '^

chi^, but as spoken in this sentence they both change

to the fourth tone. In general it may be said that

there are few sentences of any length spoken, in

whicli there are not, for one cause or another, changes

in the normal tone of one or more of its words.

These changes are complicated and subject to no

known general law. The following hints embody
as much as the author has learned by experience, and

will, it is hoped, be of some service to the student.

(1.) Accented words, both in phrases and in

sentences, retain their normal tones.

(2.) Strong emphasis on a, word forming part of

a clause, is likely to obscure the tone of the succeed-

ing word,—generally changing it to the fourth tone.

(3.) In dual combinations, which include the vast

majority of phrases, the first character generally

takes the accent, and in this case the second charac-

ter, if not already a fourth tone, generally changes

to a fourth tone; that is, to the natural falling inflec-

tion

(4.) In case the meaning of the second character

of a dual phrase predominates and takes the accent,

then it retains its normal tone, and the tone of the

first character generally changes, or is at least obscur-

ed, especially if it is a level tone.

10. How may an accurate knowledge of tones

be acquired, is a question which confronts every

student of Chinese. Two distinct methods have

been followed, and each has its advocates. One

method is to learn the tone of each character as a

distinct act of memory in each case, so that the tone

is as certainly known as the other elements of the

sound. The other method is to regard the tone

as an integral part of the sound, which need not be

theoretically separated from it, and so proceed to

learn both words and sentences by a direct and

untrammelled imitation of a teacher, as a Chinese child

imitates its parents. Eacli method has its advantages
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and disiid vantages. Tlie first method will give greater

confiilence and accuracy in the use of isolated woids,

but it imposes a lieavy burden on tlie memory, and

its ultimate benefit is neutralized to a considerable

extent by the changes required by composition and

rhythm, and by the danger that the speaker will

adhere too much to the fundamental (one, to tlie

great injury of his speaking. The second method

is easier to one who has a good ear, and will make

a fluent and natural speaker. There is danger,

liowever, that such a speaker will miss his bear-

ings when he attempts to isolate or empliasize a

particular word, especially if it is not a very

common one.

On the whole. I would recommend a combination

of the two methods. Let the student first practice

(he tone exercises faithfully with his teacher, until

he has caught the chime and can distinguish with

ceitainty the tone of any single word his teacher

pronounces. The foundation is now securely laid,

and he can go on with confidence to learn woids

and phrases. In memorizing single words, let the

tone always be regarded as an integral part of the

sound, so that the word is not reijarded as properly

heard at all until the tone is heard—for ia point

of fact there is no Chinese word without a tone.

In case of uncertainty in catching a tone from

a teacher, it is not best to ask him the tone, nor to

suffer him to tell you, but have him repeat the word,

telling him tlie tone as a check if necessary. In

repeating phrases or clauses after the teacher, atten-

tion should not be directed chiefly to the tones

of the words, but rather to a close and accurate

imitation of the sounds, both in general and in

particular. It' this method is faith:'ul!y carried

out, the student will corae to think less and

less about tones, while lie will speak tiie Ian;;uaga

with greater and greater accuracy. He will in fact

acquire the ear of a native, and both hear and speak

the lan^ua;,'e in blissful foigetfulness of tones.

11. Opinions vary as to the relative importance of

tones in learning and speakiii'.; Chinese. Since they

are an integral part of all Chinese speech, their

general importance may safely be assumed. Seeing,

however, that they vary so much in different localities

and yet the people of these several Incalities under-

stand each other without .serious ditliculty, it may
safely be assumed (hat their relative importance is

not so great as is sometimes represented. In order,

however, to be understood with readiness and

precision, and not offend the ears of the hearers, an

accurate rendering of the tones is essential. Even as

a basis for acquiring such a style as may be under-

stood in several cognate dialects, the very best thing

is the thorough knowledge of tlie pronunciation of

some one dialect. The Chinese undeistand, and can

make allowance for, the ditl'ering tones of diffijreut,

dialects, but they do not understand Anglicised

sounds that have no tone. He who neglects tones or

other peculiarities of iiis own dialect, and .itlempts

to acquire what some are pleased to c.dl a "
geneial

dialect," will end by not speaking real Chinese at all ;

for there is no spoken Chinese without tones, nor any
that is freefrom dialectic pec^iliarities.

ASPIRATES.
TN the non-Mandarin dialects of the South there

are sounds beginuing with J, ff, b, d and ds, also

two sets of sounds beginning with ch, k, p, I and

is, which are distinguislied as unaspirated and

aspirated, the latter being generally written with a

reversed elevated comma following the letter. In

Mandarin the initials^, g, b, d and ds are not found,

but only the two classes of sounds represented by ch,

k, p, t and Is, distinguished as unaspirated and

aspirated. These English letters really represent

neither sound correctly. lu the one case the aspira-

tion is weaker than Englishmen generally use with

these letters, and much weaker than Americans (who

aspirate more strongly than Englishmen) f;eneral!y

use. In the other case the aspiration ia somewhat

stronger than that given to these letters by Americans,

and much stronger than that given by Englishmen.
The unaspirated sounds are not really _;, g, b, d and

ds, as beginners are apt to imagine, though they

approximate these letters, and in a few cases become

almost, if not quite, equivalent to them. If the

learner has difficulty in properly softening ch, k, p, t

and t», it would be better to give them flat_;, g, b, d

and ds, than to run the risk of confusinj; them with

the aspirates. There is this at least to be said in

favor of such a pronunciation, that while the

Chinese may not quite approve it, they will not

misunderstand it.* It is very important that the

•
Seeing that neither j. g, b, d and ds, nor ch, h, p, t

and ^<, perfectly represent the true sounds, it is a qiies(ion

whether in Mandarin it would not bo better to write the uu.

aspirated sounds with (hefonnerlettersnnd aimplifythesj'steir
of spelling by abolishing tliat iiwkward '. It is as easy to v^rj

homj, g, b, d and (is, as it is to vary from ch, k, p, ( and la.
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student of Cliinesc sliould get this distinction clearly

in mind at (list, whic'i lie ought readily to do by

piactis".:; tlie ».£.ble of aspirates with a good teacher.

Ridiculous ;ind uioitifj'ing blunders sometimes result

from iiiist:ikes in aspirating. I once heard the

minouncHUicnt made from the pulpit that there

would bo a rooster in the church on a certain

evening instead of saying a prayer-ioeeting, as was

intended.

Tlie Chinese do not recogaue the rolationship

existing between aspirated and nnaspirated sounds—

simply regarding tliem as independent sounds. They

only learn to compare and classify them when tauglib

to do so by foreigners. The aspirates in Mandaiin

do not vary with different dialects so much as do tho

tones, but are exceedingly uniform froui North to

South. When, however. Mandarin is compared with

the Southern coast dialects the variations are very

great, whole classes of sounds changing ftom aspirates

to unaspirates or vice versd.

RHYTHM.
A Chinese sentence way be constructed with fault-

Vss idiom, and each word be pronounced with

perfect accuracy, and yet the sentence be almost or

quite unintelligible, simply from want of proper

rhythmical emphasis. Bj' rhythmical emphasis is

meant the relative amount of emphasis given to the

several words, their distribution into groups, and the

rapidity or slowness with which they are severally

spoken. It is highly important to every speaker

that he should acquire the art of speaking in correct

I liythm, and by consequence, with proper emphasis.

Such acquisition will be invaluable in making his

spr'cch easily intelligible and in making it sound

natural to the Chinese ear. The same thing is true

to a greater or less extent of all languages.

Tn addition to listening carefully to the spoken

language heard every day and striving to imitate it,

the best way to acquire a proper rhythm is to

practice reading closely after a good teacher. Let

the teacher read a short clause in an easy, natural

lone, and the student follow, imitating faithfully both

the pronunciation and tlie rhythmic cadence of the

teacher. Then let the teacher read the next clause

and the student follow, and so on. The teacher

should not read too far at oni;e. lest tho f.tudent be

unable to retain the rhythm in his mind. Special

care should also be taken that the teacher does no',

read in a recitative or aflFected style. Cliineso

teachers have a strong proclivity to read in that

measured sing-song in which they recite their

classics ; and oftentimes when told that this is not

what is wanted, they become impressed with the

difficulty of what is required, and resort at once to

a loud pompous style which upsets all proper rhyth-

mical emphasis, and is the farthest possible from tho

easy natural conversational style that is wanted. If

the student has not a trained teacher, he should ask

the assistance of a friend who speaks Chinese to

explain to his teacher what is wanted, and give him

a few lessons on natural reading. Half an liour's

practice in reading each day will be a relief from the

severer labor of memorizing, and will work wonders

in enabling the student to speak Chinese, as the

Chinese speak it. It should be remembered, how-

evei-, that merely reading after a teacher will

be useless, if not worse, unless the rhythmical

emphasis of the teacher be really and faithfully

imitated. This exercise may be profitably varied

by reading in concert with the teacher.

RADICALS.

rpHE Chinese have analysed their numerous written

-^
characters so far as to arrangs them in two

hundred and fourteen classes, each class having a

common part called its radical. The Chinese name is

^ %, character class. Or ^- ^:, character m<>lher.

l^Iany of the more comple.K ones are compounded
of those which are simpler. It would be a distinct

advantage if the number of the radicals were con-

siderably reduced. The radical was chosen in each

case because of its relationship to tlie meaning of

the character, to which it generally gives more or le.ss

of a clue. The other part of the character has been

named the phonetic by foi-eign sinologues, becauBe

in most cases it determines, or at least suggests,

the sound. The Chinese ha\e no special name for it.

Nearly all modern characters are made up distinctly

of a railical and a phonetic, the one indicating the

uieaning and the other the sound. The same is true

of many ancient characters, but not by any means

of ali.

Tho meaning, form and order of these two

hundnd and fourteen radicals, should be memoriied.

[t will he a hard task, but it will repay the student

A'ell. Over one bundled and sixty of them are
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themselves charact/are in common nse, and will re-

quire to be leatned in any case. Moreover, all

characters are built up fiom tliem, and the student

will find that after learning then), Cliinese characters

will lose to a great extent their strange unmeaning

Oook, and will become more familiar and intelligible.

These radicals and their combinations will become

so many hooks on which the memory can fasten,

and so retain the characters in its keeping. The best

time to learn the radicals is at the very outset, before

attempting to learn other characters. The mind

is then fresh and unoccupied, and will retain what

it gets with a much firmer grasp than it will that

which is crammed into it after it is already sated with

five hundred or a thousand characters.

These radicals are, in a sense, the Chinese alphabet—
the only one, at least, that they possess. Most native

dictionaries are arranged in the order of these

radicals, particularly the great standard imperial

dictionary of Kanghi. Most foreign dictionaries of

Chinese are syllabic, but in all cases of uncei tainty as

to the standard spelling of a character, recouise has

still to lie had to a radical index. In looking up
characters by radicals, it will save much time and

vexation to know either the order of these

radicals or the number of each one. Many, perhaps

ninst, students of Chinese have undertaken to learn

the numbers. This is no light task in the first place,

and it is a rare thing that the numbers are retained

permanently in the memor}', save in the case of com-

paratively few radicals which are in constant demand.

The Chinese do not learn the radicals by number, but,

having them arranged in groups according to the

number of their strokes, they learn the order in

which they stand. This is no doubt the better and

more effective way,—being in fact the way we use

our own alphabet in consulting a dictionary. In

order to assist the memory and lighten the task of

learning these radicals in their order, the Rev. J. A.

Silsby of Shanghai has, at the request of the author,
woven the 214 radicals into a mnemonic radical ode,

which is appended at the end of the table of radicals.

How to recognize the radical of a character is a

question of some importance to a beginner. Un-

fortunately no invariable rule can be given, but the

following directions will be of some service :
—

1. Consider whether the character itself is or is

not a radical.

2. The great majority of characters consist more

or less evidently of two parts, either right and left,

or upper and lower, or inner and outer (a top and a

aide joined counts an outer). In case one of these

parts is a radical and the other not, then that whijh

is a radical, is the radical of the character; as, t^,

%, ®, etc.

3. If both parts be radicals, then :
—

(a) The left hand part is the radical, except in the

case of ;;], ij, % Tr, ':k' 0' >:. :^' ^' a- £•
which generally stand on the right.

(b) The lower part is the radical, except in the

case of •^, ^, ^, ^, 0, W^ M. JK^ ^' lU' **•'

which generally stand at the top.

(c) The outer part is the radical. This class is

comparatively small.

4. It may be observed in general :
—

(a) That the most prominent radical in a character

is likely to be its go\erning radical.

(b) Some radicals almost always govern the char-

acter in which they appear; as, -^, '**", ^, f.
There are of course some exceptions to these rules,

yet they are quite as true as such rules generally

are. For characters to which no rule applies, reference

may be had to the list of difficult characters usually

civea in both native and foreign dictionaries.

DOUBLE READINGS.

TV TANY Chinese characters have two readings, and
-'-"- a few have three readings. The most of these

changes of reading are attended by a change of mean-

in" Those which are not attended by a change of

meaning, are mere accidental variations, the remnants

probably of dialectic admixtures. In some dialects

there are many more of tliem than in others. I have

tried in all cases to give the reading, which is most

prevalent, favoring the colloquial rather than the

book reading.*

Of readings which vary the meaning with the sound,

the variation, in by far the greater number of cases, is

tonal ;
in a comparatively few cases one character is

read in two syllables. No general principle charac-

terizes these changes, though a large number of those

depending on tone, consist in the change from verb to

* Oa »n average, about one character In 6ve has a 1 fourths are attended by a change of meaning, the otfier

double reading, and of these double readings, about three- I fourth beina accidental variations.
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noun, or from noun to verb or adjective, similar to such

words as con'-flict and conflict' or gal'-lant and gallant'

in English. It still remains true, however, in Chinese

as in English, that \>y far the larger number of such

changes of meaning are not attended by any change

of pronunciation. I have not noted all the doable

readings given in Dr. Goodrich's Pocket Dictionary,

because many of them are peculiar to Peking. I have

«oted all which seemttd to prevail in as many as two

dialects. In other cases, viz.,
—those in which the

distinction seemed local, or was inconsistent in

diiferent dialects, I have adhered to that reading
which was judged to be the primary reading of the

character. For the variations made in such cases

by dififeront dialects the student will have to

depend on his teacher. It is very likely also that

some of the distinctions which have been made, will

be found to be incorrect in some dialects. In some

cases also the subsequent use of a word will be found

inconsistent with the general distinction of meaning as

first made. This inconsistency generally ari»es from

the effect of composition.*
The whole subject of double readings is surrounded

with difficulties. If only one dialect be considered,

it is comparatively easy to fix the readings, though
even then there is more or less both of uncertainty

and inconsistency. When, however, three or four or

more dialects are considered together, there is no

small amount of confusion and contradiction. If

each dialect of Mandarin had such a carefully

prepared vocabulary as Dr. Goodrich has given to the

Pekingese, then an intelligent and valuable com-

parison might be made. As it is at present, only a

general approximation is possible.

I have made no attempt whatever to conform the

spelling of double words, or of phrases, to the tonal

changes introduced by composition. For these the

student will have to depend on his teacher and on

his ear.

WRITING.

TTTEiriNG Chinese will be found a useful exercise

for every student. It will be a grateful relief

from the tedium of direct memorizing, while it will

serve to give a more accurate knowledge of the

characters and help to fix them in the mind. The

Chinese consider that a character is not really learned

until it can be, not only recognized, but also written.

The best way to learn to write, is to get a teacher to

write a copy of simple characters in large hand,

place this nnderneath the thin Chinese paper and

trace the characters as Chinese schoolboys do. Use
a Cliinese pen and write in regular Chinese order and

style, taking lessons from your teacher's example.
You will soon see that your teacher writes the left

hand side before the right, and the top before the

bottom, and that be makes the Imrizontal strokes

before the perpendicular stroke which crosses them,
etc. Having acquired the art of tracing characters

in a fair hand and in proper order of strokes, proceed
to copy out a part or all of the lesson for the day.
All the while you are copying, you will be having an

exercise in recalling and fixing the characters in your
mind.

The difficulty in writing is not in learning to

handle the pen properly and write neatly, but in

knowing what character should be used in each case,

and in recalling readily and accurately its form and

composition. How much time it will p:iy the student)

to spend in writing Chinese, will depend on his

special gifts, together with the requirements of the

work in which ho expects to engage. Every student

can learn to write a fair Chinese hand, and will find

it quite an advantage to be able to do so, but to be a

ready mriter—recalling all needed characters readily

and using them accurately, requires natural aptitude,

together with constant and long-continued practice.

ADVICE TO THE STUDENT.
"DEAD over the Introduction carefully. You will

not understand it all, but it will serve to give

you a useful general idea of the work 3'ou are under-

taking. Reading it over once or even twice is not

sufficient. It should be carefully studied and re-read

from time to time until it is fully understood. Give

special attention to the system of spelling and to the

powers of the letters as there defined. You cannot

spell words properly or consistently until you are

familiar with the powers to be given to the letters.

* This is one of the porplexing things that beset the

path of one who undertakes to make a voc ilmLiry. A Chinese

•cholar gives a clear und evident general distinction between
Ibo two readiu^^ "f '^ character, and uU seems plaiu. The

trouble comes when it is discou jred that the distinction will
not carry out consistently, but ia coatradioted by uMge,
For instance see 0| and I||.
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I vribh to emphasize this point strongly. I lia\e

known students wlio, after one oi' even two months'

study of Chinese, did not know the powers of the

letters they were atteiuptiiig to use. A student who

imagines that he can spell Chinese words without

any special system, will soon tind himself involved

in confusion and inconsistency, and will presently

be unable to tell what sound lie meant to express by

liis own writing.

2. Learn the radicals thoroughly according to the

directions given witii the Table of Radicals.

3. Practice the tone exercises until yovi have

mastered the "chime" and can distinguish readily

the tone of any character your teacher pronounces.

At the same time also piactice tiie aspirate exercises

until you have mastered the difference between an

aspirated and an unaspirated sound.

4. Having fitted yourself thus far, begin with the

lessons proper and learn them carefully until the

Chinese can be given readily by looking at the English.

Review frequently, and so continue unSil about sixty

lessons have been well mastered, which will require

six or eight months of steady work.

5. Having laid this foundation, strike out with

more boldness. Take a new lesson eacii day and get

it as well as you can, and so go on without halting or

turning back, till you have gone over one hundred

ond ninety-six lessons. I give this advice for several

reasons :
—

(a).
It will relieve the tedium, perhaps discour-

agement, of bald, hard, committing lo memory, and

will bring something fresh each day.

(6). The same characters and phrases will be turn-

ing up again and again, so that by the time you are

through, you will be gratified to find that though

imperfectly learned at their first appearance, many of

them have nevertheless "stuck."

(c).
This plan will give you a comprehensive view

of all the important idioms in the language and avoid

the danger of missing some entirely by stopping short

of the end.

6. Having reached the end, return to the sixtieth

lesson and review thoroughly, wliich you can now do
with ease and with a fuller comprehension of the

various idioms brought to view.

7. As soon as you can put two words together,

begin to talk, not only with your teacher during
hours of study, but at other tim3s, with ail the

Chinese about you. Be sure that the more you talk,

making the best use you can of the phrases you have

learned, and picking up others, the faster you will

learn Chinese. Talking will take the place of

exercises in translating English into Chinese, and

your key will be the fact of your being under-

stood.

8. Cultivate assiduously tlie art of hearing how
the Chinese around you speak. Have an interroga-
tion point permanently attached to your ears. When
your mind is alert to hear how the Chinese speak their

language, and to compare what j'ou hear with what

you yourself say, then and then only will you have

acquired the art of learning Chinese. He who

unconsciously continues to say a thing one way, when
he is constantly hearing the Chinese say it another

way will never learn Chinese well. I would urge on

every one the extreme importance of keeping his e.nrs

wide open so as to hear, to imitate, and to appropriate.
9. Do not assume that the English spelling really

represents the true pronunciation of your dialect.

He who does this icill certainly speak with a marked

foreign brogue. The true pronunciation of each

syllable should be learned from your Chinese teacher.

Tlie .'spelling, being approximately correct, will serve to

recall the sounds, but should never be allowed to

determine them. He who depends on the spelling

for the pronunciation of the words will certainly not

pronounce accurately.

10. Speak distinctly and not too fast. Foreigners
are often better understood than the Chinese them-

selves, chiefly because they e.';unciate more distinctly

and speak more slowly.
11. Try to avoid long and involved sentences.

Break up your thoughts into short sentences. This is

the chief seciet of perspicuity in Chinese.

12. Be content to turn your thoughts around and

split them up, and do them over into Ciiinese style.

They may seem to you to have lost much in the

process, but they will be far more forcible to tho

Chinese than in the foreign form in which you would

prefer to have them. He who would use the Chineso

language effectively, must learn to think as well as to

talk in Chinese.

13. Do not fail to learn to read, as well as to speak,

Mandarin. The two tilings naturally go hand in hand

and mutually help each other. The additional labor

involved in learning to read whilst learning to speak,

is not great. Even ladies whose time is limited, will

not find the task nearly so great as is often imagined.

It is needless to say that ability to read will be a

great power in the hands of its possessor. It is

worthy of remark that one who does not learn to read,

scarcely ever learns to speak welL
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14. Learn as much colloquial as you con and do

rot be afraid to use it. It is a mistake to suppose
that colloquial is necessarily inelegant, or unaccep-

table to the ears of the people. There are times when

a stately literary style is becoming, as in conversation

with officials or with educated men, but for the varied

wants of everyday life, it is far from being the most

useful or effective. In preaciiing, a certain amount

of dignity is no doubt important, but this is not in

the least inconsistent with a free use of colloquial.

The freshness, directness and pithiness which the

colloquial adds to "
general Mandarin," are almost, if

not quite, essential to really effective public address.

In preaching especially, an elegant classical style with

its high-sounding book phraseology, is worth but little

as compared with an attractive colloquial style,

which will catch the ears and win the hearts of the

people.

15. Unless for special reasons, always learn the

dialect of the place in which you reside. You will

learn it more easily, as every one you meet wiM be

your teacher, and you will avoid the confusion and

discouragement of trying to learn one dialect while

you are hearing another. The very best foundation

on which to build a knowledge of several dialects, or

of "
general Mandarin," is an accurate knowledge of

some one dialect.

16. Reuiember that the chief thing in learning a

language is memory. The Western mind is given to

reasoning and philosophizing, but the exercise of this

faculty is largely thrown away in learning a new

language, especially such an unscientific language as

the Chinese. I)on't begin, therefore, by attempting
to investigate the logical principles that underlie the

structure of the language, but take it on faith, and
make it your chief business to C7-am the words and

phrases of the lessons as fast as possible. This is the

shortest and surest road to success.

17. Do not stop learning Chinese at the end of one

or two years. Cultivate the habit of listening to the

language of the Chinese whom you hear speaking.
Seize every new expression and appropriate it,

investigating it with your teacher if necessary. If

you allow yourself to fall into the habit of passing
new words and expressions by, simply gathering the

speaker's meaning in a general way from the words

you already know, you will presently cease to hear

any new words ot all, and your knowledge of Chinese

will remain pr&ctically stationary.

EXPLANATIONS.
A LL single characters are defined in the vocabu-
•^^

laries, but phrases which first occur and are

defined in the subject, are not afterwards repeated in

the vocabulary.

2. As a rule all the leading Mandarin meanings of

characters and phrases are given, but meanings
confined to the Wen-li, are not generally given. The

more primitive meaning is usually given first, and

the other.s in order.

3. Alany Chinese characters are used with almost

equal facility as nouns and as verbs, as adjectives and

as adverbs. In such cases the vocabulary li.as not

detailed the meaning in the several parts of speech,

but gives only that one which is most normal to the

character, leaving the others to be inferred from the

connection in each case.

4. That meaning of a word or phrase which occurs

ill the given lesson, is printf.d in italics. Sometimes

on aceount of the structure of the sentence, the

translation contains none ot the meanings in exact

form. In such cases none are italicized. When a

character is used in a phrase which greatly modifies

its proper meaning, so as to make it doubtful on

which of its meanings the phrase is founded, then

none is italicized. When two or three meanings

given to a character are practical equivalents, none
is italicized.

5. When a character has two readings attended

by a difTerence of meaning, the second reading is

noted at the end of the definition. The word also

indicates that the other reading has not yet appeared,
and the word see, that the other reading has already

appeared and been defined.

6. When a character has two readings not attended

by any change of meaning, they are both noted in

the vocabulary when it is first defined, but when it

subsequently occurs in phrases, only one reading, the

most common or suitable one, is given.

7. The spellings in the vocabularies are in accord-

ance with the Peidng sounds, but a space is left after

or underneath each spelling for the writing in of a

second spelling to suit the student's particular dialect.

The student should not write in these spellings

liap-hazaid, but first master the system of spelling as

applied to his own dialect and then write them in

carefully, going to a syllabary in cases of doubt (if he

is so fortunate as to have a syllabary of his dialect)

If he has an index for his dialect, this will afford a

guide in all cases. It will be found that a large

proportion of Pekingese spellings apply equaUv to
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other dialects. The best and most lubor-saving plan
is to underscore the Peking spellings which prove to

be correct, and prase the others, writing in the correct

spelling. If this is done with the learning of each

lesson, it will save much time and confusion on review.

8. In the subjects and vocabularies (n.) stands for

Northern Mandarin
;
that is, that which is spoken in

Peking and vicinity ; (c.) stands for-Ceiitral Manda-
rin which, in this case, is limited to that spoken in

Eastern Shantung ; (s. )
stands for Southern Mandarin,

which means, in this case, that spoken on the lower

Yangtze, especially that of Nanking. These indica-

tions are only approximate, and being in some cases

given on the authority of one teacher, are not always
to be depended on. When a phrase is local, but the

limits of its use are unknown to the author, it is

marked (l.) ; that is, local. Words and phrases the

use of which is confined to classical or book style, are

marked (w.); that is, Wen-li. All words and phrases
which are unmarked, are supposed to be Vung-hsing,
or at least approximately so. A wider examination

will no doubt show that some of these are also more

or less local.

9. In the duplicate readings in the Chinese text,
the one on the right hand is the Northern form, and.
the one on tlie left, the Southern. In some cases thren

readings are given, which are arranged in order with
tlie Northern one on the right. In some cases a dupli-
cate reading consists of a Northern and Central, or a
Central and Southern—the other section not being
represented, for want of information. In all such
cases the more northerly reading is to the right. In
a few cases both forms are t'ung-hsing, but are not

equally applicable in the yiven connection. In such
cases attention is called to the matter in the notes.

These parallel readings are supposed to be synonymous.
That they differ slightly in many cases, is unavoidable.
The translation conforms to the right hand reading.
When the diiference is considerable, a second transla-

tion, conforming to the other reading, is given in

parenthesis.

11. Duplicate readings, especially in the case of

common phrases, are not generally repeated in full.

One reading is used alone and then the other, pref-
erence being given to that which is supposed to have
the wider range of use.

GENERAL REMARKS.
/~^ RAMMATICAL science has never been applied

to the Chinese language. There are of course

principles of construction embediled in it, but they

have never been developed and systematized. Edu-

cated Chinese have no guide in writing or speaking
their languasje save their own ear and the particular

precedents esta\ilished by usage. As a consequence

the language, as at present spoken, has in it many
anomalous forms and usages which are really at var-

iance tvith the underlying principles of the language.

2. In China, literary taste and skill have thus

far expended themselves almost entirely on the Wenli.

Elegance in speaking is neither taught nor cultivated.

Teacliers correct and criticize with great pains the

Wen-li essays of their pupils, but allow theiu to speak

any way they choose. In talking, every man is a law

unto himself, and individual peculiarities abound to

a phenomenal extent.

3. The introduction of Christianity and of Western

thought into China is giving a marked stimulus to

Mandarin literature; and mission schools cultivate

care and correctness in speaking as well as in writing.

These things are a beginning, and will certainly in-

crease and develope in the future, and they will tend

gradually to elevate and purify the Mandarin. The

tendency of the times also is towards a lower and

more diffusive style of Wen-li, approximating, in some

measure, the model of the spoken language. There ia

little doubt that ultimately Mandarin, enriched,
corrected and dignified, will come to be the written,
as well as the spoken, language of China.

4. Chinese has generally been regarded as a very
difficult language to learn. The difficulty chiefly

concerns the writing. The spoken language is of

course more difficult to an English speaker than a

cognate European languaije, but not more difficult

than other Asiatic languages.
5. To pick up a limited knowledge of colloquial,

which will answer for household or business purposes,
is quite easy; but to acquire a fluent, idiomatic and

comprehensive knowledge of the language, answering,
to all tlie departments of life, requires diligent and

persevering study.

6. Four things are important in order to speak

good Chinese :
—•

{a). To put the words and clauses in their proper
idiomatic order.

(6).
To give to the words and phrases their proper

rhythmical emphasis.

(c).
To give to the words their correct syllabio

pronunciation.

{d). To give the aspirates and tones correctly.

These tilings I regard as important in the order ia

which they liave just been enumerated.
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TABLE OF RADICALS.
TN the followiri',' tabli- the radicals are arranged in.

cl.issej accoi-diiig to the nuiiiljer of strokes in

each, and in th« order in which tliey usually stand in

dicLiniiai ies. Tliey an; uuinbeied in order from one

iipwiirds
—idbeit the Cliinese never number them.

Each radical is spelled aecordinu to tlie Peking sound,

and .'-pace is left fur writing in a second .spciling. The

meanings given are lirief and suggestive, rather than

exhaustive. A considerable number of tlie radicals

are contracted or modified in composition. The

modified form is given in each case at the side of the

full form. Some forty six or seven of the radicals

are obsolete as independent characters, being now

only used as radicals in composition. They are

indicated in the table by an asterisk {*).

The best way to learn the radicals is first to learn

the shape and meaning, associating these things to-

gether ; then proceed to learn the sound and the

order. If the student uses another dialect than

Pekingese, he should get a competent person to write

in the spelling according to his own dialect. The

radical ode which follows the table will, no doubt,

furnish the easiest method of learning the order. If

however any one is inclined to learn the order direct,

he will find that the easiest way is to sing the radicals

over and over until he is familiar with the names and

order. Then have them written out on a sheet of

paper and sing them over, guided by the characters

alone. Finally sing them over entirely from memory.

They will need frequent lehearsiug in order to keep
from forgetting them.

--•-
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4« Shan^

47 C/i'wan}

48 Kung^
49 Chi^

50 Ckin^

51 iTan*

52 Yao^

53 r2e«8

54 rm«
55 Kung^
56 /*

57 Kung^
68 a'j*

59 ^/<an»

60 cm*

61 ZTseV

(

62 Ki^

63 //jt*

64 Shou*

(

65 CAii

66 P'u^

67 Tr(?/i2

68 Tom*

69 C/iini

7U Faw^i

71 H'm«

72 Ji*

7 3 Yiie^*

74 Fiie*

75 ilfw*

76 C/i-ien*

77 0/i^»

78 Tai^

79 S^a»

80 fr«».«

81 Pfl

82 i/atf*

83 Shi*

84 Cii'j*

UJ a hill, a monntain.

(H R A)\{\ )\\ mouutain streams.

Jl. labor, a workman.

a self.

(i; m ^)f!l a napkin.

I" to oppose, a shield.

2^" small, tender.

((i ±)r"*a roof, a shelter.

^* moving on.

7T* joined hands.

"Vi a dart,

^ a bow, archery.

(^ tlj)3. ^i^.apig'shead. pointed.

(H 3i!!)i> hair, plumage.

(HjH: A)^*astep.

4 Strokes.

t]j> *h the heart.

IX/ a spear.

^ a door.

^ the hand.

1^ a branch, a prop.
(M :5:)X^»torap, totap.

!5C literature, ornament.

n a peck, a bashel.

/T au axe, a catty.

>7 square.

^^ without, not.

P the sun, a day.
to speak.

/i the moon, a month.

71^ wood, a tree.

^ toowe,tobedeficient

tr to stop.

5^^ bad, vicious,

^ a pole ; to kill.

^ to deny; do not I

Xu to compare.

^ hair, wool,

i^ family name,

^ breath, vapour.

85 S/iwei^

.. ^ (Has*)
86 B^wod^

87 Chao*

88 /'«*

89 Fao"

90 GhHang^
91 P-ien*

92 Fa*

93 i\^?M2
(

94 Ck'Ueii^

» (S:'i or am)

TK^ water,

*^

;^C fire.

/IV A^ claws.

^ father.

^ crosswise.

^ * a bed, a frame.

/iT a slice, a splint

^ a tooth.

^ ^)'r' a cow, an ox.

3

a dog.

95 IlsUen^

96 Yii*

5 Strokes.

Si sombre.black.

~R a gem, a precioaa

(^ 2) i [stone.

/0«v a melon, a gourd.% a tile.

'H sweet.

5E. to live, to produce.
rn to use.

B3 afield.

/E a roll of cIotL

(^^^)9"* disease.

y^* back to back.

S white.

^ skin, bark.

(M m^ a dish, a platter.

N M an eye.

^ a halberd, a lance.

y% an arrow, a dart.

^^astone.^^^ revelation

7IT*^/^ adivineomea,

f^*a footprint.

(^7fC)^ gi"ain of any kind.

97 Kwa}

98 r^a»

99 ^an»

100 Sheng^

101 r^n/
102 Tien^

103 P'2»

104 i^ji'*

105 Poa^'*

106 Pae*

107 P'/«

108 J/2«»

109 il/i^*

110 Mao^

111 5/»»

112 Ski*

113 -S/u*

114 J0M»

115 m^
116 iy5tte2.4 (ri^ ^ g^)»^ a cave, a den.

117 Li* jji, to set np, to erect.

6 Strokes,

118 Chu* (ft ^ gi)fy the bamboo,
119 Mi^ ^ rice.

1^0 «i' mm>^.-^ raw silk.

121 /-(^mS ^ crockery.
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122 Wansi*

123 Yang^

124 rti»

125 Lac^

126 i;-»

127 Lei*

128 ^/'^

129 Fii*

130 Jij«*

131 Ch'in*

132 r^j*

133 Chi*

134 (7/iiM*

135 ,S/i,«2

136 CA'wan'

137 Ooai

138 KSn*

139 S^*

140 r^'ao*

141 IM
142 C/j'j/n^r*

143 Esile^'*

144 Using*
145 /I

146 fi«j»

147 azen*

148 C/me»

149 17en2

150 ^M^-^

151 Tom*

152 -5f/u»

153 Chai*

154 Pei*

155 CA'J«'*

156 Tsou?

157 r5M>

158 S/>h^

150 C/i'(!»

160 //.!fm»

161 Ch-6n*

162 C/i(?a*

3f

nUTir a net.

a sheep.

wiags, feathers.

old.

still, yet.

a jilow.

the ear.

^ a peu, a pencil.

1^^ flesh, meat.

p. a statesman.

self.

to, to arrive.

a mortar.

the tougae.

to oppose, error.

a boat, a ship.

perverse, limited.

color.

*
-ff* grass, herbs.

J[g*a tiger.

^ an insect.

jftL Wood.

^ to go, to travel.

^^<^ clothes.

|fij !§ to cover, west.

7 Strokes.

to see, to perceive,

a horn, a corner.

words, to speak,

a valley,

beans, pulse.

i

a pig, swme.

^ a re[)tile.

^ a shell, precions.

^ flesh color, naked.

.^ to go, to walk.

J^ the feet, enough.

J^ the body.

!^ a cart, a coach.

^ bitter.

^ time.

5^
'
i— to go, to run.

163 i*

164 Vii^

165 P/en*

166 Z,i»

167 ChiTi^

168 CA'an^»

169 Min*

170 Pom*

171 Tai*

172 0/j«^et»

173 ru»

174 CA'ing^

175 P«i

176 Mien*

177 Z^^«

178 TFei«

179 Ckiu*

180 7ml
181 Yie*

182 PeM^i
183 Peii

184 Shi^

185 5>^omS

186 Ssiang^

187 3/a«

188 iTzt'

189 Kao^

190 P?ao»

191 Tou*

192 a'aV
193 Li*

194 Kwei*

195 rti«

196 Nia<fl

197 /wf«

108 La«

S7I)

^ a region, a city.

@ ripe, must, wine.

"Z^ to pluck, to sort out.

M. a Chinese mile.

Strokes.

4^, metal, gold.^^ long.

Fj a door, gate.

^ a mound, plenty.

15

^* to reach to, to attain.

^ birds.

Pl*^ rain.

^ bine sky.

"ff- DO, wrong.

9 Strokes.

^ the face.

^ raw-hide.

^ leather.

3e leeks.

§ sound.

M a leaf, the head,

j^ wind.

fH to fly.

^ to eat.

pf the head, first

§ incense.

10 Strokes.

^ a horse.

a bone.*i-

high.

ll^* hair.

R to quarrel, to fight™ *
herbs, essences.

ra a tripod, an urn.

f^ a demon, a ghoet.

11 Strokes.

^ a fish.

iRJ a bird.

^ cruJc salt

J[fli a deer.
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109 Afoa*

200 Ma*

201 Hwang*
202 Shu?

203 J?(»*

204 Chi*

205 Mw^
206 Ting^

207 AV
208 Shu^

^ wheat.

JQf^ hemp.

12 Strokes.

^ yellow.

^^ millet.

^ black.

fif embroidery.

13 Strokes.

H, frogs.

^ a tripod.

gj a drum.

^ a rat, a monse.

209 Pi*

210 CA'i«

211 CA'i»

212 iM«^»
213 Ze<;ej"i

214 Toci*

xxxiiJ.

14 Strokes.

^ the nose.

^ regular, even.

15 Strokes.

tS" I'ront teeth.

16 Strokes.

HB " ilra'^oii,

^ a tortoise, a turtle.

17 Strokes.

"ra a flute, a pipe.

THE RADICAL ODE.

BY KEV. J. A. SILSBY.

rpriE following ode will relieve the student of much labor in learning the meaning and order of the
-*-

radicals. It will serve as a coutiunous ladder, with suggestive and ever-v.-iryiug rounds, wliich

the studeut can mount with vastly greater ease than he can climb the bare pole of arithmetical

nnmbers. Not only is the first acquirement made easier, but the memory will retain the ode moie

firmly and recall it more readily than it will the bare namberB.

HOW TO BEGIN.

One Stroke.

Beginning with unity, just as yon ought,

?
8

You ne.xt make an upright, and then make a dot;
4 6 6

Make a stroke to the left, then a curve and a crook,

And you've summed up the use of one stroke in a book.

A RIDDLK.

Two Strokes. 7 8 p lo

Two hats on one man! See, that trarnjp walking fast,

11 12 13

Enters slyly at eight, ere the limit is passed.
14 16

_
16 17

A cov'ring of ice hides a bench and a box,
18 IS 20

A sword of great strength is wrapped up in old socks,

21 22 23 24

A Spoon in a case is concealed with ten knives
;

Divine \vli;it this means, and then ask the old wives,—
26 27 2S

Why that .scat im the cliff, made by some selfish hoax,
20

Should let a conjunction end up the two strokes.

4

J

a

2.

r: -^ A ;l
11 12 13

A. A n
14 15 10 17^ ? A u
18 19 20

7] :fj n
21 2i: 'S.i 24

K c r +
26

b
20 27 28

I' r i,
to
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CONSOLATION FOR AN UNFORTUNATE WIDOW.

Three StroKeg. so si

Three smacks on the mouth ! an enclosure how sweet I

S2 S3 31 3S

Which earth's greatest sage follows slowly to greet.

Sa S7 Sg 39

This evening great lady, your son had a fall

40 41 42

From a roo/ that was forty-one inches too smdll.

43 44 46 4«

He is lavM, not a corpse, and some sprouts from the hill,

47 48

Washed iu streams by the workmen, will keep him quite still.

4D 60 Bl 62

Wrap self in a napkin ; make shields for the tender;
63 64

Give shelter to orphans imove on, their defender 1

65 56 57

Joined hands follow Cupid's dart, shot from his bow:
68 69 60

Eat pig's liead; don plumage ; his footsteps you know.

so
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SAD DEATH OF TWO JEWELER3.

Five Strokes. «5 m »' m se w
Two sombre ^em merchants once ate a cucitmier; i 3E iK

98 09 98 !W

'J'liey slept on some tiles, and how sweet was their slumber ! % 'H"

ino 101 102
^

1(10 101 102

But to live was no use; in a, field at their ease, ^ ^ B
103 101 ins 101

III cZ?'2/ ^oocZs rolled np, tliey were killed by disease. /£ ^
105 loe

_ _
los io«

.Bac/j <o6ac/i; they werelaid, dressed in Wu<e;-'twas their wLsh, yt ^
107 103 107 108

With the skin of the cucumber placed in a dish ! & JH

109 no lU 1)2 V-3 110 111 IIS

'J'hen an eye, lance and cUirt were ergraved ou a siw«?, @ if" ^ S
113 114

^ 1_13
lU

As an emblem dirine of the foot-prints now flown*; Jif t*I

115 110 115 116

This stone, midst the grain in a cavernous den, ^ ^
117

, ]]7
Was erected to finish five strokes oi the pen. JL

AN ECCENTRIC OLD STATESMAN.

Six Strokes. ns nn 120 121 m 119 120 m
"Our bamboo and rice, siWc ami crocks, I am told, TJ ?N ^ OT

122 123 124 12S 122 123 121 124

On-.' Qicts, sheep and quills must be taxed as of old. Wi '^ M ^
126 127 128 120 127 123

And yet we plow on for this fool with long ears!" ffij ^ S
129 130

.
129 l:!0

"Stick a pc» in his /esA," cried a boatman with jeers. ^ I^

131 132 133 1S4 131 132 133 134

the statesman himself now arrived mih a mortar, © S M H
135 130 13S IM

The tongue that opposed liini he'd smash and make shorter ! ^ ^f
137 138 1S9 137 133 \n

The boat's jyerversc .slcipper, with red colored face, w .§: "o
140 140

He tied up with grass, ami dismissed in disgrace. JWII

141 142 143 141 142 143

But when tigers and insects drew blood, he thought best /{5 iji, jji

111 145 146 144 115 140

To travel for clothing and skip to the west. U ^ ®
BEWARK OF THE SERPENT.

Sevsn Strokes. u; us
^ , , ,

"»
,

»'
]^ 1«

Seven strokes we now see, and a horn,—fateful word! ^ ^ a
160 ISl 152 160 151 ^

In the valley beans grow, and oi' pigs a whole herd ; /fi- S IS
163 151 153 154

Great reptiles their precious young offspring are feeding ; ^ ^
155 166 155 156

With 'legs bare and naked a lad wallcs unheeding ; ^, ^
157 15S 167 153

His foot gets a sting and his body soon dies ; JSl #
169 160

_
169 160

A coach brings his mother : how bitter her cries t ^ ^
161 162 163 ICl 162 163

'lis high time to run from a region so vile, ^ ^ S<
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164 lU IM
Where wine plucJca ita victims for many n mile.

FLEETING RICHES.

Eight Strokes. u^ i63

Eight strokes 1 and now gold, after long labor gaiaed,
169 170 171

Doth open the doorway o( plenty attained.

172 173 171

But riches like hirds, when the rain hides the blue,
175

If I am not wrong, will fly quickly from yon.

FOOLISH ANGER.

Nine Strokes. i7« 177 its

Nine gtrokea on the face with a raw-hide or leather,

179 180

Or e'en with a leek, will raise sounds in all weather.

181 182 183

For leaves in the wind, when they fly far away,
181 1S6

_
186

Don't eat oflf your head, nor burn incense all day.

GOOD ADVICE.

Ten Strokes. m iss iss

Ten strokes on a horse, with a tone raised on high,
190

Will wear off his Jtair, and soon cause him to shy.

191 1B2 103

Don't flght about essences cooked in an ui'n,

194

Or you'll find yourself doomed with the demons to burn.

FISHING AND HUNTING.

Eleven Strokes. im los 197

Eleven fresh f^h and a bird caught with salt.

198 199 200

A deer which eats wheat, tied with hemp, calls a halt.

GOING TO MARKET.

Twelve Strokes. 101 201

Twelve yellow millet stalks next yon will see,

203 204

A black silk emdroidery purchased by me.

EXPLOIT OF SOME FROGS.

Thirteen Strokes. tos 200

Thirteen little frogs on a tripod once sat,

207
.

208

But jumped on a drum, when they saw a big rat

[St^-olces.
RESULT OF A FIGHT.

Fourteen and Fifteen to9 210

Fourteen were the noses all even in height,
211

Fifteen were the teeth, which were lost in a fight.

[Strokes. ^"HE DRAGONS END IT.

Sixteen and Seventeen tn 21s

Sixteen dragons sat on a tortoise last June,
211

Plaj'ing seventeen /u<es; and that wiud^• up my tune.

164
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TONE EXERCISES.

rpHE following tontrexercisfs-nre not intended .-is a

means of learning tho tone of purticulai- words,
but hh a means of acquiring tho special intonation

peculiar to each tone, and of learning the chimo

formed by these tones wiien given in reguhir order.

Two tables are given, one for Northern and oiio for

Southern Mandarin. All the syllables are not

represented in the table, because in some cases it was

impossible to find characters agreeing in the dift'ereiit

dialects. Many syllables are originally delicieiit in

one or more tones. A few of these are given, hut the

majority are not. Tlio nuralier of syllables given are

abundant for the purpose for wiiic-h the t-ablo is

intended. Some .syllables Si-em to be repeated, which

shows that in another dialect the given .syllable

divides into two. The student should go overthese

exercises carefully with his teacher a n'lmber of

times, or until lio can givo and distLuguish cacli tone
wiih certainly, andean chime them together to the

satisfaction of his teaclwr. Tiiis will .soon bo ac-

complished if ho has fin average ear, and will give
sirxb altenlion to tho business in hand. No phrases
are given in illustraiion of tiro tones of the several

syll.ibles, because this is not considered to be the

most jirofitahle method of study. Tho tones of par-
ticular words are best leairicd in connection with tho

characters lalcen S'paraiely, as they occur in the

course of the lesions, and I lie modifications made by

coniposition and collocation are b<'st learned from
words and phr.-iscs as they stand together in

sentences. Every leflsou is, ia thia sense, a ton*

exerciM^

NORTH KRN TABLE.

^^^^11

m n 1'^ mm^n^u\^m^m^ ff :ft m ^^ m w -^ it

M if urn ':^^ '^^^ nm^ n m ^ mm m ^^ ^i^ %^ ^ ^M

1^, •^ lih ^- m m w; ^^ti^>% ^^
^^ ^i^ \%%%f^ ^^ Mft^i^'M^/^rmm

m Vi m t % ^ '(^ m mmu^^u^Mu n i# ^i^ -j^

$> JH M 2^^ itf tR' ^ €, i^ m m iu m m m u m m a- m nmii^m
^'x% vf m m m'^1^ m ii i \f^ ^ ^.u a t f^ \^ ^ n^ m a w k±

mn mm^w^^ m u Pi ^-
^?m m m m

]>X U '/t B'^ ii -^/t ^ P ^^^ ,^ H.. ,- ... ...> ,v. .^ ^^. ,

# ^ tt n iJi n ^ II !/^ 1^ pp [SI w ^.mmn m t^ ^m m a wi m m
m ?L ^ tl U3 ^ ^. 7
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m m m m^i^ mm mm n. mmmu^
m'^mm m m ^^ m ^ m -^ m ^^ mmm fi^ ^ ^ w: mmm
m mwmm. ^j n \^ ^\imy^?^^A^mm f$ m ia m la ^ mm
% ^ \^ m m- m m it m m^ w ^ m m w^ r^ ^ j^i m 1^ 4^ s^ m m

^. tt m m^^if,^M^.mij^m~^ b m m m n f•

^f ^ t* « ^
m M- rk m R* m m '^ m i^m. "^^mm^^^ e ft

nmmm m m. m t^?. mmm^^m ft 'K -> ^ i^ ^' ^um
m n itE ii ^^ ^ )^ 4b m n^ a^ m ^i-^mn-nmnmm^u &i wl

^m^^Wi n ^ -u \^ m )^. % m m m^^m^ ^% im w t^^ r^mmm

wnn ^mmm m m # r& ti m ^ ^ m^.iM hk m i^i^m

m w H ^ m £ m ^ m^^m.^ m m m-^.w.m m -^

tf/t ^M^-^mm fii ^ ^ o ?^- ^ m ^^ -"si m m ^i s ^ iii ^ ^ ^t<

SOUTHERN TABLE.

^. ^m ZM B ^^ ^^ m m i^ z m ^^ % mmw )\\ #^^^e
fc& E3 **• -fet na >>An i3. iili KJt jeh ir4» J^ r7.', ii^ j.: otu hs .w

^
m 'M Miiii a ^

,^ ..... . ^ tic iKj^ ir ^ ^ # fl^Wl ^ ^ ^
w m m M m m m

^mmmm-^ mf^^m-mm m m M m m la -^ m m

't w ¥ ?» # m # ~F ff'j ^ m # f( iK^ j3 ^^ ^ g 1 yi£ tt a m -?t iyj
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ti f^ ^^ p -H li ^ 1 6^ it #^ M'^^^-^'^B mn^ >\i fi

i^ i^- 15 PP it iE M -^^ b4 ^ ifi: M ® i^ i^i ^:^ if ^J * ^^ fi^^ K ^ fT tJli

s t; 5^ =& y^ # ^- ^ M ?y

ffl # fJ ?i5

Si «t ^ S ii Pi^ i^ ^P tl t # j^ -ff

!£ ^ ^ vS ^ ifl^ ^I t. ^
•JK J^P ^ miL tR

if ^ M * ^ I*

m

m ^ fs ^ij ^ ^ © ^^ ^
g fg m w u^m^ i f^ OP

^ ji '^ 1^ ii|s y^i m ^ ^ ^ fi JK ^ M ^- ^ ^ ^ g
^ ;^ ^ il 1^ ^

m

Mm

i3 i^

il'^ % m H'^ ^^ # t* ^ 19 li 'li^ ^^ iHi i: fc ^ n ^ i'^ v@ ^ ^ '^

^ 1 ^^ -f^ ^ # i(n If ^ ti gi M i( ii ii tr ^ tfi- iH ^ m m m 4

n

^^ #
j^jfe ^ s m Mmw^m^ui^-^

^ M m 11 ^>)- ^

p
llli 1^ It ^a It #«:

^ fci ^
^^ ^ itb # It # it vS

Mmi^ m m m t; m ^x^^-^^^n m i(n * c^ « Tt
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ASPIRATE EXERCISES.

TN order to facilitate the acquisition of the distino-

tioii br-tweeii aspirates and noii-aspiratns tUe

following tables of exercises have been anansied. It

was found impossiUe to make one table answer for

both Northei'M and Soutliern Mandarin ; iieiict; one

is given for eacii. Each table gives all thi: sylLibles

to which the distinction applies. In all dialects a

few syllables capable of making the distinction are

deScient either in the aspirate or the unaspirate.

These of course are not given. Some syllables seem

to be repeated, which is cuu.'^ed by the sp'itiing of the

syllable by a different dialect. In all casi.-s, except
those which are specially marked, the tone of the two

characters is the same, thus eliminating this compUoa

tion, whilst the distinction of aspiration is being

acquired.

The student should go over this table repeatedly

witli his teacher, carefully imitating liis pronuncia-

tion. In general the greater danger lies in not

aspirating strongly enouish tlie aspirated .-ound. It

should be specially noted by the student, that mere

stress or force of voice is not necessarily aspiration.

It; is the position of the tonpue, not the amount

of breath, that makes the difl'erence. Let the

student get a cle.ir apprehension of what aspiration

means and the whole clilliculty vanishes.

2 8

PS m

1 4

tt D

1114
m ^v> m ^
^ M w- m
4 2 4

¥

^

7^

1

KORTHKUK TABLE.

1113 2

^ ^ ;tL ^ ^
^ :|@ H^- ^1 ^
13 113
ig i^ ^. W^ ^

4 2 111
^ TS ^ ^ M
^ m i^ m m
1 4 4 1 r,

m ^ n m %?<

\t. m X ^ ^ ^ M M t-i- B

1 1

m'

3

1 4 114 3

1 E tt i9

1

X
4 4 4 4 4

'\^ re n s^M

4 14 3 3

n ^ mm m
mm mm ^3

1

i_

its ^

1 3

3 3 14
m tr ^ m
^ ^ as ^
3 4 13
^ m ^ ^

1

4

3 4 3 4 1

m 1^ mm u^
4 4 4 114
m '^ m m.^ m

IS fit

1114
m r ^ s.

^ m m ^
4 1 4

if^ m ^

#

SOUniEBN TABLI':.

3 11114111113 11133414
mm ^u mm m ]k m "^ ^^. ^^ ±w ^ ^ -m '^^ m ^

m X'^ mm ^ m m'^^ 1^ ^^^ n ^k m ^ m m n^55



1

5

m

3 15 13 5

4 14 4 4 4

m:^ n^ ^^m
^ mum mm

5 5 14

Si lA ^ i

15 1113
# -t It ^ ^ m

INTRODtrcnON.

5 4 14 5 13 18

'14 ^ ^ ^ 4P £r> W ^ =^

3 4 5 4 4 5 15 3

^ II m m ^ &^ »jL^m

li tia «i4 K^ @E M .¥> E li

1

3 3

If ^ !# ^
5 4 111
6^ * T ^ ^

3 1

it 4^ ^^ ^'J {^ ^ m M ^ #
1 4

4 1

3 5

4 5

4 4

1 3

m ^j ^
13 4 5 1

^ ^ # W ^
#c itb ^- ^: m

5 3

IS Ufa M ^ It «l ^

1 1

fEKING SOUND TABLE.

The fiillowing List of Syll:ibIo3 reiiresents tlie

Rpplicatiou of the uew system of spelling lo

Pekiug dialect.

The points of departnve from the sj'stem of

Sir Thos. Wade are briefly as follows :—

1. Filial is changed to oii.

2. U whea followed hy a vowel is changeil tn w,

3. Final ii and liual ih are both changed to i.

Ch'iai

Chiang

Ch'iaug

Chiao

Ch'iao

Chie

Oh'ie

Chiea

Ch'ien

Chin

Oh'iu

Ching

Ch'ing

4. Ss is changed to s and tz to ^5, so that ssu

becomes si and ttil becomes tsi.

5. Yeh and yen and yu are changed to yie and

///'" and yiu,

6. Final h is discarded in all caraes.

7 tjan is cbanged to iien.

at See remarks at the end of the table.

ppf A.Nga
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flf E..g

31 Er

^Fa
R Fan

^ Fang

^ Fei

^ Feu

11 Fdng

-f^ FoS

^ Foa

^ Fu

P^ Ha

^ Hai

^ Haa

>tnL Hang

^ Hao

Ip H6 Hei

^^ H6n

'1^ Heng

M He

# Hoa

# Hsi

"7» Hsia

|w] Wsiang

^ Hsiao

^ Hsie

j5^ Hsieu

)^ Hsia

JB Using

^ Hsioa

-f^ Hsin

yi, Ilsiiiug

^ HsU

Ji£ Usiien

^ Hsiie .

HB HsUn

4^ Hsiloa

^ Ha

Uwei

y^ Hua

i^ Hung

^ Hwa

'1^ Uwai

^ Hwan

^ Hwang

^ Hwoa

^ Jan

^ Jang

)^ Jao

^ J6

A J^ii

Ji

^ Joa

^ Joa

^n Ja

^ Jwei

)f4 Jun

M Jn°g

f.^ Jwau

^ Ka

-fr K'a

^ Kai

^ K'ai

it' Kan

^ K'an

[Sjl] Kang

i^ K'aug

^ Kiio

^ K'uo

i^ Kei

II

^^

P

X

Jttl

Iff

m

K'ei

Ken

K'fiii

Keug

K'eug

K6

K'6

Kou

K'oa

Ku

K'li

Kun

K'un

Knng

K'nng

Kwa

K'wa

Kwai

K'wai

Kwan

K'wan

Kwang

K'waug

Kwei

K'wei

Kwoa

K'woii

La

Lai

Lan

Lang

Lao

Ld

L6

Tjcng

Li

Lia

F^ Liang

J Liao

^Ij Lie

j® Lien

^ Lin

^ Ling

^ Lioa

^ Liu

IS Loa

!)l3 Lou

5^ Lu

p|) Lun

ft Lang

IIM Lil

i^ Luen

^- Liie

Jra Liia

^ LiioS

ii Lwan

,!^ Ma

^ Mai

"1^ Man

ft Mang

% Mao

^ Mei

H M6a

^ Meug

^ Mi

1$ Miao

i^ Mie

iSj Mien

^ Mia

ig Ming

^ Miu

^ MoS

^ Mou

I^ Ma

^ Na

tn Nai

;^ Nan

^ Nang

^ Nao

pj Nei

^ Nen

H^ Neug

f^
Ni

^K Niaiig

.1^ Niao

^ Nie

j^ Nien

"B Nin

^ Niug

^ Nioa

4^ Niu

# Nua

3^ Noa

M Nn

;!# Nun

^M Nung

^ Nil

^ Nile

^ Niioa

;l^ Nwau

Ift Oa

ill Ou

G Pa

'lis P'a

^# Pai

M. r*ai

i>Ji Pan

Bt) T'an

fP Pang

^ P'ang

'g Pao

i?| P'ao

'^ Pei

P& P'ei

21$ Vba

^ P'6n

;3«

Llif

fife

H

tit

111

%

P6ng

P'6iig

Pi

l^'i

Piao

i"iao

Tie

P'ie

Piea

P'iea

Pin

P'ia

Ping

P'ing

PoS

P'o5

P'ou

Pa

P'u

Sa

Sai

Saa

Sang

Sao

S6

S6a

S6ng

Sha

Shai

Shan

Sbaug

Sbao
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with lien, mien, tien, lisien, pien, etc., and shonld

be spelled yien. The i is of course occluded by
its nuion with y yet analogy shows that it is

there aud iu some tones its presence is clearly

perceived.

On the same principles yu should be spelled

viu. The general concensus of opinion iu central

nnd southern dialects has always been that this

fiual is analogous with lin, min, tin, hsin etc.,

not with In, juu, tn, su, etc. In this opiuion I

-•oincide and have accordingly made the change.
The t is of course largely occluded iu practice,

but should not be drop[)ed out of the writing.

4. Of the finals iu ien and iian Sir Thos.

"Wade says that iu some tones ien changes to ian

aud that in some tones iian changes to iien, aud

further that the two have the same peculiarity

with regard to the final sound. It seems very

strange under these circumstances that he did

not spell them both en or both an. The fact

that we have a number of fiual ie and a number

of final He but no final ia or iia, creates a very

strong presumption that en is the normal sound

and an the tuual variation. The distribution of

the two endings amongst the different tones

varies much iu difl'ercut dialects aud not un-

ficquently in the same dialect, but the fact still

remains that the one is the normal and the otlier

the variant, whilst both analogy aud usage indi-

cate that the ending which is normal in the one

case is also in the other and that in both cases this

is en. Chinese scholars when they understand

the point will not admit that the two endings are

different either tiieoretically or practically.

5. Sir Thos. Wade's final ih and his final ?i

have been combined iu one (viz., i) for the

reason that the distinction between tbem is mora

imaginary than real, being merely the efi'ect of

differing initials. A slight distinction is perhaps
made in Peking city, but certainly not snob n

distinction as is indicated by Sir Thos. Wade's

description of the power of i iu ih, viz.,
—"as i in

chin, chick, thing." Practically no distinction

is beard in Chili ont of Peking. The conclusion

that the two finals are really the same was

reached by my Peking advisers after very care-

ful investigation and comparison. In southera

Mandarin the two endings are regarded as

identical.

6. In his Pocket Dictionary, Dr. Gooilrich has

changed Sir Thos. Wade's ko, to and ho, to ii,

k'e. and he, "as more accurately representing the

Peking sounds." I have iu this second edition

followed him iu making this change, albeit I

have since felt that it is probably introducing a

distinction where there is no real difference. The

question is whether the remaining sounds of the

class, viz., j^ 5)5 5R and ^ shonld not follow the

same rule.

7. Final iin, represei-ts a sonnd which is practic-

ally the same in Peking that it is in other

Mandarin dialects. Tlie general concensus of

opinion in central and southern Mandarin is that

it is better written wn. Sir Thos. Wade says

of it :
"
It is inflected as if an i, very faint and

rapidly pronounced intervened between ii and «."

In some of the dialects of Central China the i is

by no means "faint." Whether the difference

between Pekingese and other dialects is iu this

case sufficient to justify a different spelling, I

question. I have, however, allowed it to stand

uuchauged.

NANKING SOUND TABLE.
The following list of syllables represents the

application of the new system of spelling to the

Nanking Dialect, f/is retained, because it repre-

sents the sound more accurately than to. Syllables

containing it are pronounced so as to bring out the

vowel force of u—often making the syllable sound

like a dissyllable. The addition of—h to a syllable

indicates the existence of a fifth tone, spelled by
the addition of /; to the regular spelling. All fiftii

tones which modify the spelling of the funda-

mental syllable, together with all whose funda-

mental syllable is unknown, are inserted iu alpha-
betic order.

Sea remarks at the end of the table.

W A

EJt Ai
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^ Cbao

'M Cb'ao

-^ Chan—b

^ Cb'avi—h

•g Cbe—h

^ Cli'e—h

M Cbeu

K Ob'cu

IE Cheug

^ Cb'eug

4 Cbeo

:}ll] Cb'eo

''^ Chi—h

*ilii Ch'i—b

^ Cboh

j^ Cb'oli

l^fl Cboug

% Ch'oijg

^ Cbn—h

^ Cb'u—h

^^) Cb'uai

^ Chuau

jll Ch'aaa

^t Chuaug

}Ji^ Cb'uang

M Chuau

^ Chuei

P^ Cb'uei

^ Cbueh

^^ Chuea

^ Ch'ueu

§i Eh

^ En, fing

{^ fio

^ fir

^ Fan

^/ Fang

^ Fanh

^ F6ei

^ Fdn

E F^ug

^ Feo

^ Fii—h

^ Han

^ Hang

^ Hao

5^ Hau

^ Heh

t^ Hen

IS Hgng

# Hgo

# Hi-b

^ Hiai

fS) Hiang

^^ Hiao

~f» Hiau—b

i): Hieih

j5^ Hiein

E Hill

^ Hing

(^ Hioh

it Hiong

'f^ Hiu—h

^ Ho—h

^ Hong

^ Hu—h

"^ Huai

^ Huan

^ Huang

^ Huau—h

Huei

^ Hueh

M Huen

ilF Hu

$(1; Huei—h

Pa. Hiiein

§|l| HOln, Hiiing

dK 1—b

aJC Kai

^ K'ai

y' Kan

K'au

Kaiig

iK K'ang

"^ Kao

# K'oo

;^ K6h

^ K'eh

^^ Ken

# K'en

M Keiig

^A K'eiig

^^ Keo

P K-eo

IE Ki—h

^ K'i—h

^ Kiai

t^ K'iai

yX Kiang

K'iang

3c Kiao

J-5 K'iao

^ Kian—h

^H K''au-h

'1^ K'ieib

J^ Kiein, Kieing

yVK'iein.K'ieing

^ Kin

K'iu

King

K'ing

Kioh

liP K'ioh

^s
Kiong

^ K'ion

^ Kin

^ K'iu

^ Ko—h

pT K'o-b
T Kong

?L K'ong

^ Ku—h

^ K'u—h

t^ Kuai

't^ K'uai

1^ Kuan

^ K'uau

Tfe Kuang

Ifi K'uang

jttt Kuau—h

1^ K'uau

M Knei

/% K'uei

m Kueb

fM K'n^h

T^ Knen

0^ K'uen

B Kii-h

^ K'ii—h

gi Kuei—h

^ K'uei- h

^ Kiiein

yC K'uein

^ Ktiin

^ K'uin

^ Lai

t^ Lan

'IR Lang

^[ Lao

^ Lan—h

^Ij Ltih

^ Lein

fi Leh

'^ Leug

WH LSo

^ Li—h

pR Liang

J Liao

^ Lin

:55 Ling

FH Liu

^ Lo—h

III Long

j^ Lu—b

Ml Luan

1^ Lnei

Bffl Lneu

lii Lu—h

^ Mai

"!§ Man

'It Mang

^ Mao

(^ Man—h

i^ Meih

^MeiuMeiug

^ Meet

^ Meh

^ Meug

^ Meo

^ Mi—h

pgf Miao

^ Min

ig Ming

^ Miu

Mo-h

# Mn-h

^ Nai

;^ Nan

^ Nang

^ Nao

?i(i Nan—h

*§ Neih

xlv.

iS Nein

f5i Ni—h

iR Niang

,^ Niao

^ Ning

4^ Nin

M No-b

ii Nong

WL Nn

'J^ Nuau

^ Nii

|5^ 0—h

^ Oug

^ Pai

*^ P'ai

M Pan

95J P'an

^ Pang

^ P'ang

-^ Pao

j^ P'ao

tL Pau-h

IIfI P-au

J^H Pei-h

^ P'eih

^ Pein PeiDg

/T^^ P'eiri P'eing

i^ Pgei

P^ P'eei

S P6h

ig Peh

;?|S P6n

^ Pea

^ Peng

M P'^ug

j^ Peo

^ P€o

>!: Pi-h
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for the same reason as in the case of initial I

and n.

3. There is a difference of opinion in Nanking
as to whether ^, ^ and ^ should be spelled
with e or e. The older spelling is i, the newer, e.

Personally I hear the sonnd rather e than i. All

the oth:r syllables with this final, are ponflnetl

to the fifth tone and beconae eh, save J^ which
inclines strongly to eh.

4. Final in is not so clearly i as in PclciiiL'Cse,

but rather a sound between en and hi. The balance
of opinion is in favor of writing it iti.
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^ Nil

Pfj?

^ Pai

'^ Pai

Wi Pan

B^ P'an

fP Pang

^ P'ang

^ Pao

^ P'ao

E. Paa—h

'|l9 P'au—h

f3 pah

5i& P'ah

-© Pei

PS P'ei

TJS Peu

^ P'en

j^ PSo

ig( P'eo

j;|: Pi-h

^ P'i—h

^ Piao

^ P'iao

M Pieih

^ P'ieih

^ Piea

JT P'ien

^ Pia

^ P'in

:^ Ping

^ P'JDg

^ I'o-l.

^ Pv.—h

^ Ponii

^ P'oaa

1^ Pii—h

^ P'li—h

^f Pmi-

M P'mig

gff Rang

7^ Rao

#fe Rah

^ Rei

A Rea

^ lieo—h

® Rr.ea

H Rib

Roh

Roau

]ft« Rii—h

^ Sai

"^ San

^ Sang

lit Sao

^ Sail—h

g, Sah

^ Sei

:}^ Seo—h

jK Shaug

:^"' Shao

^ Shan—h

tS" Shah

^

#
^
^
»]l^

:^

III

Sliei

Sliein

Shen

Slieii—h

Shi— li

Sho— li

Sliii—h

Shwai

Shwang

Sliwau—
Shwaii

Shwei

Shvveu

Shwoaii

Si—h

Siang

Siao

Siei—h

Siea

Sin

Sing

Sioh

Sin—h

Si

So—h

Soan

Sling

Tai

T'ai

Tan

T'an

Tang

^ Tang

iS Tao

j^ Tao

A J^au— Ii

/tfi, T'au—h

t# Tah

^ T-ah

% Tei

>E T'ei

%. Ten

# T'6u

S Teo—h

H T'eo--h

Mil Ti—li

# T-i—h

rfi I lao

^ T'iao

^ Tiei—h

^ T'ieih

i^ Tien

"% T'ien

^ Ting

S T'ing

^ Tin

^ To—h

^ T'o-h

M Toan

H T'oan

^ Tsai

yj' Ts'ai

^ Tsan

^ Ts'an

P Tsang

^ Ts'ang

^ Tsao

'^ Ts'ao

nQ Tsan—h

'%_ Ts'an—h

M'J Tsali

^ Ts'ah

1^ Tsei

i T.e.i

vj" Ts'en

;^ Ts6.i—h

7^ Ts-eo—h

^ Tsi_h

?^ Ts'i—h

^ Tsiang

^t Ts'iang

^ Tsuio

^ Ts'iao

^§. Tsiei—h

iL Ts'iei—h

^ Tsien

^ Ts'ien

5^ Tsiu

^i Ts'in

# Tsing

•^ T's'ing

^ Tsioh

^ Ts'ioh

V® Tsia

^ Ts'in

^
^
^

iid.

3^

Tsl

Ts'i

Tso—h

Ts'o

Tsoan

Ts'oaa

Tsnug

Ts'iiug

Tnng

T-nug

Wai

Wan

Wang
Wan—h
Wei

Wen

Wo—li

Woan

Wn— li

Wnug
Yai

Yang

Yao

Yan—li

Yei—h

Yeo—h

Yien

Yin

Ying

Yo—h

Ynng

REMARKS.

1. Initial I and n are occasionally confased,
bnt for the most part they are distinguished in

thi" same way as in general Mandarin.
2. With respect to final n and ng, syllables in

an and ang are generally distinguished ; final rf« is

nsed exclusively, final tug disappearing entirely ;

final in and ing are confused to some extent,

esj^iecialiy in the native city, bat the dialect, as a

whole, makes the same distinction that is made in

general Mandarin.
3. K before i apftroxiraates eh, especially in

the aspirates, but still is deoiiledly not ch as

heard in Pekingese. The syllable k'iung, in

particular, becomes practically ch, aud miglu,
with propriety, be so written.

4. Final A, or dh, is confined to the 5th toae
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ead IB peenliar to the Kiiikiuug Jiulect. Rev. J.

R. H3ke8, D.D., who lias arraugeil the syllabary
as iiere ^iven, rcganls it a8 the 5tli tuue (>f syila-
liles in ai. It is so regarded by native scholars! in

Kiukiang. Judging tVoiu analogy it looks as if it

were rather the Kinkiang nio<liHcation of fVt, as

heard iu other Southern l\Iandarin dialects. It

is a singular fact that ue;irly all 5th tuues iu ek

are without a f'uudainental s^llablft.

0. In the sylbililes [^ '""1 H f'"' vowel is a full

clear ei, and quite diflfereLt from f^, chien, ant

others of the same class.

0. The teriniaatiou ^n is not as distinctly en

as in Pekingese, but tends more or less towards
en. This is especially the case with the syllable
A. which is iu fa(;t ren.

In the syllai)Ie ^ rutn the u is qnite short and
cannot be represented by w. In fact the diffi;r-

ence between A a'l^l ^ is •xpressed by ren

and ?•(?».
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n Men

^ M*ug

^ Mi

U Miao

i!^ Mie

(S Mien

K Miu

ig Miug

^ Mo

M Mu

»r> Na

M Nai

;^ Nan

^ Nang

H Nao

F^ Nei

bI Neug

f;r^ Ni

0: Niang

.1^ Niao

+1 Nie

j^ Niea

fl^ Niug

4^ Nin

i^ Ninug

No

|l
Noa

jfX Na

81 Nniig

Tk Nil

fpl o

B Pa

16 P'a

^ Pai

i^ P'ai

M Pan

B^ P'an

fi^ Paug

^ P'aug

-^ Pao

II Pao

-^ Pel

P^ Fei

t^Pe
^ P'^

2|S Pea

^ P'ea

^)i P'eng

>kPi

i^
P'i

^ Piao

^ P'iao

^IJ Pie

H^P'ie
M Pieu

JtT P'ien

^ Pin

^ Pio

:^ Ping

2P P'ing

^Ij P'o

ffi Pa

^ Pa

twi Sa

m Sai

Iji San

^ Sang

^ Sao

^ Sei

a Se

^ Sea

it S6Qg

'^ Sha

^ Shaag

^^ Shao

@i Shi

^ Shie

^ Shiea

iCi> Shia

§E Shing

^ Shia

-^ Shoa

^ Shung

ft Shu

^)L Sbiie

2??. Shiiin

^Si
tSSo
^ Soa

^ Su

^ Sling

^ Swa

:^ Swai

j^ Swaa

^ Swaug

tJC Swei

l!K Sweu

:A: Ta

#. T'a

^ Tui

:;*: Tai

13- Tan

^ T'an

"^ Tang

lir T'ang

M Tao

5^ T'ao

:^ Tei

M. T'ei

#Te
? T'6

fjt T6a

:|j: T'ea

# Teng

5^ T'eng

Mii Ti

^ T'i

^ Tiao

^fe T'iao

# Tie

MA T'ie

f& Tien

^ T'iea

^ Ting

Si T'ing

# Tia

3. To

SSt'o

^ T.ja

^ T'oa

H Tsa

^ Ts'a

i^ Tsai

7^ Ts'ai

^ Taan

]^ Ts'an

II Tsang

^ Ts'aug

^ Tsao

^ Ts'ao

H Tsei

-i Ts'ei

K'J Tse

^ Ts'6

^. Ts6a

J^ Ts'ea

*t Tseng

^ Ts'eng

^ Tsi

^ Ts'i

^ Tso

^ Ts'o

# Tsoa

^ Ts'oa

tl Tsa

m Ts'a

^ Tsang

^ Ts'aug

jj]l 'I'swa

chiracter. -l-* ^'a

Tswai

^ Ts'wai

^ Tswau

I

jll Ts'waa

^i Tswang

HjH Ts'wang

jg, Tswei

P^ 'I's'wei

i^ TswAn

^ Ts'wto

^Ta
± T'a

^ Taug

1^ T'ang

% Wa

^b Wai

IS Wan

3E Wang

:^ Wei

;^ Wen

ffe WoS

:^ Wq

# Wang

^ Ya

Yai

#^ Yang

g Yao

^ Yei

^ Yie

"^ Yieu

# Yin

ito Ying

-W Yia

;fe^ Yoa

m Yang

#. YU

M YUe

1^ Yuen

S YiiiQ

REMAKK?,

1. Tlie dialect of TSogchow is romavkable for

the small uumhcr of its s\ llables ami Cor tlie clear-

ness with whi('h they are clistiu'^aislied. The

Boaads also depart less from normal English

sounds than those of naost Mandarin dialects—
the only eletnontary soaud iu it not heard id

English beiui; tt.

2. Tlie hard sonuda are all pare hard—
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showing 110 teDilciicy whatever towards eh ;
nor

does k, when followed by t or a*, show any
tendency to cliauge to ks. Both ck and sk are

jironouu-ced quite as ihey are in Euglisli.
3. It is iinportiint for the learner to take

especial note of tlie fact that k and h, followed by
i or ii, are pronounced as if a y intervened be*

tweeu the consonant and the vowel.

4 The double readings, due to accidental

variation, are very few. This is, no doubt, due to

the comparative isolation of the promontory, and
the absence of admixture of other dialects. Pe-

kingese has more than ten times as many such

variations.

5. The termination iu shows a strong tend-

ency to pass into ^o or jo. In some tones <>(

certain syllables the final o is quite distinct. Tiie

preiloniiiiaut sound, however, is iti.

6. The termination ien ciianges in the 1st and
4tli tones to ian,i\\)i\ the terniiiiai inn Hen chansea
in the 1 st and 4tli tones to iia«. It is evident, how-
ever, from analogy that en is the normal sonnfl,
and an the tonal variation.

7. In the 1st and 4th tones iug, after ch and
k, tends to pass into ieng

—a tonal variation
which need not be reco;(nised in a taiile of sound-'.

8. The syllables ch'lien and shUin are stray-
sounds from some outside dialrot, and are con-

fined,—the former to .^ and the latter to jJJ
and

one or two other characters.
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"^ Lao

'^ L6ng

|@ L6o

^ Li

f^ Lia

^ Liau

pR Liang

J Liao

^Ij Lie

;J5l^
Lia

•55 Ling

^ Lioiv

^ Lui

Litiug

Loa

5^ Lu

ii Lniig

H Lit

^ Liie

Lwan

Lwei

Lwca

B) Ma

n Mai

^•i Man

"S Mang
^ Mao

H Mei

h M<u

^« ]\I^ng

^ M6o

^Mi
M Mian

^ Miao

\f^ Mie

K Min

^ Ming^
Moii

Mu

M Na

^ Nai

^ Nan

^ Nang

^ Nao

^ Nei

ni Neng

3^ Neo

k Ngai

^ Ngan

^ Ngaug

# Ngao

y'S Ngei

^. Ngen

fp9 Ng6o

f)5» Ni

JEt Niau

^^ Niaug

,^ Niao

+M Nie

W Aing

4^ Niii

Vg Ninng

#1 Nou

fyX Nn

^ NU

•Ig Nwan

^ Nwei

B Pa

^-?i Pui

llf^ P ai

#L Pan

f|5 Pang

^ Paug

^ Pao

l?a P'ao

^ Pel

p& P'ei

2J5: Pen

^ P'en

B P-^'-'g

M P 6ug

glj Peo

>[: Pi

)k P'i

^ Piau

/r Pian

^ Piao

^ P'iao

m Pie

li^ P'ie

^ Pin

:{^ Ping

2P P'ing

iM P^'3

^1 P'oa

^ Pa

f'- P'a

Sa

^ Sai

tJi San

^ Saug

1^ Sao

J^ Seo

ft 86ug

M Sliaug

'^i/' Shao

^ Shen

^ Sliiau

f^ Shie

^ Shiiig

^ Sliiu

-h Sill

INTSOD-aCTION.

4J ShoS

ft SliU

lllll Shuia

U Si

^ Soa

i> Sra

PJS Srai

UJ Sraii

^j^ Siao

-fe Si-ei

^ Sren

^ Sreng

t^ Sreo

$rfi Sii

^ Sra

M Srwa

2|i Srwei

1^ Srwan

"^ Srwaug

pfl Srwei

Srwoa

^ Sii

32^ Sling

^V- Swan

^ Swei

J)^ Swen

-k Ta

^ T'a

^ Tai

is: 'r-ai

1^ 'i'an

Pk T'au

W i ang

T'ang

Tao

j€ T-no

It/ Jei

^' T'ei

^ Teug

W T'Si.g

ja T^o

Sg T'eo

*& Ti

# T'i

J^ Tian

^ T'ian

^ Tiao

^E T'iao

#? Tie

^ T'ie

aE Ting

Jt^ T'ing

^Tiu
^ Tea

^ T'oa

II Tsa

^Ts'a
^ Tsai

7^ Ts'ai

^ Tsan

^ Ts'an

1^ Tsang

^ T.'aug

^ Tsao

;^ Ts'ao

M Tsei

1^ Tsen

^ TsOng

^ Ts'gug

,•$ Ts6o

^ Ts eo

in Tshi

^ Ts'bi

^ Tshiau

lltii Tsli'ian

M Tsl.iaug

i|g Tslriaug

J^ Tshiao

m T.sL'iao

# Tsliie

^ Tsb'ie

3l Tsbin

^Ji T:.h'in

7T Tshiug

ira Tsli'ing

Vl^ Tsliiu

fA Tsh'ia

i^ Tshinng

^ Tslj'iuug

I^ Tsbii

M Tsb'U

^ Tsb'iian

'^ TsliUin

^ Tsuoa

^ Ts'Uoa

•7' Tsi

^ Ts'i

^L Tsra

^ Ts'ra

^ 'I'srai

^ Ts'ra,

Sfi Tsran

;<p1 'J's'rau

^(x. Tsrao

^^ Tsi-ao

^ Tsroi

tJF Ts'rei

$1t Tsren

^ Ts'ren

^- Tsr6ng

W Ts'rfiug

^i Tsifeo

j^ Ts'rfio

:<: Tsri

j|b Ts'il

^ TsroS

^ Ts'roS
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liv. TNTRODCOnON.

characters have been included nuder rl aud s6

respectively.
IJ. With the exceptioa of shoo, all S3"nahles

coinineucing with sh in Pekiugese, are soundoil

without the /i, though it is retained iu some other

districts of Si-cluian.

12. seems to fairly give the sonoda of botb

pi? and ^, tlierefore wo is omitted ia the table.

Wiiile the-e two cliaracters seem to demand
sometliing more than o, tiie w is not equivalent
to that in ^ or ^ or

_J[..

|l!nj
A or au



rNTRODtrOTIOW. l7

^ Nsan

^ Ngang

ang

ao

le

leu

u

a

Ngao

m Ng6

^ Ngea

fl^ Ngeo

^ Ngo

^N
.^ N
i^N
i^ N

^N
^ N

4n
UP No

^ Nq

^ Nnng

:^ Nd

^ Nwan

p3 Nwei

m
A Pa

tA P'a

^Pai
{11! P'ai

4^ Pan

8^ P'an

fP Pang

Jl^ P'ang

'S Pao

^ P'ao

M Pei

>l^ P' ei

i^ Peo

:|B Pe

WP'e
^li Peu

^ Pea

^\1 Pi

;e P'i

^ Piao

^ P'iuo

^IJ Pie

It P'ie

fifi PieQ

}x P'ien

t-^ Pia

tin P'iQ

U^ Po

^ P'o

7C^ Pu

#S P'u

^ PuDg

M P'nng

^ Ran

® Rang

^ Rao

^ Reo

^ Re

A R*a

Ri

^Ro
A Rn

M Rung

lik Rwao

s^ Rwei

^ Rwau

tfiJSa

.^Sai
nr. San

^ Sang

t§ Sao

^ Seo

15- SS

ft Sea

^ Shoo

+ Sx

^ So

ft Sa

^ Sung

^Ij Swa

:^ Swai

1^ Swan

^ Swang

;^ Swei

)i Swun

:^ Ta

f^Tai

± T'ai

/] Tan

M T'au

m 'i'aug

T'aiig

7i Tao

11/; T'ao

^ Teo

IRiJ I eo

t#Te
^ T'e

'XT Ten

^ T'en

M^ Ti

^ Tiao

^fc T'iao

5^ Tie

HA T'ie

^ Tien

^ T'ien

T Ting

^ Tin

^ To

^ T'o

B@ Tsa

i^ Ts'a

^ Tsai

7f Ts'ai

j^ Tsan

^ 'J's'an

?^ Tsang

^ Ts'ang

-^ Tsao

J^ Ts'uo

7^ Tseo

^ Ts'eo

M. Tse

flB- Ts'8

^, T.«6a

tr Ts'en

iT- Tsi

ib Ts'i

:& Tso

^Ts'o
M Tsa

m Ts'u

1^ Tsui

BE Ts'ni

^ Tsnu

^ Ts'un

:^ Tsnng

^ Ts'ung

^ Tswan

1^^ Ts'wan

^ Tswe

>ih Ta

± T'a

:^ Tnng

^ T'nng

K Twan

H Tw-au

j^ Twei

^ Tw'ei

# Ung

% Wa

;^h Wai

^ Wan

3E Waug

^ Wei

^ Wea

at Wu
T Ya

^ Yai

:^ Yang

Pi: Yao

^ Yi

-^
Yie

W Yiea

?/l Yin

X Yin

^ Yo

W Yoo

ffl Ynng

as Yu

7C Yneu

>^ Yiie

^ Yuia

COMPARATIVE CHART.
The foregoing five tables are combined in a

comparative chart in colors and inserted as a

frontispiece. This chart shows in detail the

relation of the several dialects to each other. So

far as possible the same key characters have been
retained thronghoiit. The preparation of the

chart has entailed ranch labor, and its printing
coQsiderable expense.

**e?=5T>:5C>aK>«2i3r5='5>*-^—



explan^tio:n"s.
o»««>

1. The references to jngos and to lessons arc to the Course of Mandarin Lessons.

2. A tone number at the side of a character signifies that it has another reading. When

a character is read in cit'.un' of two syllables, a spelling is added.

3. Ill thrt iutcrliuuir translation each character is rendered literally as far as possibla

In the cases whurc Cliinese particles have no equivalent in English, an empty parenthesis ( ) is

inserted to indicate the fact. In the case of compound words, each part is given at first, and

continued for a number of times, and then the briefer rendering of the term as a whole is substituted.

4 When dialectic variations require different readings, they are placed side by side in the

(yhinese text, the northern one being on the right. The interlinear translation follows the ono

on the right.

5. In the English Exercises, when it seems necessary, a literal guide is given in parentheses.

Occasionally, also, words wiiieh need not appear in the Chinese rendering are enclosed in parentheses,

6. In a few cases, phrases arc required in rendering the English Exercises, which have not

been used in the Chinese text. In such cases they are defined at the end of the vocabulary.



PEIMAEY LESSONS
IN

MANDARIN,
OJOJO

suaaESTioN^ to the student.

1. Before you begin to study, read over fhe Introduction, giving special attention to the

parts adapted to the work of a beginner. These parts will need re-reading, and some of them will

demand study.

2. Do not begin to write in spellings at random, but master the system of romanization

so that you can spell the sounds correctly. This will be found to be quite easy if a little careful

attention is given.

3. Listen very carefully to the sounds as given by j'our teacher so as to get clearly both

the syllable and the tone. There are some Chinese sounds which foreign ears do not readily catch.

Patient and careful listening are required to get them.

4 In order to get the tones, the best and easiest way is to practice on the tone

table as given in the Introduction. Do not assume that the tones are of no importance, but

make a point of getting them.

5. Learn the radicals at the very start. It may seem a slow and hard task, but it will

pay many times over. See the hints given in connection with the Table of Eadicala

6. It is an excellent plan to write the characters learned each day on little slips or

squares of paper. Then write the spelling and meaning on the back of each. Go over these

squares each day until the characters are well fixed, so that the sound and meaning can be readily

givea, and the character reproduced with a pen or pencil.

7. Extend your vocabulary by asking the name of everything about you. Practice

what you have learned in conversation with your teacher and others. This is the best and easiest

way to keep from forgetting.

S. Do not spend time either philosophizing or worrying over the grammar of a Chinese

sentence, but rather give your time to learning it as it stands. Language is acquired by

memorizing it.
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VOCABULABY.

pP3

^5

b4

Before.

Born, to produce ;
raw.

Good
;
well. P. 3.

To invite ; please.

To sit.

This. Demonstrative adjective or

pronoun.

That. Demonstrative adjective or

pronoun.

or 10 . . . . The general classifier. Les. 1.

The two forms uio about equally current.

To call, to sumiuon; to cause.

What, ail}' ; very.

Sign of an indirect question.

—' One
; a, an. Second tone before '^

but first tone before any other character; also

in counting.

-^ A written character.

"^ A seat of dignity ;
a person. Classifier

if persons entitled to respect. Les. 27.

^ The verb " to be
"
in its varions forms

^•\ . Not, no. P. 5. Second tone before

fourth tone, fourth tone before any other tona

TC 5E. • • - Teacher
; Mr., Sir, gentleman.

^- )^ What,quite,any,anything. Intet.

rngative adjective or pronoun. The final n of

^ is elided before J^ for the sake ofeuphony

Mnemonic Analysis.

^ '^ a cow, and /L a man. The cow was be-

fore tho man—i.e. was his ancestor.

^ ^ a cow, and — one— a cow produced from

the ground. (In Chinese characters —
often means the ground).

^ -^ a wife, and -^ a child—the ideal felicity.

nR TJ words, and P3 azure used as a phonetic.

zE /yV two nun, and it the ground—two men
squatting on Mic giourid.

B^ P mouth, auvl -i^' a bushel measure—the
mouth opened like a bushel.

-J- r'-* a cover, and "X* child—what a child

learns i'l the school room.

'^ or TO Looks like a bucket going down a well—
can draw up a bucket-full at a time, of

whatever is in the well.

1. Teacher, please be seated.

Before, born, invite sit,

2. Please teacher, what is that called ?

Please, be/ore born, that piece call what f

3. That is a character.

That i» one piece character, or That is piece character.

(•Soe note under sentence 10.)

English Exercises.

4. What character ?

What character ? or la tchcU character t

5. This teacher is good, is he not ? Ans. Na
Thin seat before born good, is not isf Ans. Not it.

6. That teacher is good. . ^
That seat be/ore born good



PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson I. S

1. Are you well, Sir?

Before-bora wtU ?

Response. I am well.

Ans, Well.

2. Please take a seat.

if #1
Please sit.

Ee8po7ise. Please be seated.

(^) if
Alia, Please,

3. What is this called ?

Tills piKue cull wliiit ?

4. What is that called ?

M m "4®)i
That piece call what ?

5. A character.

One piece character,

6. A teacher.

-^ ^ ^
Cue scat before born,

7. This particular person.

This oue seat.

8. This teacher is not good.

This seat before born not good.

9. That teacher is good.

That seat before boiu good.

10. What is this character?

This is what character 7

1 1. What is that character ?

That is what charaoterl

12. This one is good.

M HI ^
lliia piece guod.

13. That one is not good.

M ©^ m
That piece cot good,

14. How would you like that 1

Good 1101, good ?

Ana. 1 would like it,

(^) n
A ns. Good.

15. Is not that so ?

Is not is?

Ans. No.

Aii^. Not is.

N OTES.

1. The verb " to be" is oftener implied than expressed
in Chinese. Begiuucrs are apt to use it quite too much.

"Before boru "—having been born before ine, he knows

more than I, and therefore can teach me.

In direct address, the surname and title, or title alone,

is used instead of the .second personal pronoun. This is the

polite form, but is not always carried out in the intimate

intercourse of daily life.

The interrogation is not indicated by any special inflec-

tion, bnt by the circumstances. This is generally the case

iu the fixfd phrases of iJuliteness.

This plirase is usually followed in speaking by an in-

distinct prolongation of sound, like the syllable "ah," but

is not usually indicated in the written language.

The character^ means to answer, and shows that what

follows is the rrply. In reading aloud, it should of course

be omitted. The reply, as is usually the case, repeats the

word used in the question. The answer to this question is

almost always jif, even when an enumeration of ailments

follows.

3 and 4, There ia a passive form in Chinese (Les. 53),

but it is not very often nspd in colloquial, the passive

being generally implied by the connection.

The Chinese language being without inflections, Wt
might bo translate^ call, calls, calliiitj, railed, etc.; or bo

auildififil by aiixiliaries, as fT> he called, tms called, etc.

These distinctions are either implied by the context, or

expressed by auxiliary wurds

The beginner should daily vary the monotony of the

book exercise by a firqueutuso rif these 3rd and 4th sentences

till the names of common objects are learned.

7. In tho fifth and sixth sentences the •—•
is used for the

indufiuite article ;
but in this sentence the —•, coming be-

tween the demonstrative and the classifier, is used to

ipecify a definite number.

8. Though the Chinese language has a word meaning"
bad," it is seldom used in speocii, the negative form " not

good" taking its place.

The word /J^ may qualify either an adjective, verb, or

adverb, and almost always directly precedes the noun it

qualifies.

10. The Chinese do not say,
" What is this character

called," but simply "What is this character;" the char-

acter not being considered as a name, but as a sign.

The interrogative adjective ^ ^, and the noun it

qualifies, are always put in the predicate, while the demon-
strative stands in the subject of the sentence, an order

exactly the reverse of the English.

12 and 13. If the noun is not expressed, but understood,
the classifier is not usually omitted, seeing it takes tho placa
of the noun.

Jg. @ and 515 ^ are used with regard to the lower

orders of creatiou, but not propel ly with reference to man.

Thus, though we may say jsL fei A. we w ould not use Jg,^
as a pronoun referring to a man.

14. This affirmative-negative form of interrogation, as

in this and the following sentence, is very common. See
Lesson 22.

This phrase is very common after a tentative proposal.

Though the question is left open, an affirmative answer
is expected.

The learner needs to be on his guard not to use a rising
inflection to indicate a question, aa is done in J5nglish.

15. A common form where one wishes the bearer to

assent to some statement just made.

There are practically no such words as "yes" and "no"
in Chiuese, bnt in sentences built on the model of the four-

teenth and fifteenth sentences, the affirmative or negative

repeated takes the place of "yes" or "
no." Even should

^ be used alone, it is iu the sense of "
not," the verb being

understood.
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VOCABULAKY.

^ Honorable
;

dear. P. 39.

# Surname. P. 81.

$C I. ce. Les. 3,

^ Base, humble, cheap. P. 56.

-F" A king ; a common surname.

^ East.

\f^ West

fRl To speak, to say.

yv A man, a person.

n^ Sign of possessive case. Les. 4.

ST To correspond ; to correct.

^ —' ^ Take a scat, be seated,

!^ ES A thing, an article.

^ ffy My, mine.

io. |§ • - This manner, thus.

Mnemonic Analysis.

^ Fp middle,
—

one, and ^ precious. One

precious thing in the midst is honorable.

j^ "^ woman, and ^E to produce
—that which

a woman bears.

^ -^ a hand, and jC a spear. A man with a

spear
—the ideal of individuality in primitive

times.

^ ^ precious, and jC ZXI two spears
—the

easiest way to get is by force.

3E ^=^ three, and |
one. The one that co-or-

dinates the three powers
—heaven, earth, and

man.

p^ /tC wood, and the sun—the morning
sun shining through the trees.

English Exercises.

1. This thing is not good.
This piece east weal not good.

2. That article is not cheap.
That jiiece east wtst not cheap.

8. This way of speaking is not correct

yAi« manner speak iioJ correct.

4. This way of speaking is not suitable,

?'7ii.s 7nanntr speak not good.

5. That gentleman is ill.

'JliHl .<sc.at hifort born not well.

6. My surname is East.

/ base suruamt Eaut



PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson II.

1. What is your honorable name, sir ?

Before born honorable name ?

2. My hiimble name is Wang.

I base name Wang.

3. Please take a seat, Mr. Wang.

if 3E 3fc ^^-^
Invite Wang before born sit - a . sit.

4. What is this thing called ?

mMMm ^wm
This piece east west call(ed) what?

5. This one is dear, that one is cheap.

mm n,M m m
This piece dear, that piece cheap.

6. That thing is not dear.

That piece east west not dear.

7. Please say it, Sir.

bR ^ :^ l^j or pjt^
Invite before born say, or say, say^

8. This is a bad man.

This piece man not good.

9. This is not a goi)d thing.

M ^ S © ^T ^ eg
This not is piece good oust west.

10. That is good.

mm ^
That piece good.

11. This is my thing.

This is my east west.

12. The teacher says it well.

Before born speaking well.

13. Do I say it correctly ? Ans. Correctly.

I speak iug correct not correct ? 4 ns. Correct

14. Is this manner of speaking correct?

mmn m z^ m
This .'peak correct not correct?

15. It is not correctly spoken.

Speak-ing not correct.

Notes.

1. The first two characters are often omitted, but it

is more respectful to nse them if the person is at all entitled

to be addressed as a Hsien Shfing.

S. The ^ij is more frequently omitted tlian used.

2. .R' and 11^ as used in these two sentences, are the

conventiouiil forma of polite address, ^ or some similar

honorific bring used with reference to all belonging to the

interlocutor, and |!^ or some similar word, to all belonging
to the epoaker, even liis f.imily ami his country. Care
must bo tikcn. in answering a question containing an

honorific, to change it to a depreciatory term in the answer.
Tlie frequent f tilure, on tile part of foreigners, to make
this chiingc, is to the Chlnesu a source of amusement,

3. Til'! title always follows the surname. This use of
.—

, between a v- rlj and tiic same w'oril used us a noun, is

quito coninujn, the idea being a brief performance of the

action.

4. It ii impossible to tell how "east-west" camo to

mean "a liin'_'." Its comprehensiveness is certainly all

that coud i e desirtd.

7. Tl r dill'erence between and is ap-

proximately the same as between "say it" and "say it o»ei

once." It is a contracted form of
gjjj

—
pjj.

9. In the translation "
thing" must be understood of an

article, not of au affair.

11. My is the common sign of the possessive case. It

serves for both our forms of tlie possessive; viz, the 'a and
the of.

12. When Clj follows a verb, it gives it the force of a

participial noun, or makes it equivalent to a relative clause.

Tho literal idea would be "your speaking (or tliat which

you speak), is pnod." It is the possessive Ulea applied to a

verb. Whilo this is the analysis of this iiiiomatie usage, a

gcod English rembring will take a variety of forms, accord-

in^' lo the connection.

13. ^f /{\ ^'l is a very common expression by which to

enquire as to the propriety or suitableness of any matter or

thing. It is much more used in some places than in others.

"J*, here pronounced la, very frequently follows tho ^
of the answer, but adds nothing to the meaning, serving

simply as enclitic.

13. The connection and the circumstances must deter,

mine the tense.
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To ftsk. P. 5.

You. Les. 3.

He, him, she, her, it. Les. 3.

To have. P. 4.

Two ;
an ounce. P. 2.

Not, no. P. 5.

Copper cash, money; a mace.

Some. Les. 1.

A teaclier ; a lender. P. 3.

V0CABTJL,A.RY.

Mother ;
a woman. P. 3,

May I ask, please tell me.

y^ ^ A good many, a large amount.

|^i5 ^^ Madam, Mrs.

iH ^ These.

M ^ Those.

i'^^ ^ Yours.

11 6^1 His.

^ @ Is • - ^°^ very, not specially.

5iJ P mouth, and f^ door- a mouth inside the

door inquiring who is within.

^ \ man, and ^ a contraction of the book

pronoun |9 thou—the man in the second

person.

fUl \ man, and jjl also—also a man, that is.

the other man, not myself.

IMnemonic Analysis.

^ -^ metal, and two ;Jc spears—thft metaS I

took with two spears. Or ^ may be re-

garded as phonetic.

^ jtb this, and Zl two—this, doubled, mak-

ing the plural.

^ ^ woman, and ^ good—the good woman

Or ^ may be regarded as a phonetic.

English ExERCisEg.

1. This is yours, that is mine.
This piece is yon '<, lluil. pierc is my 's.

2. Yours is good, his is bad.

You 's (jood, he 's bad,

3. These things arc mine.
This leveral ea.tl west are my'a.

4 Those things are yours.
Thai uveral east waul are you's.

5. Ho does not speak well.

He speak-inr/ not good.

6. Please, sir, is Mrs. Wang's statement correct!

Please, teacher, Wang teacher mother say-ing, corrtel

not correct ?

7. One cash for two is not dear.

One piece cash two piece, not dear.



PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson III.

1. Please, sir, what is this character ?

if P«1 ^4 M;l ®)i ^
Invito ask teacher thie 13 what charnoter,

2. You have two cash.

You huve two piece caab.

S. He has no money.

He not have cush.

4. These cash are his.

This some cash is his.

5. Those cash are not his.

trhat some cash not is his.

6. That is his cash.

That is his cash.

7. I have not a cash.

I one piece cash not have.

8. This is your cash.

This is your cash.

9. Mrs. Sheng has quite a sum of money.

^ m m ^^^ m
Siieng teacher mother has good some casb.

10. Has he any money ?

lie have cubh, not have?

11. Thafc thing is not very good.

Tliat piece east west not very good.

12. Two cash apiece is not dear.

Two piece cash one piece not dear.

1 3. Are those cash yours ?

That some cash is yours not is?

14. This thing is my mother's.

This is I mother's east west.

Notes.

1. In familiar intercourse the words 76 ^ raay be

omitted witliout special impropriety.

2. Note that the numeral precedes the classifier and its

noun .

S. /f> and lx> tliougli both meaning
"
no,"are not inter-

changeable, /p is a simpin negative, answering to both "no"
and "not," and can be used before adjectives, adverbs, and

any verb e.xcept ^- Jx '"* ^' ^^V^ followed by ^, expressed

or understood. When the /^ is used as an auxiliary, that is,

when it is followed by another verb, it makes with Jx a

negative perfect teuse. When it is not followed by another
verb, it is itself the principal veib, and does not form with

^ a negative perfect. Seo sentences 7 and 9. Man<larin
has no method of expressing with precision a positive perfect

tense. The ^ is frequently omitted after Jjj without

altering the sense.

4. In Peking ^ generally implies quite a number,
and is frccpiently followed by a Q. Thus Pekingese would

Bay is ^ SI ^ wli i;h might be translated "this quantity
of cash

"

7. Tlie fransferring of the characters —•^^ from the

predicate 10 tho subject makes the statement of deficiency

Btrungly emphatic.

9. CiB {(K is, in most localities, used only of the wives of

teaclieis. Tlie titles to be applied to other women differ

with the locality, and should be learned from the teacher.

^- is here an adverb qualifying ^, not an adjective qualify-

ing S§- If the latter had been desired, the '^ would have

immediately preceded tho i|g.

10. It will be seen that this sentence as well as the l.'?th,

belong to the kind of affirinative-negative questions desciibeil

iuLes. 22. The atrirmative clause should bespoken cmpliatic-

ally, and tlie tonesgiven with comparative distinctness, while
the negative is passed over liglitly, the tones being indistinct.

11. tI£ JM' preceded by a negative, loses its interrogative
force, and means literally "not any," hence " not very

"
or

" not mueh." In Southern Mandarin J^ J^ would generally

be substituted for -|£ ^•

18' The second ^q, of course, refers to the article for

sale, not to the cash.

13. In the affirmative-negative form of interrogative,
the whole statoincntis notalwaya repeated after tho negative
in the second clause, but only enough of it to indicate llie

point of the q'les'ion. Rig might be added to this sentence

with but sligh , c inge of meaning. Tlie question is already

sutBciently indioaed by the affirmative-negative form, and

the addition of lll| would simply serve to emphasize the

expectation of an affirmative answer.

14. A 6^ is omitted after ^, tho possessive being implied

by the mere juxtaposition of the words. When fij would

occur twice in succession, as here, the first ia generally omit-

ted for the sake of euphony.
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Vocabulary.

To wait
;
a kind or class.

Pure, clear. P. 23.

Plain, distinct.

Sound, tone. P. 31.

Level ; peaceful; to weigh. P. 63.

Above, high; to ascend. P. 15.

Low
;
below ;

to descend. P. 1 5.

To go, to deport. Les. 10.

... Immediately, just. Les. 13. &44.

... A vocal sound, a syllable. P. 5.

Distinct.

. . . Voice, sound.

. . . This kind, such.

. . . Base, mean.

_ll "tz. Thcseatofhonor, the chief place.

Wait a little, wait.

Mnemonic Analysis.

jff ;3JC water, and pj azure—water clear as

tlie azure. Or pg may be regarded as a

phonetic.

^ ^ tone of cymbals, and ^ tlie ear—
musical tones entering the car. Or p*
may be used as phonetic.

^ Rude picture of a pair of scales. The upper
stroke is the beam, the dots arc the weights.

7^ ^ a grove, and /B a piece
—a few trees

that show the clear sky through them.

:&.g M^ erect, and to speak
—

speech that is

straight and correct

1 . The —•

represents the ground, with some-

thing above it.

T The reverse of ±.

English Exercises.

1. You do not say it correctly.
Yoii K«y-iiiii not correct,

2. Two for three cash is cheap.
Thrti ]>iece cash two piece, iu)t dear.

3. The word "character" is in the vanishing tone.
'Viis

" character" character is vanishiiii/ tone.

4. In what tone is the word I ?

This I character in what tone?

5. Is this syllable correct or not ?

This sound correct not correct ?

6. Is this tone correct or not ?

r/jit tone correct not correct i



PRIMAKV LESSONS. Lesson IV.

1. Please, Sir, wait a moment and I v/ill go.

Ple.i;;.' luach^i-, \.ait a w.iit, I just go.

2. The lady speaks distinctly.

m m ft 6^J (ft ^
Teaclicr moiUir spoalciiig clear plaiu.

& Tiiere are two level tones.

Have tivo pi .cu level tones.

4. One is the high level tone, the other tho

low level.

One \iicee ia liiyh level, one piece is low level.

5. This cliaracter
" hao "

has the rising tone.

mm ^^ ^ ^± n
I'lus piece "hao " character i? risiiij; tone,

6. This character
" wen

"
has the vanishing tone.

M @ f«i ^ :^* n
This pieie

" wen" character ia depart tone.

7. What is the tone of this character?

Xlua |Hecu cluu aeter is vehat tune ?

8. This character is in the rising tone, that one

is in the vanishing tone.

Tins [I
C..C character is rising tone, that piece is

* m
depart tone.

(). I will not invito such a base man to take
the seat of honor.

I not invito Uiib kind low base man sit high scat,

10. Wlien you require rac to go, I will go at once.

Yon oMce require mo go, I immediately go.

11. To speak thus is correct.

You thus speak just correct.

12. The sylliljle is spoken correctly; the tone

is incorrect.

Speaking syllable correct, tone not correct,

13. The tone and the syllable are different things.

Tone is tone, syllable is syllalile.

14. His voice is not distinct.

His tone sound not clear distinct.

15. As I say it, is it the sonnd that 13 not

correct, or is it the tone ?

I Bpeak is sound not correct, is tone not correct.

Notes.

I. WL is litre nsed as a sign of the immediate fature.

Les. 13.

3. Sec introduction XXI. o, 4, 5, and especially 6.

4. Ill speaking of the two level tones, the word ^,
thougli soraotinies expressed, is usuall}' omitted.

6. In tliis sen'enec, tho ^J- is not an adjective qualifying

ip, but a noun in apposition with it, the character being

spoken of simply as a character.

6. The same is true of "p^ in this sentence.

7. This ia a question which the learner will frequently
have oceabion to ask.

0. 5lS. qualifies ^, and both unitedly qualify p Jigi

while tho whole elanse ia bound together by fly into an

adjective clause qualifying; /V-

Tho Cliinesopny attention to degrees of honor not only in

Beating guests at table, but in inviting to a seat in the room,
and much more stress is laid on this matter than is the

custom in Western lands.

10.
'— nefore a verb means "as soon as," something

like our use of "once" for "at once" in Englisii.

B^ is here used causatively. See Les. 71.

II. WL does not appear in the translation, though it

might be expressed by tlie words " and then." It is a con-

venient bridge by which the speaker passes to tlio idea io

the word ^fj'.

12- It is important to distingnish the tone from the

other components of tho sound. Oidy a well-trained Chinese

teacher is able to do this. Learners are often perplexed by
the teacher's refusal to approve the sonnd they give; and,

supposing tho syllable is wrong, keep on trying to modify it,

when in fact tho difficulty is not with the syllable as such,

but with the tone. Tiie diftcreiice spoken of in this sentence

might be illustrated by a mistake in singing, the right word

being sung, but on a wrong pitch or note,

13. This is a common idiom for expressing the idea that

two things likely to be confounded are distinct,

15. In reading, attention should be paid not only to the

sound and tone of the characters, but also to emphasis, and

the proper division into clauses. In following, after the

teacher, care should be taken to emphasize and divide into

clauses just as he does. For instance, in this sentence, the

words "g and^ arestrongly emphatic, the tones being given

with clearness, while the word (Y.] being unemphatic, ia

passed over very lightly, and loses its tone. The first three

characters form a minor clause, the next four a clause, to be

sepaiate.l by a slight pause from the last clause of four

characters.
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Vocabulary.

^ The verb to be in all its forms ;

at, in. Les. 6.

^ In, inside. P. 13.

^ Again, a second time; then, P. 30.

^ A book. P. 14.

A pen, a pencil.

Paper, stationery.

Ink.

Which ? who ?

The sign of a direct qnestion.

The Chinese do not indicate a direct ques-

tion as we do, by a rising inflection, but by

the addition of this special word at the end

of the interrogative clause. Les. 8.

To write, to compose.

To go out
;
to issue. P. 13 and

Les. 40.

Breath
; gas. P. 11.

^ Here.

^ There.

^ Where ?

^ To aspirate, aspirated ; to vent

one's anger.

Mnemonic Analysis.

^ Clothes, and^ an enclosed alley
—clothes

hanging in the alley, indicating privacy, i.e.,

the inside.

^ A stylus, and to speak
—that which

speaks by means of a stylus or pen.

'Yf Bamboo and ^ a stylus
—a bamboo sty-

lus. (The handle of a Chinese pen is made
of bamboo.)

W :^X Silk, and ]^ a .''urname—a name in-

scribed on silk. Silk was ancitintly used en

paper upon which to write names.

|g S^ Black, and jt earth—which well de-

scribes Chinese ink.

^ •=% Vapor, and Tj^ rice—steam ascending

from rice in the kettle.

1. You sit there.
I'ou eil at that in.

2. I say it correctly; you do not
/ aai/'iii'j torrtct ; you lay-iu!] "0' collect,

3. What paper is this ?

This it what jtajjtr '!

English Exercises.

4. Docs he aspirate this character or not ?

He. say^ tlii.< rharacter, otU breath not out brtaih i

5. There is no ink here.
77ii-< ill not halt ink.

G. His book is here.
H\i book is thia in.
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1. Please madam sit here.

Please ni.ulaiii sit at this in.

2. Please teacher, say it again.

Please teachur, iigaiu say.

3. This is his book.

This is his book.

4. Is your pen good ?

Your pen good not good ?

5. There is no paper here.

This in not have paper.

6. Is the ink here ?

<ii 'pb ia. ft Rs5
Ink is this in, eh?

7. The paper is here, is it not«?

Paper is this in, not is, eh?

8. Please teacher, write here.

if %^ M^^MM
Please teachur write at this in.

9. Have I written it well ?

I writ-ing good not good I

10. Is this character aspirated ?

mm ^ m mr^m m
This piece character out breath not out breath t

11. Where is my book (or are my books)?

My book at where in ?

12. I aspirate it, but he does not.

I speaking out breath, he speak-ing not out breath,

13. This is on the East, that is on the Weat.

This piece at East, that piece at West.

14. This character is quite difficult to write.

This cliaraoter not thus good write,

15. Is he a resident of this place ?

i^mmm^ Am
He is this in of man, eh ?

Notes.

1, The ^ might be omitted from this sentence without
detriment to the meaning.

B.
" There is," and other similar forms of the verb " to

be" are always rendered by ^ in Chinese,

6. When the verb "to be" is used with reference to

place, it is expressed by ^.
7 There is no definite article in Chinese, so it must be

supplied in translation. -^ rather than J^ is used in the

second clause, because it concerns, not the place of the

paper, but the truth of the statement made in the first

clause—literally, "is it not so?" This interrogative is

similar to those framed on the affirmative-negative model.
An affirmative answer is anticipated, A direct question,
as in sentences 6, 7 and 15, is indicated by the interroga-

tive particle B^i which when used ends the sentence,

10. See Introduction. P. xxiii.

This is the regular form by which the Chinese express
the idea of aspiration. The aspration in Chinese is much
stronger than that of aspirated sounds in English, The
clear distinction bctweeii aspirated and unaspirated sounds
can be leu rued only by carefully imitating a Chinese teacher,

not by giving the sound as indicated by any system of
Romanization.

H. It must be carefully noted that ^ here changes its

tone ;
the changed tone being the only sign of the interroga-

tive character of the sentence.

12 In Chinese, snch connectives as "
and," "but," etc.,

are for the most part understood or implied, rather than
expressed, the language suffering much in precision for the
lack of them.

14. Chinese colloquial is very partialto the word ^,
using it in a great variety of senses. See Les. 09.

lu expressing quality, the Chinese are much given to

using the negative fcrm.

This senleuca is literally, not that jnanner o/eaxy lo icrile.

Or it may be transtated, 'J'hia cliarader is tiot an caxy lo urila

(as that one). The comparison may bo with the set copy, or
with some other specified character.

16- B-J turns the JS. ^ into an adjective qualifying

J^. The Bi'nse of an adjoctivo clause can often be best

arrived at by first mentaly translating the noun it qualifies,

then the (1^, hero traiis'aled "of," then the phrase preced-

ing the ^5, eg, jia J£ flj Aj a man of here (or thi$

plactj.
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Vocabulary.

To say over again. Used when

it is wished to defer a matter

for future consideration.

. Lit. not go down. Not willing
to submit to.

Unable to go or to get out.

To examine a copy, to read proof.

^ ^ To grow angr}'.

The whole life, a life-time.

A raw man, i.e., a stranger.

A raw character, i.e., a new 01

unknown one.

Is not, that is, is dead (used

only of adults).

Notes.

1. That is to say, you are very good to say bo. The

polite nply lo an expression of tlianUs or a compliment.
Z- A oominon form of asking' tliorepetilion of a sentence

Dot ilistinotly hcurJ. The gJt is often omitted, and -^ ^
nscii nione.

3. A common phrase nsed to defer any matter for

tuture coneidcration. The JU refers to the things or cir-

cumslancos wliich occasion the defcrmenl, hAvin<,' the force

of "as to thai."

4. The translation of both this and the previous scntenca

is only approximate.

6. SpoUen with regard lo one wlio will biooU no contra-

dictiox, hence ono mns.t cmie.lc wh.it ho biys. The siiitcno*

may also be used in the first person : whai I say, I mtan
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1. Well said !

2. What did you say ?

3. In that case, we will reconsider the matter.

4. In that case it will be easily arranged.

5. As you (or he) say, so it must be.

6. Who was it who said this ?

7. It will not do (lit. go down) for you to scold

him in that way.

8. I cannot get out.

9. If you do not sit down, I will not sit down.

10. What teacher have you employed ?

1 1. Please, teacher, check over these characters.

12. With ups and downs, not level.

13. As soon as I begin to reprove him, he gets

angry.

14. Ho has not gone (to some given place) in

all liis life.

15. He is not a stranger.

16. This character is unfamiliar, that one is

familiar.

17. If your lesson is so iniperfoctly prepared as

this, the teacher will scold you.

IS. That man's name is Wang; is it not ?

7. gjjj,
wlien it takes for its object a word tleiiotiiii,' a

pvjisoii, lefeis to a pEiitieulai- mode of speaking, namely
rebuke.

~F is tlie principal verb of tlie second clause, and is

used impersonally.

4j is here used as an auxiliary. When so used, it

adds to the principal verb tlie idea of out or away. When
a neoative is inserted after llio principiil verb, and before the

auxiliary, ""• nirauiug is not lliat the action does not take

place, but that it cannot t d>e place, i.e., the negative

applies to tliJ auxiliary, not to the principal verb.

3. Tlie same rule applies to thi.? sentence.

9, When tlie second of two clauses sliows the conse-

quence that would foKow from the conditions expressed in

the first a 1}^ always follows the subject of the second

clause when the subject is expressed ;
or it begins tiie

clause if the subject is understood. When thus used !ffi

is not often trnaslated into English, but an "if" is supplied

before the first clause.

10. One does not speak of "
employing

" a teacher, but

of
"
inviting" him.

13. Anger is supposed to cause t!ie production of gas in

the body, hence the term ^ M.- If l''^ anger is repressed

and thc'gas liods no veut, it gives rise to various diseases.

14. ^ is often used as a noun, to indicate the lifetime.

rpha
—• here refers to the whole, not lo the commeucement

as in the preceding senteuce.

15. ^ used OS an adjective means raio, or mi/amiliar.

The tra^isl i ion varies with the word to which it is applied.

19.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

You go and ask tl)at man Waug, whether

he is going or not.

If the ink and pen arc poor, the writing

(lit. the characters written) will be poor.

Yours are yours and mine are mine.

Is his mother living or not?

Ans. She is not living.

One of U9 is at the East, and the other

at the Wast.

Which character shall I write first ?

Ans. That rests with you.

So dear as that ! Where should I get all

that
'-^y

,•?

The character ^ is aspirated, the cliaraotcr

{I|
is not.

These two characters are the same in sound,

but different in tone,

f^- is in the upper rising tone, j-^
is in the

upper even tone.

The characters |^ and ^n are not the same.

|j^-
is the 1^- used in the expression "to

invite a man." while ^ is the
j||

that

is used in the term "
clear."

17. A book is siiid to bo ^ raw, when it is unfamiliar,

as an advance lesson in di-itiuelion from a review ; or, as in

this instance, a poorly prepared recitation in contrast to a

perfectly prepared one.

18. This mode of designating any one, though quite
common, is wanting in respect. It is used if the person in

question has no title and his given name is not known,

Jl) ^jfe i fivl lltotfonej o/name IVwij—i.e. the men 1^'ang.

19. ^ 'i must not be considered as auxiliary, as iu

sentences G and 7, but is hero tlic principal veibused in the

affirmative. negative to mark a questi' n.

21. An emphatic assertion of individual possession
—the

law of iiuum and tuiim.

23. The first five words form a clumsy but commou

way of indicating the plural. No connectives are required.
— ^ . .

— ^. 1 «., the one, , . . and the other,

25. The first clause is used as an exclamation. J|)

changes its tone to indicate an interrogative. A deficiency

is often indicated by asking sarcastically where the object

is, or is coming from.

27. TIlis statement refers to the characters fo' aud J^
spoken of in the next three sentences.

28, 29. 30. Sentence 28 gives (he difference in tone,

senteuee 29 affirms that they differ in meaning, and sentence

30 defines tliem in the way so often necessary iu a language
where each sound has many diverse meaninss; that is to

say, it combines each character with another with v hieh it is

so commonly joit.ed in use that the two form a dissyllabic

combination easily recognized by the ear, thus fixiDg the

meaning
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1. He does not speak the truth.

#. ^ ift R e^
He not speak true « oiils.

2. We really cannot go.

^fPI K ^ ^ H^ *
We true is not ciin go.

3. Do you want (it) ? Ans. No.

it^m^^m ^ ife T^ ^
You want not want? .'Ins. I not want.

4. I cannot write these three characters.

m ~m ^ f^ T^ # 1^
These three piece cliaracters I not can write,

5. I cannot speak Mandarin.

ffe ^ # fit It fg
I not can speak ofiicer talk.

6. 1 do not want you to come.

Ife T^ S ^ fPI 5^
I not want you come.

7. Really (hat officer is not good.

Mm W t ^ T^ iiT

That officer real is nob good.

8. Pie cannot but be angr^'.

ftn T^ H^ >r ^ m
He n'lL can not produce lu'eath.

9. It is not important whether you go or not.

You go not go not want urgent,

10. They say it is not important.

mfPl ti S :^ g m
Tliey say is not want urgent,

11. This is an important book.

This is piece want urgent book.

12. Ho cannot speak.

He speak not out words come.

13. I cannot say it, but ho can.

I say not up come, he can say up come.

14. It is not that ho is unable (to do it), but

that he does not know how.

Not is he not able, is he not know howv

15. He can speak, but not distinctly.

He can speak, only is speak not clear distinct.

N'OTES.

1. The Chinese language is deficient in abstract nouns.

The deficiency is made up after a fashion by the use of an

adjective and a noun, as in '^ pjlj-
It is a significant fact

that the Chinese language has no proper word by which to

express that most important idea "
truth,"

3. The form of the sentence indicates that the object

spoken of is known to the parties.
4. The object of the verb being the principal idea in

the sentence, is made its first clause. If it were not desired

to lay a little stress on Jg .^ ^ -^, the sentence might

run $5 ;?; # S ^ H @ ^-
6« There is bo word in Chinese answering to the word

" do
"

in this sentence.

8. The use of the double negative is much more com-
mon in Chinese than in English.

9, Tile Chinese have a word answering to the word
"whether," but it is only used when special emphasis is

required In other cases the statement of the alternatives
is sufficient.

12« ^ is often used as an auxiliary verb of direction,
and may be joined to any verb containing the idea of motion.
Bee LesiBoa 10.

13. Both _tl and "|^ will take after them as a second

auxiliary either ^ or ^. If there be an object it comes
between the two au.filiaries, while the negative, if ihero

be one, precedes both. See Les. .31. There is a slight dif-

ference in meaning between ^ /P tlj 3^ and ^ /f> _L

5$S, the inability expressed in tho former being physical,
—

that in the latter intellectual, because of not knowing what
to say, or moral, because of not cousideriug the words fit

to be uttered.

14. 'tt '3 used to express natural or inherent inability.

^ is acquired ability or skill,

15. This would be more accurately translated,
" He can

say it, but (the trouble is) his saying of it is not distinct."

The thing spoken is supposed to be supplied by the circum- ,

stances. In English we represent this by the pronoun "it."

JJt -^ often begins the second clause of a sentence. If this

clause is adversative, the ^ -^ would be translated " but ;"

if following as a natural sequence of the first clause, it would
be translated "

therefore," "and so,"
" and thus," or simply

" and." Or, it frequently is not translated at all, M in ths

fifth sentence of the preceding lesson.
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PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson VIIL 17

1 Please, Sir, speak slowl3^

Please, tiir, slow slow-ly spuuk.

2. I do not understand what you say.

I Milt uiid'^rstaiiil get your worda.

3. The schol irs have all come.

m^^^ T
Soholara all come have.

4. These five new characters are all learned.

These five piece new characteis all learn well haV9.

6. Do you understand or not ?

j^ fi #T> fi n
You understand get, not understand get ?

6. He has four, I have five.

He luis four jjicces X have five pieces.

7. He learns very slowly.

#. m 6^ it n u
He liiiirn-iiig slow attain extreme.

8. He is distressingly slow in learning.

fiiL mii^ '\%^ ir^ n
He learning slow-ly end nnt attain.

9. Neither of the two can get anything.

They two piece men all not can get anything.

10. It is not that you are not very competent,

but that you arc very incompetent.

Not \a you not very able, is you very not able.

11. He said repeatedl}' that ho could not go.

He again three-ly baid tie gu not end*

12. He has nothing at all.

He anything all not have.

13. Two or three men have come.

^ 1 m ~M A
Come have two three piece men.

14. In course of time I will learn to write.

I slow sloiv-ly just able write.

15. What are the names of the five senses?

Alls. I cannot tell.

Fiveofficers all are what? ^ns. I speak not up come.

16. Can you write all the characters in the

Great Learning ? Ans. I can write all the

characters in the Four Books.

i^ m ^ ^ ^tnm
iGreat Learning of characters, all able write eh ?

j4?is. Four Books of character I nil able write.

reverses those ideas. Hence "f" /J» ^j--
means litoialiy, "It

is impossible to end the untoward circumstances referred to."

9. The Chinese language does not say
" neither can,"

but "
both, or all not can."

10. While ^ is translated "very" in this sentence,

"very
"

is not cojumonly translated into Chinese by -(K, since

•(5 usually conveys the idea of excess.

11. 4^ .n fi'5f
is often strengthened by expanding to

!^. ^ 11. 13 flff. Tlie difference might be
brouglit_

out

by translating ^ ^ fij by "repeatedly," and !p}. _:! ||.

P3 fl'J by
" over and over again."

~J* is here used as an auxiliary verb. When so used it

may be joined to any verb which will take the qualifying
idea of completion or possibility. In tliis sense it retains its

original sound and tone. It is most frequently used with

• negative, as in this sentence.

18- "Not anything" is the only way to say "nothing,"

13. M Jl is sometimes turned about into ^ ^.

14 Tlie ifyt marks the progress towards attainment in
a way that the Ent^lish language will not exprc-is.

16. The word ^ here calls for an enumeration of the

senses, and excludes the idea of a general definition of them.

16. fij^ is omitted just before ^. The pronoun is often
thus omitted in direct address.

The y^ ^ or Great Learning is the first book of the
Chinese classics, tis ordinarily enumerated, and is itsually
the ftrst to be committed to memory by Chinese school boys.
It contains the moral system of Confucius, written out by
one of his disciples, and deals largely wilb the ethics of

government.
The [13 e or Four Books of the Chinese classics are the

;:^ !^ or Great Learning, the •t' jj or Doctrine of the

Mean, the ppf jip or Confucian Analects, and jE "T^ or the
works of JIcucius. The whole body of tlie Chinese classics

is conventionally divided into the Four Books and the Five
Classics.
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PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson IX. 19

1. What is the radical of this cJiaracter ?

mm ^ mwm ^ n
Tiiiu piece character is wliat character mother !

2. Please, Sir, count the number of strokes.

^* X^^ ^ ^ ^
BP) JL ,-
Pjcase ifiichci- uuujit cuiiiib how many Btrokea.

S. I cannot count them myself.

L suit own cuiuil nut out ooiiie,

4. These two expressions may both be used

Tliese two clause^ ail goucl speak.

5. I am acquainted with his mother.

1 recognize get liia mother kin.

6. This he came and told me in pereon.

M ^^ m ii e 51$ m 6^
This is lie o.vn self come sa_v-ing.

7. These characters were written with my own
hand.

m ^ ^ -^ a M ^ % 6^
'1 hese some charuct 1-3 is i own pen writ-ing.

8. If he cannot go, then I will go myself.

m T^ H^ * fie fi S cl i-
He not iilile gM, 1 tlieu self own go.

9. There av : some goo 1 ones, and some bad one&

Have scvi-al piece good ( ) aud-several piece not

good ( ).

10. Do you know this character?

M if ^ % %% t# ^ m %
This piece cimiacter you know get not know gett

11. He cannot say this phraae.

ftfl ^ # IJt it ^ 8^
He not can speak this clause word.

12. For "
mother," we here say

"
niang," what do

you sav ?

At we here mother kin call "niang," you

tie*

there call what?

13. My mother sends her compliments to yoa.

m^ # II 51] iffi # i^
My mother kin nsk teacher mother well.

14. Neither of thoae two men can read.

Two piece men all not know chaiactera,

15. This person does not know how to- count

it WiK^-^M. %.
Thid piece m.in not linow numbers.

16. Will his mother get well or not ? Ans. Some

say she will not.

His niollier well j;et finish, well not fiiiish ?

^ ^ A IJt fi itf :^ T
Alls. Have men say she well not finish.

Notes.

1. For the position and use of the radical, consult

Introduction. Pp. xxiv, xxv.

One of the best ways of fixing a Chinese character in

the mind is to notice whut is the position of the radical with

reference to the other part of the character, as also what
relation, if any, the meaning of the radical has to the mean-

ing of the entire character. If the other part of the character

is already familiar, from having formed a part of some
character" previously written, it is well to notice whether
there is any analogy of sound, either in initial or final

between these two allied characters.

2. In looking in a dictionary for a given character under

its radical, tliegnidois the number of strokes intho character,

exclusive of iherailical. (^ertain rules are observed in making
and counting these Blrokes, so that it is not always easy to

counlj them correctly. The pupil will often need to call on

his teacher for assistance. Tlio proper way to count the

Btrokus of u chaiaeter is to go over it in the order in which

it must be written, which ortler tlio pupil will get by watch-

ing Ills teacher wiite. See Introiluction. P. xxvi.

With the word ^, it is often (JjflSonlt to distinguish

whether a question is asked or a statement made. In the

first case, it means '' liow many,'" in thu second, ''several."or
"a few." In some districts, this diff<n'cncc is distinguished

by a change of tone, while in others no change is niade.

8. "If" is implied, as is ofieu the case in Chinese.

^ here approximates the idea of
"

in that case."

10. In the South, p,^.
is generally used in speaking of

knowing how to read.

12. In common speech, J§ is more generally used than

-f^ f/i for the word " mother." This at least is the case in

most localities.

13. fii] if is the common form of sending one's respects,
even when it is impossible to obtain a reply to the enquiry.
It is in good foim as a friend or guest is leaving, to request
him to ask each member of his family how they are. •

14. ^ with a negative, generally becomes distributive.

15. ^^ is seldom used in the positive, except when it is

desired to afiirm in opposition to • negative.
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PRIMAUY LESSONS. Lesson X. 21

1. All have gone, both men and women.

Male feuMlu all di'p.n-t have.

2. My wifo knows a great many characters.

%^^-:k Km %'^ ^ ^
My feiiiule mjii knows very many uliaructers.

3. We and thoy have no intercourse.

We witli ihein nut liavc come ;^o.

4. There are none but women here, men are

not allowed to come.

m.m±m ^ K'X^^'^ ^ \ ^
Here only liave female men, not allow male men come.

6. They have all gone, only I myself am here.

itnU^ T, 3tf^ S cL^iia
They all go have, ouly 1 self own am here.

6. To whom do these cash belong?

This some cash is wlui-se ?

V. Please count how many there are ofthese cash.

Please you counl count this some cash liave many few.

8. That man has not much money.

That man uot have many few cash,

9. He always gets angry when I speak to him,

I with him speak, he only is produce breath.

10. Where have those women gone?

M^^± A ft 15 « * T
Those female iiieu towards where go have t

11. Where are j-ou going sir?

^ ^ ft %\\ m *
Teacher i>i"cced where go?

12. Of US few people, no one is acquainted with

any other one.

^if^mm Amn^z^ m m m
We few piece nieu, who all not know who.

13. There are not many people here, only we

three women.

Here not liave many men, only have wa

^m i< A
three piece female men.

14. My mother does not allow me to ga

My mother not allow me go.

15. He finds fault with whoever reproves hini.

Who says him, he then says whose not is.

16. If you do not come down first, I cannot

go up.

You not first down come, I up not go.

7. Where number is in question, /Q not ^ is generally
used for the verb to be.

8- ^ y^ though properly an interrogative meaning
"how many," when preceded by a negative loses its in-

terrogative force, and means simply many.
6. pjj here means to speak with reference to some afifair.

10a Aside from JT J\, there are sundry other words
for \v in.iii, differing in different places.

11. A common salutation when acquaintances meet in

the street. It seems to Western people an impertinence,
but is in fact simply a friendly greeting, and may be an-

swered very vaguely without giving offense—as " I have a

little business" or "I am going to make a call."

12. pS flP -^ means "no one" or " no one at all." fp
here has the sense of whoever" as is usually the case when

5^ is used twice in the same connection.

14.
" To go." The infinitive has no distinctive sign in

Chinese. It grows out of the collocation of the words.

15. yj> :§: not is, i.e., not so, not correct, iience not

right ; the combination /p -^ being used substantively,

meaning fault, sin.
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PEIMARY LESSONS. Lessox XT. 2n

1. I want twelve cash.

I want ton tWU piece Cuail.

2. He has twenty thousand cash (or twenty

strings).

He lias two tens strings uasii.

3. Ms% Wang has oi^^htcen female pupils.

i m M'w + A m^m^
W.iiig teaclier mother has ten ciglit jii.cogal pupils.

4. Forty-six ca.sli will bo enoii;vh.

Four leu six pi^ce c^i-h just ciioiiL;h ( ).

5. I can write all of tliese soventy oild characters

it -b + Jl? M ^ ^k^tM
These seven ten cume piece i;haiai;t,ei.s I alt can write,

6. I have counted these cash, there are four

hundred and ei^ht.

1 ciMint-ert these caah have four huadreil fraction

eight piece.

7. There are there two hundred and seventy-
three cash of mine.

At iheio have my two hundred seven ten three

piece cash,

8, My mother has not that much money,

My mutlier iiotliave that much money.

9. How many characters have yon learned?
Alls. A hiindrcl, more or loss.

Yuu learn liiuw have m.iiiy lew chnracterst

^ ^' — W ± ~P
Aif<. Have one hundred up down,

10. Those two thousand five hundred cash are

my own.

That t w.. suing.s five hundred c.t!-h is my own

scli .-i.

IL Witli
3-017 here, five hundred cash is astrinc;,

At you liL'ic, Hvu iiumiied piece casli is

oue string.

12. With us a thousand cnoli is a string.

nn ^li a - ^ ^ >! - iTi
We there, one thon!<.-incl en -h i.' "in? p'i'Tig.

13. I have one thousand and nine of these cash.

^^- ^ ^ m 'JiiMm
I have one thousand fr.i lion fraction nine piece cash.

14, How many letters do you have in your
written language. Avs. Wc have twent}'-

p'^M m ^ ^ m ^ ^y
You there of cliarai:.'frs h.u e many few

character mother. Ans. Have two ten six piece,

15, These two characters are both incorrc.ily

lliis two piece character all writ-ing not correct.

larger part of China, is used to si>;ulfy a thousand, liecanse a
thoiisaurl ai'e strung tot;etlier. Where '* small cash "

(Les.

3, note 23) are used, five hundred are strung together, and

hence called a rn* I" other places, a lesser number is called

a ^. In some parts of Manchuria, as few as one hundred

and sinty cash are called a rn- I" t'lese lessons a string is

regurded as etjual to one thousand,

^ takes no classifier, heiuR in itself a kind of classifier.

The same is true of all nouns indicating denominations,

4> '^ in tlia affirmative, is usually followed by "J*,
which liere is simply enclitic,

6, JK °'' ^ following a number, has the sense of " a

few over," or as one would saj' "odd." These words thus

used can only follow -f*, and indicate an indefinite num-
ber, usually less than five.

fl. ^. i«! used whenever a digit is omitted between two

EtgniticaDt figures, and usually when two are omitted to-

gether, two ^^ are used. This is the uniform practice of

mathematicians and accountants,

9, g' is here used as an auxiliary verb.

10. In the North the round numbers hundred, thou-

sand, etc., do not take ^ after them ns do nil oilier num-
bers. In the South, these numbers also follow the rule and

take @ after them.

12. A ^ is understood at the beginning of the

sentence.

14. The Chinese word for radical is used by accommoda-
tion for the letteis of the foreign alphabet. Not nmler-

standing the alphabetic structure of foreign l?ngua^es, the

smallness of the number of radicals (letters) excites the

astonishment of the Chinese.

16. ^ bere referring to only two, must be translated

"both," not "all."
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PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson XII. 25

1. If 3'ou have an3'thing to say, please say it.

2. There is peace on all sitles.

3. When the king is good, the people will

be good.

4. You go your way, and I will go mine.

5. I merely wish to speak a few words.

6. Of these two expressions, which is more fre-

quently used ?

7. Can one speak in that way ?

8. There are but few who speak in that way.

9. It is not proper to use that expression.

10. It is not said in that way.

11. There is nothing of the kind.

12. It is no such thing.

13. You have come, eh ? Ans. I have come,

14. One by one all departed.

15. Have you any small change ?

16. If you are so slow, I cannot wait for you.

17. Come here, I want to ask you a question.
18. Those two peo]ile aro awfully angry ;

ia

there no peace-maker ? Ans. They came
to a reconciliation themselves.

19. It is my fault that he is so angry ; how came
I to be so discourteous?

20. Seeing the article is so good, two taels

four mace and two candareens is certainly
not dear. Arts. That one is much dearer,
it is over three ounces.

21. Are there more men, or more women in

your society ? A ns. There are some twenty-
odd of men, and a few tens of women.

22. I do not want his book : in the first place,
the paper is bad, in the second place, the

characters are indistinct.

23. Money is the thing he has, rather than

scholarship.

24. I am not very well acquainted with that

man Tu.

25. Are you going or not ? Ans. I will first ask

my mother. If she lets me go, I will go.

Notes.

2> tS P) the four dimensions, sides or directions—
Bignifying llie space or district adjacent to anything, large
or small.

3. JHE' Originally the number of surnames probably
did n"t exceed a hundred. Those in most common use at

the present day, in fact, would not exceed one hundred.
The Chinese language abounds in the use of plirases in which
round numbers are used in a collective sense.

4. The word "path" or "way" is understood after

the two possessives, the meaning being that the two paths
difl'ered.

6. This is a common introduction to a tedious explanation.

This use of ^ is rather colloquial than elegant,

6< When ^ is used in comparison, it is translated

"more" or "
most," according as the objects to be compared

are two, or more thau two,

7. The word ^x joined to |ft is much less used in some
dialects than in others, and in fact is not necessary in any.

3' iif liere refers to those who speak, a J\, being
understood.

9. /p ^^ does not, like ^ _L or /^ "|^ mean in-

ability, Init unfitness or impr<»priety.

10. The nniin undcrstoiid does not here, as in the eiglith

sentence, refer to those who say, but to the phrase said.

12. This common expression serves as a vigorous denial

of any statement. It may be considered as a contraction of,

Jfroni whence came theae worcU.

13. This seeming question is not hereused as a question,
but as an informal method of greeting.

16' ^ ^ refers to cash unstrung, or less than a full

string, or lo small silver coi'is—small change.

18. When parties are angry, it is considered a very
laudable thing to make peace, aad the augry parties will

nurse their wrath in the hope that Bome one will intervene
and so give them an excuse to make peace. In this case no
friend intervening, the disputants settled their own difference.

^ is heie used as a verb, changed by Ha 'd'o " participial
noun.

19- W ^ differs troni ^ ^, as being angry differ!

from ijetting angry.

pB P^ ^J^, etc. This is a lively way of reproaching
oneself with the irritating behavior which brought on the

anger alluded to.

ft WL <» sympathetic or ageeahle demeanor. ^ ia

frequently added to words expressive of passions or emotions
in a sense uot unlike our word spirit.

20. Ten candareens \yT) make one mace (J^), ten mace

make one ounce (^) or tael In colloquial, the denomina-
tion of the last of a scries of compound numbers need not

be expressed, the number being understood to belong to the

denomination next lower. ^^ -^ here refers to a fractional

part of a tael or ounce. \\^ ^, after an adjective or adverb,
in<licates the comparative degree. It should properly be

written '^ ^, of which it is probably a corruption.

21. When ^ follows words in successive clauses, a com-

parison of numbers is instituted between the persons or

things referred to,

22-
— ^••IH 2j5 are common forms used in enu-

merating the points in an argument. The number may be

extended ad libitum.

23. ^ fl^ ^ This form of expression is very common,
and is used to emphasize the fact that there is abundance of

the commodity refe' rid to.

^ what one ga'us from books: fl^ what one gaini
from inquiry and iuvesti4;ation
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PRIMARY LESSOKS. LESSON' XIII. 27

1. Have j'ou eaten, Sir ? Ans. I have eaten.

Teacher eat done rice, eh? Aiis. Kut dune.

2. The weather is going to be bad.

Day will nut good.

3. At present I want to study, bring me a lamp.

Now ibt I want lead book, give me bring one piece

lamp eoine.

4. I am not able to bring it.

^mr^ T ^
I bring not complete come.

5. I do not know how to light this lamp, will

you jjlease light it for me.

mm^z^^ i^, if u 1^ lij
This lamp I not can .light, please you give me

liglit up.

6. This lamp is easy to light.

This piece lamp good light.

7. Can he not come again to-morrow ?

He bright day not can agiiin come, eh ?

8. You tell him to bring it to m&

You call him take come give mo.

9. This food is not at all palatabla

m m m-mr^^m
This piece food one little not goud eat,

10. This morsel of food is not enough for a meal

Tliis one little food not cuough eat,

11. We (or you) have studied enough for the

present, will study again to-morrow.

Now at study enough finish, bright day agaiu study.

12. If he does not give to you, I will.

He not give you, I then give you.

13. This food is uneatable, I cannot get it down.

m mmmz^Wf,ikmzT^^
This piece rice cat not fit, I eat not down go.

14 Please punctuate to-morrow's lesson for me.

Bright day want memorise of book please give nia

§k lil ^7 ^
point out clause come.

15. This pupil comes and goes every day.

This piece scholar is day day come, day day go

kind.

Notes.

1. A very common form of greeting, as we say "Good

morning." g^ '''<'^' being the staple food in a large pant of

China, lias come Lo be used generirally for whatever is eaten

at a meal, much as bread is used in Enj^lish, or meat in old

English. Uncooked rice is not called gji but y^-

2. ^, a contraction for 7^ ^, in this and similar con-

nections, miiins wcatlier.

3. Words indicating a definite time stand in the subject,
not in the predicate. (See also the seventh sentence of this

exercise).

jg" strictly speaking does not mean to read, either to
oneself or aloud, though frequently so used by foreif,'uer3.
Thjre is, in fact, no word in the language that really means
to read aloud.

Lamp has a special classifier (Les. 100), but it is not

blways used.

5. _C is here used, not as a preposition, but as an

auxiliarj' verb.

6. Sj here practically means fa.iy,

8. Chinese readily leaves the object to be supplied, but

Englisli requires a pronoun.
For the use of jj^ in this sentence, differing from that

in the third and fifth sentences, see Les. 25 (subject).

9.
'—' Mh '3 "36d adverbially, meaning in the least.

10. In this sentence —"
Sfi is "^^il "^ *" adjective,

meaning a little.

13. For /f» ^ meaning rirtfitnesa, see Les. 43.

15. This is a common form for distinguishing a da^
pupil from a boarder.
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PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson XIV. 20

1. All men must die.

A A ^ :^ S ^ ^K(
Man 111. .11 all ia will iliu

( )

2. This Chinamau cannot si)eak any foreign

language.

mm ^ m Az^t tt ^\^
This Mildillo KinyiUini man not aljle spouk outsidi,'

m u
kingdom talk.

3. He is not a foreigner; ho is a native.

m^^^^\ m A, m;^ 2is
He nit 13 outside kingdom man, he is native

^ A
place man.

4. There are nob a few Chinese at that phice.^Mn i^-jj ^ n A
At tlutt p 10 eaitli square, Middle Kiugduni mau

not few.

6. Male and female, old and j'oung, all eat

good food.

^ -k ^ ^y umn n
Mule fenial-, old young, all eat yood food.

6. This foreign paper does not absorb ink,

Tliis Wtst kingdom papei- not eat ink.

7. I have no mouoy at present , after a few

days I will gi\o it to yon.

la ^ i^ m mr^m% a m
Now at nut have Cusli, over two days 1 just

give you.

y. The money is insufficient ; it ia short by u

large amount.

P ^^ ^, ii y i^ ^
C'lsli not enoiigli ; slill short very many.

9. He is given to boastinj^.

Hi just is able speak gieat woida.

10. Mv mother is not yet very old.

AJy mother slIU not gi'e .t old.

11. No matter; this is an honest man.

Nut w.iut urgent, tli.s is pi^ee old real man.

12. The people of this place have no great

Tins eartli S(|U,ire ot" people not mnen grc.it learning.

13. There are some who say the earth is square,
while others say there are men who live

in the centre of the earth.

Have "t .-.'V thi i •ji . al eanli i~ four .'square kind,

^^^%%^ ^_ ^ A
have of say earlh middle have men.

14. What books have you here are they Chinese
or foreign ? Ans. Wo liavu all kinds of

books, but the Iarg(.>r part are Chinese.

You heie aie w h t hooUs, are M idilh- Kii'gdi.m

« .^ ^h ti m 's^mr
ViooU^, ate fo'eiun couniry book-* 7 A \Vh It book!

^ m"^ ^
all have: just is Middle Kingdom bucks many.

Notes.

1. .V noun reduplicated stands for its class,—thus .A .A
means cvtry vian, and when ^[5 is added, means all men.

In the construction of this sentence ^^ and P^ are

closely related to each other. If 7g be used H^ should
follow it at tlie end of the clause, making,' the construction
all men are those who (or such as) die. that is, they are mortal.
If both Words be omitted, the seuteucB sliould be rendered.

All men must die. This connection of ^g with H'J is an idiom
of constant occurrence.

2. W 13 /\ is a little more honorable as a title than

5>h @ A- "^h is the correlative of f^.

3. /$k signifies the one thing that is underneath the

wood (/T»)> that is, the root. Hence /$i Jljl yV is the one
whose ro'it is in the ground, or who springs out of the

ground, that is, a native.

6. /f» P^ £g doei not eat, i.e. absorb, the ink. Good
Chinese pper sliould absorb the ink readily from the pen,
yet without any tendency to spread. Foreigu paper is too

uiooth for easy writing with a Chinese pen.

and7, The pronoun is omitted in the first clause

supplied in the second, which is a frequent idiom.

8 The expression
— ^ ^ is widely used, but not

everywhere cuiicnt.

9. Here
li'-Jt, points to the fact that boasting is a special

failing of th.it man.

10. 7C '^ l'^''^ "" adverb meaning iti/.

11. The 'Ji U ^ at the beginning of this sentence

implies that a f|Ueslion has been raised as (o whether in llio

oircumslances the person referred to was tnistworlhy.

^ ;@. frequenlly hastheideaofs'iinple-minded.unsophis-
ticated, and often susgesls u want of spirit, or qiiieknoss of

apprehension. Applieil to a horse or donkey it means jienlle.

13. -§ is hero u.sed impersonally, and fi f ia added to

turn it into a relative clause—there are who say. i.e.. Rome say.^
The traditional desoriptioii of heaven and earth is that

heaven is round or spherical, and I ho earlh square or cubical.

Tho ignorant masses have long imagined that tlio earth wa8

hollow and inhabited within.

14. ^ is here used in the comparative, meaning mora.
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VoCABtTLARY.

A chair, a seat.

A table, a stand.

A child, a sou
;
a seed or kernel.

An enclitic. Les. b.

A Bon, an infant. An enclitic.

Les. 5,

To extend
;
a sheet. Classifier

of things that have an extended surface.

Classifier of things that have a

handle, or that can be grasped or lifted by
the hand.

To grasp. Instrumental verb.

Les. 28.

A handle.

A-

!E

i . . . A child
;
a youth.

Small, little; petty; junior. P. 3.

To lay down, to put ;
to let go ;

to send forth. P. 16.

. Pure; clean; simply, only. Les.49,

. A chair.

. A table.

..A child.

. A son.

. A girl ;
a daughter.

. A child or half grown boy—my

iF
^
^
%
little man a doll.

A handle.

English Exercises.

1. School has not yet closed. (Lit. Still not

loose school.)

2. I cannot lay this article down. (Lit. This

thing I lay not down
(_ P J •)

3. That little girl took her doll and put it on

the chair.

4. This little fellow cannot bring so large a

book. (Lit bring not end thus largo of

one volume book.)

5. This child cannot walk yet. (Lit still not

able go [:$]•)
6. That old woman haa nothing to eat.

7. This handle (is) small.



PRIMARY LESSONS. Lessox XV. 31

1. I wan! to sit on this chair.

I wiint sit iit tlu.-s giip cliair son on.

2 On tlio table are two dolls and also a sheet

of paper.

^ ^ ± ^ H H ^J^ A 5a 5i
Tab)o sun nil li ivu tlii'OH I'leuu lillle man soil, still

m — m ^
liave ono slieet paper.

3. Put the cluiir in this pldco.

'lake cluvir son put at this pp le place.

4. These two children are both very docile.

mm m A-A^^^K^'M
Thi3 iHO i):eoo litile iiian-siiii veiy old true.

5. Mr. Chang has three children—two sons and

a dau'^hter.

Chiing loacliei- has tlirec pieco child sod, two piece

Sun-cliil J, one piuco gii 1 ohilrl.

6. Mrs. Wang, is your child a little boj' or a

little girl?

Wang te ic'^ier niotlu-r-'s rhild .«on, is pieoe little

scholiU', is piece little jjiil sod.

7. Have the three women all come ?

Three piece mother sou - s iill come lirvve eh .'

8. These cash are nob good ; they are nearly
all small cash.

Ihjs some cash not good, only small ca^li son.

9. Motlicr and son arc constantly talking to-

gether in English.

m ^mm-B n ^y m w
Mother son two piece only .cpealc foreign country talk.

10. The two square tables are both small.

1 wo slieet Fquare table all not large.

11. Hi.s younger son has gone, but the elder son

has not yet gone.

m^yh^'f-^i A ^ -f- ii
Hi.s ."sniall srjn child go have, large sou child still

not go.

12. This is the study table.

This is study 1 ouk of talile eon.

13. No large ones, on')- small ones are wanted.

T> g A \i'h m m 4^ f(^
Not w.int large Uind, i nly want small kind.

14. Children are not allowed to talk here.

Kot allow child sons .it this in speak words.

15. How old is this child ?

Ilia child son how many large?

Notes.

1 and 2- S used as a preposition, is generally followed

hy a complciDcnfary word after the r.oun, which wird may
be calleil a po9t -position. The most common O'lcs are

_I^'_, "p, i_! JfK S.^e Los. 6. The .f3l
'^ sometimes omitted

and the |").s!-po3nion used uloue, us in the second sentence.

Koih -p and 5i f^™ added to words to individualize

them and mark them as nouns. There is no general rule

f ir determining the use of each. See Les. 5. \Vbi;n ~y
is used as an enclitic, the sound is shortened and the tone

obscured, while when yl is used as an enclitic, the principal
word is the ono that suffers, its final sound blendinj,' with

tlie sound of the ^li the consonant endings ii and ng being
also dri pped out

3 ^E is here used as an instrumental verb. Thus used

ib may sometimes be rendered by tal:e, but for the most part
need not appear in a free translation. The use of instru-

mental verbs is a characteristic feature of the Chinese lan-

guage. S'-'o Los. £8.

4. ']» A 51 >^ often facetiously applied to a child or

half grown boy ; the ^i being strongly diminutive.

B. 51 "?. The 5i 13 here used as principal and -f" as

itacncl'tic. The reverse order of combination -J* 51 '^
".'s"

used, meiningseed, thus giving the idea of sonship as applied
to the vegetable world.

fl. The term ^ •H- is sometimes n;od for a boy, beonaa
in China lioys fnly a: e supposed to go to school. The assump-
tion that this boy when old enoucdi will go to school is a

compliment, because it implies that the family is literary.

7- In Pekinese the expression J(^ 51 fP?' tbougli plaral
in for.n. may bo used also in the singular, a curious anomaly.

S. Small r.ash here nioaiia the (hin small cash which
abound in many paiiaof Chin i. TIiduJi not count.-rfeit, they
are fraudulent, being much lighter than the standard weight

of cash. The use of f^ is of course an exaggeration.

9- ^ 51 Fil f0 '* ^" idiomatic form, meaning mother

and child, and may refer to a daughter as well as to a son.

The Southern form "i^ -p [^ JM '^ also occasionally used

in the Xorth.

10. When a nonn takes a qualifying word before it, it

generally drops the enclitic for the sake of euphony, but if

the qualifying term is double, the ene'itio is retained for the

same reason—thus \3 "jj -'% ^ . a/oiir-.iqnari taile.

H. ^ iind )]\ applied to persons more commonly refer

to ago thin to stature.

13. Note bow in this and the following aentenio the

omission of any nouinative before the verb really makea

both sentences pissive.
15. This form of asking the age would not be praper m

the case of an adult.
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\'ocABULjurr

"T* Now, at present. Les 16.

V\^ - * . - Disease ; illness
;
a defect. P. C.

Mk The head
; top ;

first. Les. 47.

A classifier of sundry animals. Les. 38.

1^ To joain ;
to love intensely. P. 21.

1115 Medicine, drugs. P. 38. Both
forms arc in common use.

^ To see
;
to regard as

;
to visit.

^' To watch, to guard, to tend.

^ To pevf-eive by the senses, to

see; to visit. P. 2J.

PJ To permit; to be able, can.

Les. 180.

yX To take, to use
;
book style in-

strumental verb. Les. 145.

H White ; plain ; freel}', for noth-

ing; in vain.

-^^ To-day.

^ Ma To sec
;
to perceive.

^ ^^ To look at, to examine.

Jtf ^ Good looking', beautiful.

^ -I^ To seeandincscribe for a patient

^\ 5§ Outside, without.

y^M^ An old felloNv.

J^ ^ To visit or have an interview

with a superior.

n]' j^ Can, may ;
will answer the pur-

pose ;
a qualified assent.

^ \^ Plain; to understand; intelligent.

^ bS Inside, within.

English Exebcises.

1. May I come again to-morrow? (Lit^ To-mor-

low again come, can
[_ HJ ]^',J not can.)

2. Tho light of the l:imp is very whitu. (Lit.

Thi.s'lanip light, elc
)

3. Do 3 on SCO tliis light or not? (Lit. This

light you see attain porceive, etc )

4. Who is looking after your children ? (Lit.

Who give you tend \_^j children?)

5. Is tho eldest of the Chang brothere here ?

( Lit. Chang old great is hero, not is here ?)

6. Please sit down; I will call him. (Please

sit down, I go call him one sound.)

Notes
2 Pcikincse colldfuiial would liero fay )] <j y^- hi air. bag,

for Bjl, a form which in tncst other places wouUl mise a
Birile.

4 This Bcnfcuco mii.'ht with equ.il propriety bo given

ft^ s- a T -^ fi^j m ^ ^j •

6. This form of nskin^ the question implies that yoo
proh.iU'y did soo it, or ou;4ht to have seen it, imd n)ay

give ofTinue by hinting that tho party add resseil bus etolen

liio article.

7. Ai to corrtctneiit it ia corrert. A form tliat always
prepires the way for un ndversfttive or qualifying uluiue.
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1. Are you not well to-day, Sir?

Teaclier now d.iy not well, eli ?

2. 1 am not seriously ill, only a headache.

Nut have great diseaBe, just is head acho.

3. Wait a moment, and I will give you a little

medicine.

Wait a wait, I just give you oue little

mediuine eat,

4. Did you see my pen ?

My pea you see peioeiveil not have?

5. Did you not see my pen ?

You nut huve See perceive iny pen eh?

6. Look and see whether I have written it

correctly or not.

You see see I writing correct not correct.

7. It is correct, it is true, but rather unsightly.

Collect is correct, just is not great good see.

8. Do you understand medicine ? Ans. I know
a little about it.

Teaclier abl'j aoe sickness, eh? Ans. Able one little.

9. Tliere is an old fellow outside begs^ing.

Outside hc;id have one piece old head child want

m m
food cat.

10. Here are two cash which you may take and

give liim.

This is line two piece cash can take go

Infill
give Iiim.

11. Will it be allowable for him to come to sea

you. Sir ?

Cause him come see see teacher caa not

can ?

12. The lamp may be put in this plac&

Lamp can put at this piece place.

13. I really do not know what he says.

I true is not clear white he speak-a is what.

14. He is within, and I am without.

He is in head, I am out head.

15. Do you see it or not ?

You see attain perceive, see not perceive.

16.. Is the mother of Wang the fourth getting
better ?

Wang four his mother's sickness see good ( ) not

have ?

8. When
ff|!i menus a Utile, it nearly always takes an

enclitic, generally W.
9. In many localities B^ 5J would be used rather than

M "T- While not specially disrespectful, the term ^ 5^
•j- looks strongly in that direction. It is sometimes used
humorously, as we say "old fellow."

9f> BM' like the English word outside, is very broad in

its meaning. It ui ly refer to an article, a house, a city, or
even a country. Its translation will vary with the object to
which it is applied.

^ MS does not simply mean to want food, but to beg
for it.

10. PJ JsjI is often used, especially by fureigners, to

express a mild form of the imperative, just as in English the

imperative is often softened into a potential.

11. Wf as here used, should not be employed with

reference to equals or superiors. In such cases, pH should

be used instead, pj" J^ as here used is the prototype of the

pidgin English
" can do."

12. Or, yoic may put the lamp here.

13. ^f] ^- It would 1)8 difficult to form a combina-
tion more expressive of illumination than this one Sun

( H ) and moon (yj) are united to make bright (H;j),and
to this white is added. •

15. ^ as here used expresses the attainment of the

perception as opposed to the reverse.

16. The brothers of a family are often designated by
adding to the surname a word indicating iheir place in the

family. The eldest is called "old great," and the others

are each indicated by the appropriate numeral. In the lower
ranks of life this form of address is sutficient. In the higher
ranks the appropriate title is added after the numeral.

A woman is usuallyspoken of as her son's mother. In
such cases, a pronoun in apposition is interjected after the

name, and the possessive particle which would natarally be

used, is generally omitted.
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PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson XVII. 35

1. What is the price of this book ?

'-^ ik M ^ >J> 4S
J2, >qx ^ ^ ^ *S5
This volume liouk muiiy lew oasli ?

2. This book sells for one thousand two hun-

dred cash.

)i4t ^M— r^ — W ^
This volume book sell one string two hundred cash.

3. I think this price is too high.

•ib- ^ '^ M f^ ^ -fr ^*6 ^ jia, lal M ^L J\ 3i^
I see this piece priee money too much.

4. The book is a very good one, and the price
nob over high.

Book is good kind, price money also not count much.

5. The very best quality will not bring this

price.

Best good kind still sell nut up this piece price son.

6. Well, sir, how much do you think it is

worth ?

Teacher see wurUi miiny few money?

7. I think that eight hundred cash is the ut-

most that it is worth.

fi^ * li ^ m A w m,
I see most many worth eight hundred cash.

8. That is too lifclle. It will not cover the cost.

m. m n m±^yz^ m ^^
This several piece cash too few, not enough root son.

9. Well, then, tell me the least you will sell for.

This ea>e you say most few want sell many few

money.

10. The very least figure for this book is eleven

hundred casji.

This volume book most lew aUo must one Gtiing one

bundled cash.

11. That is still too dear. I will give you nine

hundred cash to close the baigain.

Still is too dear. I give you nine hundred cash

just ia done.

12. That will not do, nine hundred is still a

little too low.

Not good nine hundred cash still too few one little.

15. Well then, in that case I will not buy.

That case, I just can use not buy.

14 If you really want to buy, I will put it at

nine hundred and fifty.

Teacher really want buy, can use reckon nine

hundred five just ia done.

15, All right, I'll give you fifty cash more and

buy it of you.

Good more give you five ten piece also buy yours.

16. This price barely covers the cost.

This piece cost son not over is enough root money.

6. 7b ^ fl ^^ J""' *8e il, Sir, i.e., in your opinion.

S. rfc Adding a dot to great (;/*;) makes great greater
than it fnight to be, tliat is excessive.

a|S jii^ root moiinj, that is, capital, that which gives rise

to and bears the fruit of gain. Chinese salesmen are ever

ready to affirm with the utmost recklessness that a given

price is less than cost,

0' jiS^^l Thus, then, in this case. The final H^ ia the

Jg^flff (ancient and original form, still much used in

Central and Southern Mandarin. In Eastern Shantung it

is used exclusively, the form ^j not being heard at all. ^j
is the more mnilern form, used in Peking and the North, and
also introduced to a considerable exttmt in the South. The

same is true of M'7 and^ following Ul) ^
10. IM ^ "ifc ^=3r (ft the leant it will regnirc. Jilt is here

used in an idiomatic way for which no rule can i)rovide. It

has appro.ximately the force of and yet ; still, etc. Its place
and use can only be acquired by observation and experienca.

The Nanking dialect rejects ^ (tei' in Peking) and sub-

stitutes ^, which, however, does not give precisely the same
sense.

!!• Wt '^ ~T "-^ ''''® ^""^ °^ '^ clause or sentence, ex-

presses the end or decision of a previous hesitation or doubt,
and is often difficult of translation—the sense varying contin-

ually with the connection.

15. After ji} there should be a short ah sound, to set

it off from wb.a follows. There is a character for this afc

and it is sometimes written. The learner will notice, if he

listens carefully, that this ah sound is used frequently in

speaking, and by Chinese teachers in reading, partly as an

einbellishment, ami piitly to serve the purpose of punctua-
tion. It is nut, however, usually seen iu books.

M is understood after f@.
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Vocabulary.

[143.
Les.

A pictnre.

A si^rht worth seeiag.

Profitable.

Simple langua^'c.

Wile of ati officer or titled

gentleman.

A boggar.

To be taken ill.

PciUlllts.

^ 7\j ~T{ ^ son born ^hea the parents

>"^-^5i] •^••eold.

|g ilR A>I A beggar.

Cm 7^ 'f-tj
rp^ jjj^^,g jj,. ^,g^ jfjg small-pox

til IE
J [better. L-s. 122.

^ ^ To appear ir seem good or

^ ^ Good-bye. (Lit. 1 will see

you again.)
r,r W
"f Xb But. (Pckiugcsc.)
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1. Can you paint pictures ?

2. That is oi' no account.

3. We'll not sell for less. Our prices are fixed.

4. Did he say that himself?

5. This article is not worth a cash.

6. I cannot brin<,' it myself (alone).

7. He is improving (of his sickness) day by day.
8. What is there here that is worth seeing ?

9. la your business good ?

10. This business does nob pay.
11. He is constantly writing substitutionary

characters.

12. It is quite useless to speak of it.

13. Is it right to eat without giving an equiva-
lent ?

14. I told him very distinctly.

15. Iq speaking to children, it is necessary to

to use simple language.
16. Do not take his money, just give it to him

for nothing.
17. In buying paper do you want (me) to buy

white or colored ?

18. It is useless to give him medicine; he can-
not get it down.

19. This old lady knows how to spend money.
Ans. That is so !

20. I gave all my loose change to an old beggar.
21. With the .weather so fine as this, but few

are taken sick.

22. If you keep constantly eating peanuts, you
will make j'ourself sick. Ana. That's

no matter; if I do get sick, I will get
well again.

23. This is the child of her old age; his mother
is extravagantly fond of him.

24. As to the books belonging to us three, mine
are passable, his are much better, bub

yours are the best of all.

25. This beggar is a good-for-nothing fellow.

26. What is the matter with your child ?

Ans. Nothing dangerous. He has the

small -pox, but i>i now getting better. /,V.

eponse. Tte horrors I I mast be off!

Good bye.

Notes.

1, The Chineec delight in using the same word suoces-

Bively as verb and uoun.

2. Thi3 is an expression for oondouing an offense, or

making light of a trouble.

4. ^ is here used in the sense of in propria persona.

6. In the Northern provinces, where one cash counts as

two, ^ is frequently used alone for y^ ^. This is espe-

cially the case with numbers under ten.

6. As an enclitic, 5i often has a diminutive force.

See Les. 5. Added to Ai it depreciates the ability of the

|)erson.

y is the most general word for take or bring, but ia

only properly applicable to things that are taken or held in

the h.iuds.

7.
—• ^ jtf

—
5C One (i.e., each) day jood (i.e.

better) than one day (i.e., the day before). In many districts

the word 'f^, like, vvonld be inserted after Sf to give the

force of the " Ihan."

8. When 3% '3 joined to a transitive verb, it means

iomHhttuj to, or^worthy of—as here, something worth seeing

10. The phrase /f\ Jc ^,'">iprofitaUe, corresponds to

the English expression "don't pay," and like that expression
is more used in the negative than the positive.

11. The Chinese word ^ is somewhat like the English
word "blank," derived from the French "blanc" (white).

It nit'an.'! without profit or eject, free, i e., without pi ice

demanded or given, as a blank (white) ticket, form, or paper

is without force or effect. A ^ ^ is a character used for

the Bake of its sound in lien of another which is either

unknown or non-existent in tlie written language. ("Careless

or Ignorant writers, who do not know, or cannot recall, the

proper character, use .inother character of a similar sound.

Colloquial words which hive no corresponding character, are

represenleil in this makeshift way.

18- Liteially, even if you Jo speai, your speaking will

amount to nothing.

14. Compound adjectives are frequently reduplicated
for the sake of empliasis, each woi-d being repeated separate-

ly. Les- 107.

IB. ^3 Po '' plain simple language, wanting in literary

finish, .suili as uneducated people speak.

17. It is fashionable to write letters on colored paper,
which general by li.is figures of flowers, etc., on it.

18. ^ "JSC itC. Any aged woman is so designated.

19. ^ yf> 7B '''^ '^ * common form of giving an em-

phatic assent to a statement. The l!§ is sometimes omitted ;

in fact, the whole phrase is sojnetimes contracted into PJ /f>.

20. A beggar is called a ^ -p, because his ragged
garments, especially if wadded, Eucm like unfolding petals.

22. 2i ^ refers to acute attacks, not chronic ailments.

The name for peanuts differs in different localities, in

some pla -es being called ^ ^^ ^, in others ^ 3c.^
^ '^ Literally, get sick. The reverse of ij- &'} f

would be HJ' /^ "J"> which is the common form of Baying a

disease is incurable, or a patient beyond hope.

23. ^ is analogous to our word "
tender," that is the

emotion is so intense as to be allied to pain.

24. The last clause is put in inverted order for emphasis
and rhetorical effect.

26. To call a man " a thing
"

is the height of disrespect,

and when preceded by xj\ jlj-, as here, amounts to reviling.

26. The 5C '3 frequently omitted from the name of

small-pox. This disorder is said to [ij or come out as flowers

do, and is regarded as one of the necessary experiences of

human life, hence the use of the term ^ implying that it ia

ordered of Heaven. The disease is not regarded as infec-

tious, and in its mihler forms is not considered as worthy of

much notice. !pj. ^ analogous to "an revoir," is a common
form used by a guest when leaving. If one knows whsn
the next meeting will take place, the time is added.
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Vocabulary.

A Fire
; anger ;

fever. P. 19.

Stove, furnace. P. 20.

To do, to act; to make. P. 16.

7^ Toburn; to kindle; to roast. P. 19.

% Coal. P. 97.

yfC Wood, wooden.

'1^ Glad
; quick ; sharp. P. 13.

^ Because
; for, on account of. P.

44. Le3. 77.

^/Ei
. . . . ... Sign of indirect question. P. 44,

and Les. 89.

To use
;
to leqnire, to need. P. 5.

A stove, a furnace.

m

f ^J
^ '% 5£^ When, at what time.

3^ H Wood. Les. 47.

yC /^ A hard nnloavcncd biscuit.

r. ^* To go to School.

/,$ -^ Is • - ^^"^ what reason ? why ?

% %. m
^^Ki

A gas-light.

Conversational

Doctor. Is your child better to-day ? (To-day

your child's sickness see good, etc.)

Mother. He never improves at all. (His sick-

ness old good not end.)

Doctor. Did he take the medicine that I gave
him the other day ? ( I that one day give of.)

Motlier. Hi took (ato) just a little bit (oat did

one little little son) and then did not take

any more (just not cat).

Doctor, (to iv.olher). I will give it to him my-
self (I own self give him cat.)

Doctor (to child). I want you to take this

medicine and cat it all np and be done

with it ( ... all eat down go, just is end).

Child. I won't eat (I not eat) that medic'nc;

Review Drill.

it doesn't taste a bit good (one little not

good eat).

Doctor. Whether it tastes good or not (good
cat not good eat) is no matter; but it is

some matter whether you get well of your
sickness or not. If you will take it nicely

(you good good son of cat) I will give yon
a picture.

Child. Give me the medicine. I will take it

myself (self own eat).

Doctor. All right (iij yj)' but do not (nj"

-Jl 7 5i-> oi^t it slowly. Take it all

down in one swallow (one breath all, etc.,)

and it will not be so bad to take (also not

thus not good cat). That is a very good
(top good of) child.
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1. There is no fire in the stove; you may
kindle a little for me.

Jiie slove in not have fire, can give me pvoduoe- m
one litile.

2. You may now make a fire and get the

dinner.

Now at can iJioduco iiie do rice.

3. Whenever the food is ready, we will eat.

Food many meet eon finish end, we just eat.

4. This stove is suitable for burning coal, but

not for burning wood.

This Diccc fire stove good burn coal, not good burn

tk Si
wood head.

5. Truly this stove will not draw.

Tins piece stove truly not good burn.

6. The coal is not suflScient, you may bring
some more

Coid not eno"gIi, cm ag;uii bring one little come.

V. Have him come here quickly.

Yon cause him quick quick-ly proceeil here come.

8. This wood is good for nothing, it is only fit

to burn.

mm :^ m r^ mm wm z^ i^
This wood head not good do anything, not over

mm
good burn.

Notes
1, Fire is joined with stove for the purpose of defining

it. Les. 51. lu some places j^ ? is used in preference to

>Aj I®i as in the fifth sentence.

2. In Pekint; ^ (hero read Iting) ^^ is used for kindle

a fire, but ^ ^ i; the more widely used form. Southern

Mandarin says ^ |S not fl^ ^
3. -f^ in the sense of ready, is much used in Pekingese,

but is not current in Central and Southern Mandarin. ^ B
^ like its English equivalent

"
wlien," may be interrogative

or not. Which it is, depends on the context.

4. In lliis sentence, it? '^ means that the stove is

adapted to liirnitig wood. In the fifth sentence, it means
thiit the stove burns well, tliat is, draws well, and in the

eighth, it means that the wood is only^i to burn.

7. In this and the ninth sentence, _t is used as a verb

meaning to ijo, or to come.

8- ^ i? M -Sr S meaBs not good (with Which) to do

'anything, that is, vxdis).

9. Why do not the sfholars come to school ?

m^ f^ l^H T^ 5^ ± ^,B?
Scholars bccMuae what not come go school, eh?

10. What is he doing ? Rrply. He has gone to

buy bi.scuits. Ylc will Ije here directly.

He at outside do what? Ans. He buy fire burn

go ( ) immediately cume.

11. Is it Still needful for me to take medicine ?

Ans. It will not be necessary to take

any more.

I still use eat medicine, notiuse? Ans. Not use

again eat.

12. Do you require this little asbestos stove

at present ?

M fl ^i> 6 M ^ i-ffiffl z m
This piece little white stove son now use not use I

13 Wood is too dear, do not buy much.

Wood head too dear, not want much buy.
/

14 Of what kind of wood is this chair made ?

Thisgiip chair is what wood lieud make of ?

15. Gas lamps we here call "spontaneous fire

lamps."

m^ mM il M '1^ "4 g 5[$ ^ 'M
We lieie coal gas lamps call self come fire himpa.

g. J2 ^ means to go to school either in general or in

particuliir,
the hitter being the meaning here. In Southern

Mandarin j^ f§ is used in preference to _£ ^•
10. fl5t ^ JS 's '>«''0 used in quite a different way

from the siuno words in the eighth sentence, and should bo

spoken in a different way, which can be best learned from a

teacher. ^ ^ is used interrogatively, which was not the

case in the eighth sentence.

'Jt ']^ beinc baked in an oven, cannot be made in or-

dinaiyChineso families who cook entirely in » kettle. They

are made and sold Ijy bakers.

13 A )h ifi ? '3 a small portable furnace in which

charcoal is burned. Thoy are usually made of clay and

burned The white ones are made of asbestos Ihey are

mnch used to heat water for making tea, and for small

cooking. x» >^ iffii

16. The proper name for gasdight is J® =p, !K. but m

ShanMiai the people have dubbed the gas-light || ^ >AC ^
spontlneousjire lamp. The name was doubtless suggested by

the name given to hydrant water g ^ y^: spontaneous >c<ittr.
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Vocabulary.

P. 3.... .... A hall
;
a judgment seat.

ri A door, a gate. P. 3.

|g A pass ;
to shut; to concern

;
a

suburb. P. 20.

^ A guest; a stranger. P. 19.

^ A cook house, a kitchen.

j^ A house, a room
;
an office.

p^ To open ; boiling ;
to begin. P. 6.

An auxiliary verb :
—Les. 74.

^Ij" Other; different.

^4 Do not, you must not. Les. 82.

This distinction of tone is onlj^ prevalent in

some places.

P4 Another form of writing B^-.

^^ Given name ; reputation. P. 14.

ft

>^

To dwell
;
to stop. P. 13.

A church building, a chapeL

ig. ^ A parlor, a drawing room.

B^ -^ A kitchen.

^ ^ A school room ;
a study.

i^ "X* Given name.

J^ -J-" ... A cook.

^ n lfl\I
.... A gate keeper.

f^ ^ A gate house.

^ -^ A house ;
a room,

i^ 5^ Reputation, feme.

^ ^ Heaven,—a term introduced into

China by Buddhism. P. 93.

^^ yK. Dreadfully provoking.

English Exebcises.

Servant. May I go out ? ( [Ij -^ Pf iM» eta)

Master. What do you want to go out for ?

Servant. I want to do some shopping (buy

things).

Master. What do you want to buy ?

Servant. There is not enough coal for use in

the kit-chcn (kitchen of coal not enough
burn of) (and) I also want to buy some

other things.
Master. You may also buy some flower-seeda

(^ ^ ^i) for me.
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1, The three doors of the chapel are all shut.

Meet liall'a three piece doors ull shut ( )

2. The parlor chairs are not sufiScient.

Guest hull 3 chairs not sufficient number.

8. In all the kitchens of foreigners, there are

cookinff stoves.

Outside couutry men's cook house all have do

rice s fire stove.

4 A guest has come, go quickly and open the

door.

Come have guest, quick quick-ly go open door.

5. They two are in the school room studying.immm K^mmm^. m
rhey two picco men at book room in study book,

6. Has no other person come to-day ?

To-day not have other man come, eli ?

tT. What is j-our child's name ? Ans. He is

called Number Four.

'Voiii- chilli call what name sou? Ana. He

c.all four son.

8. The man who cooks is called a cook.

fc IS^ A "4 m ^
Do food's man call cuuk son.

± ^

9. Where does the gate-keeper live ? Ans. In
tho gate house.

See Kate's lives at what place? Ana. At gat6

house.

10. Do not put it on my table.

|r. ,^ij
m ^ ^m ^f- ±

You do not put nt my table on.

11. Do not ask too much.

i^^ m m
You do not want cash too many.

12. This house is too small; four persona can-
not live in it.

mm m -^± a- mm Ait
Ihis piece house son too small, four piece meu live

Xiot open.

13. His reputation is certainly bad.

His name sound certainly not good.

14. There are no sick in Heaven.

At Heaven hull not have produce sick kind.

15. This door really angers a body to death i

Once get it open, and it will not shut
j

once get it shut, and it will not open.mm mn^m M A -m
This piece door reiilly anger death man. once shut,

then open not open, once open, then shut not up.

Notes.

1. A chnrch is not commonly called a '^ ^ by the

general public, but rather a ^ gg, or Sect hall.

2- *$ ®C m^y mean as translated above, or it might
with equal pi opi lety mean that one of the chairs normally
belonging in the pailor is wanting.

3' The Chinese do not cook in stoves, hut in a large
kettle set in briek. A family usually does its cookint; in

0!ie such kettle. Their luelhod of cooking, though inconve-

nient, is exceedingly economicul of fuel.

4. J hero gives the force of a perfect tense. Tho

inversion of the first clause makes ^ the emphatic word,
Rntl also serves to indicate that the guest was unexpected.

^ 2)5 "j* would mean,
" The guest has come."

7. ^ -J". Chinese teachers generally incline to write

^ ^ and explain that ^ and ^ are dififerent, the first

meaning name proper, and the second, style or title. In the

present case, however, tho idea was only to ask the name.

.A child, in fact, would not have any title or ^. This way
nf inquiring the name is suitable only in case of a child.

Children are often designated by numbers ( . ]@, ^ 5t.»

C9 Xii etc.) rather than by an individuitl name.

8- The J\ might be omitted from this sentence without
detriment to style or meauing.

0. The \±^ might be placed at tho end of the sentence
with equal propriety, and little or no change of meaning.

^ r J nV- When P^ is added to a verb and its object, it in-

dicates the agent, corresiJondiug to tho English termination er.

11* fl'j is a colloquial word for expressing a strong
prohibition. It is a modern term which as yet has only to

a limited extent penetrated Southern Mandarin.

12' In the North ^ •J' commonly means a house rather

than a room, while in tho Soul-h the reverse is true.

|j^ is added as an auxiliary to such verbs as will

take the qualifying idea of opening, sprcadioq out, etc. Les.

72. The idea in this sentence is that there is not room for

four men to spread or dispose themselves.

14. 6^ turns the preceding words into a relative clause,—those who are sich, that is, sick people.

15. ^ is here used as a transitive verb, and 5E '^ added
as an intensive—a common form of exaggeration. Les. 183.

A is added to generalise tho idea, a very common and

important idiom. See Les. 52. In |j^ ^ |f^, the first §§
is priueipul verb, and the second an auxiliary.
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Vocabulary.

^IJ

A road
;
doctrine

;
to speak. P. 9.

Time; a season; an occasion. P. 8.

To wait, to expect. P. S.

To know
; knowledge, wisdom. P. 9.

A.fiair
; business, employment. P. 8.

Affection
; circumstance, I'act. P. 9.

Reason
;
a principle ;

to regard. P. 9.

To arrive at ; to go or come to.

Auxiliary verb. Les 76.
[draft. P. 15.

J[^ The bottom
;
beneatli

;
the original

^§ To explain ;
to preach ;

to make a

bargain. P. 21.

B§ ^ Time, point of time.

^
Î*m

. To know.

. Affair, business.

Tra ^ Reason : right ; common senae.

113 ^' To uiatter; of consequence.

5lJ /^ At last, in the end.

Preaching place, church, chapel.

. And what not.

. And the like.

Alltheworld; theChineseEmpire.

31£
as

]>X^\ Outside of.

^-^ Previous to

English

Chinaman. "What did you two ('(/JUPI—'fe)

come to China for ?

Foreigner. We came here to preach the doc-

trine (explain doctrine come of).

Chinaraan. What is the doctrine of you for-

eignei-s ?

Foreigner. This is not a doctrine for for-

eigners, (but) for all tiie world (is heaven

beneath men of doctrine).

Chinaman. We Chinese have the doctrine of

Heaven and Earth, what doctrine can there

be outside of this ? {^ )^ ii\ ^t^^ , etc.)

Exercises.

Foreigner. There is a being who was before

heaven and earth (^ — ^^ ^^
yX TC)* ^^ t'lG people in the world are his

children (lieaven beneath of men all are his

sons daughters). What we preach is the

doctrine of this being. (Wc preach of just is

this one person of doctrine.)

Note. i^riJU5r>. J[^. pri-cecUng u preposition of direction,

place or time, us ^. ^h, Jl- "|^. 5fe' f§' <^t<=
i
""•' follow-

ing a noun or pr'noini, servos to link tlif direction, i to.,

wiih tlio object under discussion, wliicli is used as u point o*

departure.
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1. I saw him on the road.

I at road on saw perceived him.

2. Do you know at what time he will come ?

You know way he what time peiiod will come eh ?

3. There is no reason at all in this affair.

mm m m - ^. it
Xhis piece thing circumataoce, one little affection

reason not have.

4. Why not wait till the proper time to eat ?

For what not wait until time period cat rice, eh ?

B. There is a sheet of paper beneath the book.

At book beneath under have one sheet paper.

6. Will you finally sell for two thousand two

hundred cash ?

Two strings two hundred cash, you to bottom sell

not sell ?

7. No matter, if you go now it will still do.

Not concern affair this piece time period go still

can.

8. The teacher is in the chapel preaching.

Teacher at explain book hall explain doctrine reason.

9. Can you not explain this character?

it 10 ^ Y't^z-^ m m
This piece character you not can explain, eh?

10. What does that .signify? I will speak a
word for you, and then it will be all right.

That mailers what thing} Wait I for you speak,

speak, then good end.

11. After all, this is a bad affair.

This piece thing son to bottom just is not good.

12. There is no solution to this affair.

it 1® 1w T ^ T
This piece thing circumstance end not end.

13. Is there a chapel in this place ?

m. m^^^ #^i^^
This piece place have meet hall cot have !

14. Do what you say you will.

%% m Mm w m mm
Say to where, do to where.

15. The chairs, tables, etc., that are burned for

the dead, are not made of wood but of

paper.

Because di-ad mi'n, bnrn of chair sou, table son

what of, not is wood-head-en, is paper-en.

Notes.

1, The fact that "f is here the sign of the past tense,
is emphasized by its being placed after the verb and before

the object. If placed at the end, it wonld serve partly as a

tense particle, and partly as a euphonic ending. Tlie position

of J as tense ending is not fixed, hut as a euphonic particle
it always comes at the end of a clause.

3. 'Ira
has two very different senses, which are both

exhibited in this sentence. In Ip- 'ffj
it means circumstance

or outward condition. In
'(j^ ^ it menus the natural affec-

tions, so that ffj §1 means the reason controlled by the
affections or moral sentiments, thus giving the idea of a
moral rule.

4' fl$ ^ here means the regular or appointed time.

6. ^x-"® r "lay be rosjarded as a compound prep-
osition with its object interjected into the midst of it.

6. The sentence assumes tliat two thousand two hundred
cash had already been spoken of and offered.

7. The person addressed evidently supposed that the

opportunity had been lost.

8. The way in which ^ ^ is here used implies that

the speaker stood in some near relation to the person referred

to, such as wife or pupil. The term for chapel or church

varies in different places
—in some places it is nil © ^»

in others p§ ^ and in others "g ^.
11, ^ l)£ is colloquial and slightly depreciative. ^jtf

as here used may mean either not right or hard to manage.

12. The first ~X i^ used as a verb meaning to end,

arrange or sMU. The second is used as an auxiliary verb.

Les. 88.

14. A common saying in very idiomatic Chinese. .\

fuller trauslation would be, Whatever yoii say you will do,

that do. A briefer transhition would be, Ktep your tcord.

15. 6'^ when added to nouns of material, turus them
into descriptive adjectives, correspomling to the Ennlish

termination en, iu sueli words as wooden. The Chinese ai9

accustomed to make large hni nings for the dead, cousisting

not only of chairs and tables, but also houses, horses, carts,

sedan chairs, servants, etc. They are made of paper over «

light frame work of cornstalks.
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Vocabulary.

n

n

#

next.

The sun
;
a day ;

an appointed time.

. After in time or place ;
behind

;

P. 33.

To strike, to beat; to do; to fight;
to put. Les. 124.

. Before, former in time or place ; pre-

vious; in presence of. P. 41.

Ceremony, rite; propriety. P. 3.

. ... To woraliip, to do obeisance ;
to pay

a ceremonial visit.

A bell
;
a clock.

. ... To do
;
to act as

;
to make.

Yesterday. Les. 16.

Half; to divide in half.

^,^ The sun,

^ Afterwards, henceforth,

. . In front ; previously.

. . Behind
;
afterwards.

P. 28.

Day after to-morrow.

.Two days hence.

#^1

j|i§ ^ Worship; aweek; the Sabbath day.

^ Q To-morrow.

^7" 3?- To plan ;
to purpose.

^7" ^ To ring a (hung) belL

llyi" ^ . . Day before yesterday.

pi ^ or P^ Yesterday.

-4^ ^ or 4" To-day.

I^ -^ Now, at present

]^^ Afterwards.

^ [^ When.

M^ . il ^" When. . . then.

yf^^-^^ . . After a little while.

English Exercises.

One day (have one day) I saw at the Avcst

suburb (I at west suburb W 03 saw) a little

child sitting on the very top of the house (sit at

house top IJl on). In a little while an old lady

came out and said
"
Lao-crh, don't sit there, come

no-ht down (quick quick-ly down come); do you
want to kill yourself?" (f;J; ® f^ ^1; Pj^) (But^

the child did not come down. So she said (.she

just said) "Dinner is ready (rice finish [or good]

end); come quickly and cat your dinner." Then

the child came down, and the mother and son

went inside and shut the door.

Note, —a^ {li '^ * "*™^ frequently giveu to ft ^ [li -T
or son ol one's old a^e.
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1. When the sun lias risen, wo will go.

Sun li'.mi nia L'onic finish wo juat go.

2. The teacher first whipped nie, and then

whijjpcd hiia also.

Tea(jK'r Ijufore wliip have me, iitter cume also whip

T m
have liim.

3. He was in front and I was behind.

Ho ut front lieiid, I at. leiir hear!.

4. My wife will go day after to-morrow, and
I the day after that.

T^aily ai'terday go, aniregreatatler tlay I also go.

5. Four days hence will be the Sabbath; Mr.

Chang will open the doors and preach.

Past foiif (lavs is conmony worship; Chang Mr.

will open door explain book.

6. This Wednesday school closes, and opens
again next week on Tuesday.

This ceremony worship three loose school, come after

ceremony worship two again go school.

7. I plan to go to-morrow afternoon, but do not

know whether I can go or not.

^^1 n m% T ^ ^ * T>
I sti iUc reclion to-morrow after half day go, not

kuuw cull go not cau go.

8. When the bell rings, let all conic for worship

Sti ike bells lime a, I want come do worship.

9. Do you know that a lady guest came day
before yesterday ?

Bef'.rc day eoine have one person woman guest, you

know ell ?

10. I have not scon you for a long time.

Have good Bome day son I not see perceive you.

11. Do you repudiate to-day what you said

\'esterday ?

Yesterday say-ing to-day just uol count ( ) eh ?

12. He is absent from home at present, filling
an official position.

He now now at outside do officer.

13. I first took sick and afterwards my wife

took sick.

^^mi jy# mm ^m t
I first sick was, afterwards lady also sick was.

14. When is the chapel opened for preaching?

*i n '^m ^ Win
Ceremony worship hull when time open door

explain doctrine reason eh ?

15. I will beat him the first time I see him.

I when time see him, when time will beat him.

Notes.

1. The phrase M ffl ^ '^ sometimes used of the

sun coming out from behind the clouds, but in thia sentence

could only refer to the sun coming up from beneath the horizon.

4. It would seem as if ^ B ought to mean to-morrow.

li starts, however, from to-morrow, and so means the day after

to-morrow. The same rule holds with reference to
flij

in the

ninth sentence. The addition of 7^ adds another step,

giving a term for which we have no equivalent
—the day

previous to the day before yesterday, and the day subsequent
to the day after to-morrow.

6. A P is understood after |§ |^. This is the common

method of designating the Sabbath, though H or 5C >"ay
eometinies bo added.

6. M # '^eing the Sabbath, It # — is Monday,

S* ?^ Zl Tuesday, etc. This terminology'was introduced

by the Roman Catholics. Jl and ~j^ are used with reference

to weeks, months, and years, but not of days.

7. ^7* ^ ^o utrihe a count or estimate, that is, to plan.

Jj" has a great variety of highly idiomatic uses. Les. 124.

8. The Chinese language has no word corresponding to

our word " when." It is commonly expressed iu one of two

ways, either by the use of J|^ "^i as in this sentence, or

by a "j* in the first clause, and a /j5li near the beginning of

the second clause, as in the first sentence. Large bells are

rung by striking with a liainmer or mallet, not by swinging

in a yoke, "f^ SI ?f is a phrase of foreign coinage.

11. B^ is only used of days, as its composition would

indicate. The corresponding term Dfl is used, however, of

years, but not of weeks or months.

12. 5S '^ means substantially the same as 5^ -tt' but

is not as much used. It is taken here to avoid the repeti-

tion of ^9E. ^V BM 'loes not here mean otUiide or out <^

doors, but away from home.
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PBIMABT LESSONS, Lesson XXIII. 47

1. He mistook my idea.

He ueu iiiistaUe have iiiy meaning think,

2, He has an idea of coming to-morrow to hear
the doctrine.

He has idea thought to-morrow como heur doctrine.

3, I consider this a very good plan; it will

certainly answer.

I see this piece method son very good, certainly

can do.

4, I cannot get the art of writing Chinese
charactors.

I write Chinese characters one little not cet mdthod

BOU.

5. For me to go will not answer; it will be

necessary I'or you to go yourself.

X go not do ; certainly must you self go.

6. It was not that you spoke incorrectly, but
that I misunderstood.

Not u as you speak mistake did, was I hear mistake

T
did.

7, I hear that you want to buy a house.

I heur say Teacher want Ijuy liouse,

8. His idea is correct, only he cannot express it.

His idea thought not wrong, just is speak not out

9. When the lady calls you, you ought to move
promptly.

Lady calls yon, you ought quick one little go.

10. That I owe liim two thousand cash is a fact.

I owe lum two thousand casli is no mistake ( ).

11. Who would have the face to go again to see
him ?

Who good idea thought again go see him, eh?

12. This cannot be regarded as my mistake.

mm n :^>n^^ ^
Ihis piece reckon not get my mistake.

13. By speaking thus, he excited my anger to

the highest pitch.

He this oue speuk, take me angered eud not get,

14. Do you or do you not remember his name ?

im^^u IB mx^ IB n
His nanie, you remember get not remember get,

15. After all, I forgot this affair of 3'ours.

You this piece affair, at eud call me forget

IB T
remember did,

16. You (naughty) child ! You are too disobe-

dient ! There is no way but to whip you.

You this pu-ce child, too not hear word, not have

^ ^ >K^ # tr
method son, certainly must whip.

Notes.
4. To give the full force of ^-

S|5, would require the
insertion of "in the least" in the translation. When it

has this nieaninii, an 5ti '^ almost always added in speaking,
though not commonly written. The er combines with tiie

tien, i50 as to lie heard iter'. Most Chinese add the 5J in this
and similar cases, without being at all conscious of the fact.

B' iiJ "f^^ expresses a strong necessity, amounting to an

imperative. In most phices 'fg; might be used alone with

substantially the same idea. In Peiinirese when fg' means
muU it cliiinges both its tone and syllable, becoming U?.

/yt TT is much used to express an emphatic negation.
It answers to our phrase "no go,' save that it does not savor
Bo much of slang.

7. Nankingese would add a ^ after ^.

10. The form of this sentence points to a ttrong
" but"

to follow.

11. if »S' S '3 a very idiomntic phrase. It expre.'sscs
the .satisfaction of the mind in view of the actiou contemplated.
It is g.nerally joined with a negative to express a sense of

delicaey or impropriety.

12. M- ^ ^t cannot be cotinlecl as.

13. Jm is elliptical for j^ ^- ^ is used as a verb,

Chinese luis a great facility in turning nouns into verbs.

15. fip is possessive
—as if there were a fj^ after it,

which might in fact be expressed, as it sometimes is. flS^

makes a passive
—was Jonjottcii by me. Les. 53,

16 1'J> 7S. fS expresses a si roiig sense of dissatisfaction.

The translation ivill vary with the person or thing referred to.

In fi •? an §1 would frequently be substituted for ^.
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^ >ti When, what clay ?

^TJlSz'T' "^'^ make an outline.

p'C'j^ Mode of speech.

tli[ j^ To get married (of
tlie vomaii).

pir J To go on rt journey ;
to

go from home.

^rT^ On the liorizon, setting.

JMi^ To pay attention, to

take notice.

^3tv Jlaneimria.

Vocabulary.

B^rU To call aloud and knock
at the door.

^ACT^ Peaceful, at peace.

1^ ^^M Yosterdav.

^^)m To-day.

"

^j/lltlS To-morrow.

^14 Birthday.

^M^ ^^'l''^t o'clock ? [day.

iPk To celebrate a birth- I

iQ-^X flaking much of the I

forma. itics of iio.iteness.
'

^IR.. Touch paper.

;A;|;|.. Gunpowder.

j/Ctfi-A torch.

fj Daytime, daylight

i^^^ The greater half, fof

the most part.

XI5' To do
;
to act ; to regard a&

0, y„I;j
To consider, to regard.

^TA Conduct. [li^'"8.

3'M 7 • To live, to make *



PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson XXIV. 49

1. What day of the month is to-day ?

2. Say what you will, it is after all imprac-
ticable.

3. After all, the fire did burn.

4. The house is on fire I

5. Please, teacher, make me a rough draft.

6. Is there any other way of saying it ?

7. When his daughter will be mamed is quite
indefinite.

8. To leave home is one thing, to get married
is another.

9. The sun is about to set, we must go at once.

10. It is not that he could not hear, but that he
did not give attention.

11. 1 do not understand this Kuan Tung dialect
of his.

12. His voice was too low; I could not hear

distinctly.

13. Listen ! Is not that some one knocking at
the door ?

14. During the reign of Tao Kuang, the Empire
was not peaceful.

15. Don't speak of thirty ! Even three is too

many.

16. There is too much coal gas in here; it

makes my head ache.

17. Yesterday was Thursday, to-day ia Friday,
and to-morrow will be Saturday.

18. Day after to-morrow is my birthday. Please
come and dine with me.

19. What time is it now? Ans. Just now I
heard it strike five.

20. His little name is T'ai Tsi; his school nam*
I do not know.

21. I am buying this for my mother's birthday.

22. It is all in the family, you need not put on
so much style.

23. I want you to buy for me ten sheets of
"touch jiaper," twelve ounces ofgun powder,
and four torches. Anti. I do not think ib

would be very prudent to buy this sort
of things in the day-time.

24. Most people think that school girls do not
know how to cook.

25. If you would know a man, you should not

merely listen to what he says, but also

look at his conduct,

2G. His wife is an exceedingly poor manager.

Notes.
1. The question may l)p marie more definite by inserting

^ (the beginning) before f^ for the first ten (lays, -f-for tlie

eeoond ten, and Zl -^ for the third ten days of the month.
In these cujes the j^ loses its enclitic.

2. The expression gj^ 3j5 pjj; -^ is used to characterize

a lengthy or tedions diaonssiou. ^ iy might also be
rendered it will not woi'k:

3. ^f meuns properly to effect, and hence when used of

fire it moans the taking effect of the fire, that is, its kindling
or burning.

7. tx W H ^ Han no time, that is, no time i'tjlxeil,

implying Ihut the time will probably be long.

S. ^ "^ Level with theWest. iUa.t is on the horizon. ^^
might, also mean to move or loa/lc rapidly.

11. The gate or pass referred to is Shan-hai-kuau

( lU ?§ Ism)) where the great wall, which follows the mountain
crest, coine-s down to the sea. The country East of this is

Bw y^t called by foreigners Mmohuria.
13. In seeking entrance to a house, it is quite common

to use the voice as well as the hand, hence the expression

V^ P^, halloo the gate.

14. TaoKwang was the sixth Emperor of the present
dynasty, reigning from 1821 to 1851. In his reign occurred
the Opium War, as well as various internecine disturbances.

1° 5C T' ?"* f'"' ^^^ Chinese Empire, we have an
iUttslratioD of Chinese egotism.

16. S'J ^ in the first clause generally eall.q for a ^ ;§;
in the second.

17. The terms B^ 5?. f® etc., are strongly colloquial,
and for the most pan confined to Pekingese.

20. The ij» ^ is a kind of child name given by the par-
ents, and consists usually of a single char.icter followed by a

-J- or an ji- The ^ ^ is given by the teacher when the

boy first enters school, and ufterwiirds becomes the generally
accepted name of the man. It usually consists of two
characters chosen for their meaning. The Chinese have no

stereotyped set of proper names as we have, thou(;h in

choosing and combining characters they observe certain rules

anil precedents. When single characters are chosen, as they
are sometime.'!, no enclitic is added to them in speaking.

22. H Ci is thus used to indicate that the parties are

of the same family, and have the same family name.

24. The word yV is made to do service in a great many
ways. It is here used generically, meaning people.

25. -fj ^' doact, that is conduU, is a good illustration

of the way in which the Chinese make al>stract nouns by
combining two verbs.

26. "^ i^ H "F' *'«>w how to go over the days, is a

very characteristic phrase analogous to our " know how to

make both ends meet." It includes ability and disposition

both to plan and economize. The use of Q -^ suggeeto
bow the Chinese live by the day.
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Vocabulary.

Les. 46,

IS

rfr.

Les. 72.

m
Les. 27.

A place; that which, what

A family ;
home. P. 13. An enclitic.

Silver; money.

Street
;
the business part of a town.

A row
;
a trade

;
a place of business.

A market. P. 41,

To be willing, to \vish;tovow. P. 105.

A piece. A common classifier:—

Les. 58.

To compare. Les. 58.

Violent, relying on force; better.

^ ^ In the house
; home; a wife.

.^f Therefore, hence. Les. 78.

yv ^ Other people,
"
they." See Nota

^ ^ Ability, capacity. P. 45.

tr ^ To inquire. P. 49.

j\r Tn Market price, rate.

^M ^^. To be willing; to like to.

^ ^^ A bank.

f^ ^A The Clear Bright Festival.

[note.

See

-m^i Together, in company.

CONVEKSATIONAL REVIEW DRILU

Chang. The complimpnts of the day to you 1

(Lit. You used jfj j^ rice not have ?)

IVavg. The same to you. (Used.)

I'liiing. Where are you going ?

Wanj. I have heard that the bank on the East

Gate Great Street is about to break, (wants soon

shut 113 ~X ) *ind I am going there now to enquire.

Chancf. I have three hundred dollars in that

bank. I will go with you (with you one piece
son go). Why does this bmk break?

Wang. Whokuows ? My wife (home in) said this

morning there were crowds (have many many of

men) in front of the bank (bank tloor before),

all talking confusedly with loud voices (all

great sound say this piece of.say that piece oi).

Chavg. What were they saying? Must tho

bank break ?

Wang. She did not catch what they said. (They
say what, she hear not out come.)

Chang. Why did she not ask some one ? (Strike
hear men-folk.)

Wang. There was no one there whom she knew

(not have she which knew of man). It was

not proper for her to ask, (she not good ask).

Chang. Did she think (at she see) it was going
to break (want shut)?

Wang. What talk i where of words") ! Women-folk

(women homo) tlonot uii<lerslanJ this kind (^)
of matters.



PftlMARV LESSON^S Lesson XXV. 51

1. By to-day, I have forgotten the half of
what I learned tho day before 3 esterday.

Before day that which learned, at tu-day f'jigoicen
-^ fone half.

2. Mr. Wang came home the day before yes-

teitlay.

U ang Mr. buloro day nrrivc ( ) home.

3. Tliere is a sick person at home, therefore
I cannnb leave.

Hume in liave sick inuii, tliorefore not can go.

4 Every one says he is a capable man.

Man family all .say lie li ive native affair.

5. There is no money in the house; it will be

necessary to sell some silver to-day.

Homo in not have cash, tu-day cenaiuly must sell

silver son.

6. You may go on the street and enquire the rate.

May on street go, strike hear strike liear shop market.

7. Silver is selling to-day for one thousand two
hundred cash per tael.

m i'--4B«- ff, r, -^ m
Sliver son to-day sell cue string two hundred cash—

pf^
one ounce.

8. How many pieces of silver do you wish to

Bell?

ik^^m mm m ^ m t-b^
Mr. willing idea sell how many piece silver son ch ?

9. This piece is inferior; it will not sell for the
current rate

m.-^ir-^i^ ^f m r^ ±
Thi, one p ce not very good ; sell ftot up

^^ Tir
trad'! PMrket.

10. That piece is a little better than this one.

That ono pieco compare this one piece still better

on.iiiuic. [silver?
11. To whom do you propose to soli this piece of

iou strike count take tliis piece silver sou sell give

whom ?

12. The bank on the East street offers the best

price.

East street upr>n that piece silver bank out price much.
13. He ate all there was.

He took which have of all ate ( )

14. Your Mandarin (speech) is much better
than his.

i^^ -^ ^ ]:[: M^^B^ 1
Your officer talk compare his good much ( )

15. The pupil is (or pupils are) not willing to,

go home.

Pupil not willing idea home go.

16. On the day of the Clear Bright Festival there
are a great many who burn paper (mono\').

At Clear Bright that one day have very many men

m IK
burn paper.

Notes.
1. PJf before the verb requires By after it, in order to

mean that uiiicli. See Les. 4G.

3, Pjj jy is not amenable to analysis, and must be
taken us a concrete e.xpresBioii.

4. The character ^ is added to certain words for the

purpose of merging the individual in the family or clas.", and
thus generalizing them. It is added to man, woman, and to

all terms denoting family relationships, to various offices,

to time, etc. .A ^ other people, leally fulfils the offico of a

pronoun, being equivalent to iluy in the phrase ''they say."

The A takes the emphasis, !fi; being passed over lightly.

6. The Chinese usually speak of exchanging silver,

rather than of selling it, and hence would use \^ (exchange),

rather than ^.
6. Tho.repotition of^ J§, points to the repeated ask-

ing implied in making the inquin,'. _£1 Wjtliat is to 90^0 Me
hnxlne^i part of the town. The same expression is used for
to go thopping.

8. ^ as applied to silver, usually means a piece of some
standard size, as a "shoe" of fifty taels, or a "ehoe" of tin
taels. When ^ refers to dollars, as it generally does in or

near the ports, ^ -f is not added, but ^ is used in

place of it.

9. The market rate for exchanging silver into cash is in
most places fi.\ed for pure silver. When tho silver is impure,
as much of it is, the price is cut accordingly.

12. The term for bank varies greatly in different places.

Several other terms are in use. Jfj is used as a principal
verb meaning to give or offer a price.

15. ^ 2» The verb and object are inverted, as is

always th'^ ca-je when these words are joined.

16. Iffl r/» is one of the most important of the Chinese
festivals. It occurs on or near the fifth of April, sixteen

days after the vernal equinox. On this day, men women and
children, as far as may be, go out to visit their family graves
or cemetery. They "sweep" the graves, that is, cU-ar them
up anil add a little fresh earth, worshiping before them with
the offering of bread and wine, burning of paper money, eto.
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VOCAEULARY.

Pattern ; manner ; kind, sort.

How ? Why ? P. 85.

A chicken.

Sugar, candy.

To mistake
;
to differ

;
a discrepancy.

Lea 57.

Finished, completed. Les. 101.

. . -A catty,
—

equal to about one and a

third pounds.

Edible vegetables.

fl\J Like
; equal to

;
as If; according to.

^ To stop. A particle used to end a

subject, emphasize a command, suggest a

doubt, etc. Lcs. 60.

^ -y* 5£i -A- lien's egg.

^, )g . . . How ? Why ? Les. 37.

^ ^ ^ Almost, nearly. Les. 57.

Q ^ ... Cabbage.

:^ Q ^ Cauliflower.

>f» ^P Not equal to
;
it would be better.

English Exercises.

Hunter. I wish to buy six chickens.

Storekeeper. How is that ?
(;i^. |^ T (or 1^^)-

lb must bo that you did not inako out to shoot

anything on your trip (must is j-ou go out not

Btrike anything) {^^^ IfX M ^ f^ fl)-

Hunter. That's just it ( p]* !^ ^.) The gun-

powder you sold me that (other) day was nott

good for much (not great good.)

Storekefpcr. Don't blame the gunpowder! (don't

say gunpowder not good.) How about your own
skill ? (you yourself of original affair how kind.)
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1. It will be necessary to go on the street to-

day and buy a few things.

To-duy must, gu sueet buy several kind tlurgs.

2. What of the price of young chickens at

Pi-esunt ut sin.iU cliickcii of |nioc; injury « liat. kind?

3. Young chickens arc still very dear, and there

are not many in the market.

Small cliicUeii still is very dear, sUcet on also not

many.

4 We will have to buy some to-day even if

they are dear.

Just is duur to-day also must Liny several piece.

5. We also want to buy twenty or thirty eggs.

Stdl want buy two three ten piece chicken sun child.

6. How much sugar is there in the house ?

Ans^. Not much, it is nearly out.

JBouse ill of wliitc su;^ar still have much few?

^ S^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ T> ^ ^ T
Am. Not have niucli few, differ not much finish ( ).

7. You may then buy ten catties of sugar.

ii# pmM+ if a fe
This kind may Iniy ten catties white sugiir.

8. The cabbage will soon be out, and there is

very little cauliflower.

White vegetable so.m ncit have ( ) flower white

vegetable also not much.

9. Is there good cabbage in the market at

present ?

Sticet upon of white vegetable, present at have good

of not have ?

^y

10. Tliere is none very good, and it is not cheap ;

it is worth about filteen cash per catty.

i^m'i\k^m^^^ m m T^
Not have very good of, also not cheap, dill'cr not

^ tr^ + iHi ^-/f
much must ten five pitce cash one catly.

11. In that case it would be better to buy only a

iJLtle.and afterafew days to buysome more.

mM'M^^-^^^n m ft m m
I'lius lint like few buy several catties, wait several

days again buy ( ).

12. The money (in hand) is not enough to buy
these things.

A\ ant liny this several things money not enough.

13. Day before yesterday I gave you ten thou-

sand cash. How is it that to-day it is

all gone ?

Before diiy give you ten strings cash, how

to-il.ty }u«t not have ( ) eh?

14. Of that ten thousand cash, over eight thou-

sand were spent yesterday for buying coal.

Do you not remember ?

'That ten ptring cash yesterday only buy coal u.se have

A fu ^ mm z-
'

m n m
eight string more, mistress not remember get eh?

15. The articles to be bought to-day are not

nuincrou3. It wi.ll be enough to give you
three thousand.

To-day N\ ant liny of things not many, again give

yiiu tlirce sli iiig, just enough ( ).

16. The cook then took the money and went on

the street to make tlie purchases.

C'lok just took money went street buy things

Notes.

1. ^^ expresses the requirements of the case (as also

in the fourth sentence). The words are supposed to be

Bpoken Viy Ih-^ servant.

2. In the North ^ is nearly always followed by ^.
In the Snnth it is generally followed by f^ withoutany J^.

8> A l\t X^ is not a small chicken, but a young chicken.

4« Chicken has a special classifier ('^)> which would

generally no used in such a connection as this.

5. Notehowthe "or" is understood and the "
twenty

"

condensed. There is a special word for egg ( ^), and hens'

eggs are frequently called ^ ^. but the more common term

is S^ "? "i" jC l>eing oftentimes omitted.

6. fl'l puts ^ gSb i" the possessive.

11. ^ H m JT ^^^^ ^'"'J several catties, that is, only

buy a few catties. ^ ^^ at the beginning of a sentence

means in thi.t ease.

12. fl yf. Sx. t'lat is, the cash on deposit in tha

servant's hands.

13. The addition of ?Jt, makes the question less cate-

gorical, and adds a touch of surprise.
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PRIMARY LESSON'S. Lesson XXVII. 55

1 Have you finishod wiit'ng the letter ?

Letter wi-iie finished not have?

2. Take this letter to the Eastern suburb, to

Mr. Wang.

Yua taUe tliis enveliipe letter convey to East suburb,

AYaug iSIr. lllcie.

3 Thoro is only an envelope, but no letter in it.

Only li.ive leltei- envelope, inside but not buve letter.

4. I have just come this year from a foreign

country.

^ 4- ^ II # ^^ m ^1
I present year just fioin outside country come did.

5. He has not been at home for quite a num-

ber of years.

Ho guoil several years u"t ut home.

6 His ago is much greater than mine.

I'M 4^ IE J:l: ^ ^ ^ T
llis j'eiir record compare mine great much ( ).

7. If the money is insufficient, what thea?

If is cash not enough, liuw kind.

8. The season this year is first rate ;
I wonder

how it will bo next year.

Tins year year head tup good, not know over year

how kind.

9. The mail messenger has come, but thr^re ia

no letter for 3011.

Cany leUcr (er) come have, but uut liitve your letter.

10. Ho thoroughly believes in foreigners.

m^ \t m ^\ m \
He vei y believe submit outside country men.

11. I dissent from this explanation of his.

^T^ flU mild M
lis oxpt

I not submit he tliis piece explanation method.

12. I do not know whence he comes, nor whither

ho is going.

He fr.jiii where come, go where go, 1 all not

know.

13. Formerly it would perhaps have brought
one hundred thousand cash, but now it

will not sell for that amount.

^ It )i i^ HMi - W
Jrom before still perliaps could worth one hundred

strings, now but sell not up this piece

number ( ).

14. Has the mail messenger gone ? Ana. He
has ju.^t gone.

Carry letter (er) go have eh '! Am. Just go have.

15. Wait a little, and I will escort you to pay

your New Year's respects to your teacher.

Wait wait, I escort you go give your teacher

worship year.

5. HI) lib''' connected withthepreoeding ^'I>
'<>•• there,

but will not. bear translating. A good English translation

does not need to e.xhibitthe instrumental verb of the t^hinese.

^ is the classifier of letters. See Les. 125.

3, Good English will not beir the rendering of botli

^ and ^. In Chinese, however, the use of both is all right.

6- ^J l!l -^ -4 0°°'^ many years.

6. Ill strict propriety, there ought to be a Hy after ^Jj,

but iu such cases it is geuerally omitted.

9. ifS^ (ivl in would naturally mean your letter, but as

here coustructecl it means a letter J'or you. Chinese has a

remarkable suppleness about it, which, h jwever, makes it

hard to uuderstand, aud also uueertaia iu meaning.

Notes.

In Pekinese, in speaking, pf is often substituted for S|I'

12. There is in Chinese no speciSo word for "nor."

It is expressed in a variety of ways by the structure of the

sentence. In this case it is cflfeoted (appro.\imateIy) by the

use of ^, all, which sums the two adversative clauses and

answers to both, as it always does in such cases—the sense

being, both hit coiniiKj and his rjoiiig are uitknowii to me.

The'ienderin;; might with equal propriety be, / do not hioio

either ichence he cornea or whilhtr he is goiiir/.

16. The term ^- is not confined to the worship of the

gods, but includes the prostiations, obeisances, etc., rendered

to officials, parents, teachers, seniors, etc. The New Year m
tihe special occasion on which these tokens of reverence are

Tendered in a formal manner, hence the term ff ^-
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1. It is quite late, go quickly to sleep.

^T>f-7 i% Hit H
Day nut early ( ) qnicUly sleep feel ( ).

2. He has already lain down to sleep.

lie alie.iiiy j),ist
lie down sleep lias.

S. Get up early to-uiorrow and put the house

in order.

To-morrow must early larly rise come whip little

home inside 'a tilings.

4. There is a beggar lying asleep in the gate

way.

Gate mouth has one piece beggar ly-ing

sleep conscicinsness.

5. When ono is asleep, he knows nothing at all.

A Bi # 6^ B#1^'=g )i is :^; ^it
Man sleep ini; 'a time what iiU not know.

6. It is daylight, get up quickly and get the

break fast.

% m 1 '\% '^^^itxmm
Day bright has, (juiclv (jiiiuU up come do fuod { ).

V. The child is asleep, do not \vake him.

Cliild sUep cftect has, n"t want eall wake ( ) him.

8. At what time do you go to bed ?

You here all are what time sleep

feel eh?

9. I cannot afford to buy so much, will you not

sell by retail ?

I buy nob up thus niauy, not can fraction sell eh ?

10. I at first slept a short nap, and afterwards
I could not sleep.

I first sleep did one little sleep, after come just sleep

:^ ^ T
not succeed did.

11. My head aches insnffcrabl}', how can I sleep ?

Wy liead iiehe of finish not get how can sleep

feel eh ?

12. When he strikes you in this way, do you not
feel any pain ?

He tlii3 kind strike you, still feel not out pain

come eh ?

13. I fell asleep without thinking as soon as

I lay down.

One lie down, not know not feel just sleep eUect did.

14. A little earlier or a little later is of no con-

sequence.

Early one little, late one little, all no consequence.

15. I came too late yesterday, the door was

alre.idy shut.

Yesterday coni-ing too late, door already past shut »a3.

16. He speaks very well, but his accent is slightly

wrong.

He saying very good, just is moutU sound differ

one little.

Notes.

X, ^ .^ Another illustration of the Chinese love of

negative forms.

3. ^ here expresses an injunction If n. f<J\ were
inserted oefore it, it would practically be an order.

4. In the residences of the gentrj-, the projecting eaves

of the cate-house form a shelter of wliicli benHars are apt to

avail themselves, ^j as here used, turns the verb into a

present participle.

6' 5C W T' Doy bright ed—the day has become bright.
The Chinese do not usually speak of getting breakfast, dinner

or supper, butsay "preparefood" with reference to all meals.

7. ^ here adds the sense of attained sleep, that is just

gune to sleep.

The use of the wine radical Q in j^ gives a suggestion
of the possible origin of the word.

8. Hk ^L bcre means to go to bod rather than to go

to sleep. "flP ''"^s not refer to all the persons, but to all the

times, i.e., day after day.

S. In the third and sixth sentences, ^ is used as prin'

cipal verb. In this sentence it is not so used, but as

auxiliary. Thus used it may be joined to verbs indicating
motion upwards, and, by accommodation, to many others.

It sometimes has an inceptive force, and sometimes denotes

progressive action, but is more frequently used to express the

completion of the action. In this sentence, however, it is

used to express the possibility of the action. The poorer

Chinese, living from hand to mouth, are not able to economize

by buying at wholesale prices. ^ H> To sell fractionaUy,
that is, by retail.

10. i^ ''^'6 's "sed as a noun, a sleep.

13. y{\ is often inserted before each word of a compound

for rhetorical effect,—a common idiom. The compound jji^
mea.ua senie perception, or to perceive by the .seiisei.

15. .So far as appears in the f.irm of the sentence, it is

entirely uncertain whether the nominative should be I, you,
he or slie. This ability of the Chiuesa language to use verbs

w ithout any snijj ;ct expressed, is sometimes a convenience,
but more frequently a source of embarrassing uucertaiaty.
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1. A guest has arrived, heat water quickly,
and draw some tea.

^1 ^ 'di '^ myi^m ^m
Come has guest, quick quick buru water steep tea ( ).

2. When the tea is ready, bring it and set it

on the table.

Tea attain have just bring come pub at tiiljle ou.

3. Then go and bring the dessert.

n ^mm ^c.^ # ^
Again go, take little heart bring come.

4. There is already boiling water.

Open water ulieuiiy have ( ).

6. He spoke several times before I understood

him.

He spoke good several times, I just understand

# ^ « .s
his idea.

6. Be careful. Do not speak incorrectly.

A- C^ H ^'J it ^ T
Small huart. ( ). Don't spe.ik mistake ( ).

7. Seeing he was so sick as this, why did you
not come and tell me ?

He tick 10 this kind foi what not come

tell inform me ?

8. The tea is cold, go and draw a little more.

Tea colli ( ) may again go di aw one little ( ).

Notes.
1. InPokingthfey say •JtJJ^rather thau?^^ Primarily

^ means the tea plant, but in common use it means tea

madii ready for drinking. The ilry tea is called " tea-leaves
"

(•^ ^). When, however, any descriptive epithet, as red

OT black, is prefixed, -Jj*- is used alone for the leaves.

2. In Peking ^ would be used for }tj, and in many

places jjjt would be used in preference to either.

3. In this case ^}j >& means refrcnIimeiUs, iucluding

ckkes, candies, and nuts, and sometimes fruits. When

served in connection with a meal, the ^ji )t> or dessert is

served before the meal, and consists for tlio most part of

sweetmeats.

6. Though not properly meaning before, !^ lure .serves

to put the uptahhtrj several limes as antecedent to the nueler-

ttandiiiil. and .so his the force of before.

6. ']» *C> il/od-e your heurl Utile, >I> beinsj used as a

verb, and itl> being put for courags or dariny—htnce the

meaaiug be careful, be cautious.

9. I tell you, if you write that character wrong
.igain, I will whip you.

I tell iiifoiin you, i'gain wiiti- wrong ( ) this

m ^ ^ S tr j^.
piece character, I will whip you.

10. Is this water just drawn ? How is it that

it is not at all cool ?

This is iu.'st strike of water ch ? How one little

not cool ch ?

11. Don't l)e anxious. He will return presently.

i^^^m ^C^ ^ >r ^ - # j^ ftH
You place heart ( ) not much one meet he

jnst return cnnie.

12. I think this piece of silver is counterfeit.

I see this piec^ silver is f;ilse k'iiid

13. It woul<l be better for you to go back and

give him word.

Kot us yiiuielurn^o tell inform him one sound,

14. I have looked for it a long while and have

not found it. Ans. If you cannot find it,

it is no matter.

Search have h.ilf ilav. ids. nnl se. k attain.

Ans. Search not get jnjt end ( )

15. I have looked lor my pen several times, but

somehow cannot find it. I wonder who
has taken it away.

^^mni m m n mmn
My pen seek did frond several times, jvist is find

not get, not know who for me take away did.

10. ^T yK "°^ °"'y inesDS to draw from the well, but

also includes the bringing. Both J^ and Ifft are oftentimes

properly translated ^'us* noiv. The difference between them

is that ,^ refers to the immediate past, and Wt to the

immediate future. Tliis sentence exhibits the distinctive

use of the two interrogative particles l!l| and PJ^, the one in

a direct, the other in an indirect question.

11. The — might, and in many placos would, bo

omitted.

12. The Chinese have sundry ingenious ways of making

spurious ingots and pieces of silver.

13. The addition of
— ^ impliea that a few wordi

would .serve the purpose.

14. The use of ^ 3^ as a hyperbole is very comwon.

|g "j* is the common form for dismissing finally any subjec!

or business,

15. ,^^^ is a very idiomatic form, approximately

equivalent tofrom me.
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SS^ To give a name.

TIk^ a pattern, a sample.

Jjvlfll To go and return, the

round trip.—jC One way, the single trip.

;$ ^ To move to either side

80 tts to open a way.

Vocabulary.

WjJ-^ discount on round
thousands of cash.

®TT To start on a journey.

:A:/J> Size. See Les. 50.

J^'l^fe Cool ; to cool off.

^^i. To wake up naturally.

^-HT'*© To look on with dis-

dain.

/E%9, To arrange and settle a

marriage alliance (said of

the man).

jtX . To fancy, to have a pas-
sion for, to be addicted ta

$f^ To bo inquisitive, to

love scandal. ri. a
^ ^ [body.

3^^ To meddle, to be a busy
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1. We had gone less than half way, when it

commenced to rain.

2. He has given his little girl the name of

Silver.

3. Judging from this, he must belong to the

Total Abstinence Society.

4. In the evening I could not see, and so

missed the road.

5. Please give me a piece of paper suitable for

drawing a pattern.
6. Did you bargain for the round trip, or only

for the one way ?

7. How is this medicine to be taken ? Ans.
Take it in plain water.

8. Tell him to come over, and I will make it

plain to him.
9. Wait for me at the gate.

10. Move apart a little, will you ;
I cannot get

past.
11. This by-road running east and west I have

never travelled over.

12. After it is counted up, it will still be neces-

sary to add on the ti-tsi.

13. That expression does not sound well. Do not

Bpeak in that way.
14. This (knife) is not sharp, and that one has

no handle.

15. I hear, Sir, that you are to start on a visit

to your native land day after to-morrow,
hence we came to-day to visit you.

16. On comparison, these two things do not
differ very much in size.

17. This silver has not yet been weighed. How
should one know how much it is ?

18. Please. Sir. Kit down, and cool o. Qand have
a little chat before jou go.

19. Cold boiled water will also answer, but nob

water that has not Ijeen boiled.

20. I cannot wait to oat a meal, I will just take
a little refreshment and be off.

21. If 3'ou go alone, you must take care. Ans.
Don't worry ! That is no matter.

22. I will not look for it any more. We shall

see where it will finally turn up.

23. Why did you come so early as this ? The
mistress is not up yet.

24. How is it that you came so late ? Ana. I had
a little business, and could not come earlier.

25. Speak a little more softly ;
the baby has not

yet waked up.

26. He is supercilious ;
he considers himself su-

perior to other people.

27. The passers to and fro on the street are S9

many that one cannot count them.

28. Your son is barely twelve. Why have you
betrothed him so early as this ?

29. Wang Sr. said Wang Jr. was a scandal-

monger, and Wang Jr. said Wang Sr. was
a meddler; this one added a word, and
that one a word, until presently they
came to blows. In my opinion, they were
both in the wrong.

Notes.

1. Though raia (^) iu not mentioned, it is implied, as

we say
" It began to pour." ^ ^ is used inceptively.

3. Ix S A semi-religious society whose cult consists

chiefly in abstinence from wine, opium, tobacco, gambling, etc.

Jia is used in its higher classical sense, as including the

pi inciples<if correct moral conduct. The society is tiioie or
less secret, but is not regarded as having any political aims.

6. The use of p§ for viahing a har.iain points to the

dickering involved in the process. ^ ^ ,
come and relnrn,

's scarcely anipnable to analysis. It seems to be a rhetorical

inversion of O ^.
7. ffl 1^ 7K jS ^"'^ clear (ishite) water to escort it—

somewhat analogous to our Western phraseology, the
" vehicle "

in which a medicine is taken.

9. Heretofore "^ has only been used in the term flIf'M-
It is here used in its primary sense as a verb. It differs trom

1^ in that it includes a shade of expectancy.

H, Take notice that ^ and W are here used in their

primary sense, and that^ retains its proper tone.

1S« Chinese copper cash as strung and used do not have
on each string the full number called for. EacWlfcing is

short one or two or more cash, according to the custom of

each particular place. This conventional shortage is called

^ ^. When money received in round thousands is paid

out in detail, this i£ -f- shows a deficiency which has to

be mado up.

13. ^ ^y 1^. is frequently used as here, not with

refcrcuce to the effect jjroduced on the sense of hearing, but

on the sense of propriety or delicacy.

14. The word " knife" is to be supplied. The classifier

is put for the noun, yk ((jnkk), here means sAorp—an-

alogous to our phrase a "
qaick edje."

16. Nouns expressing the relations of quantity, dimen-

sions, etc., are expressed in Chinese by uniting adjectives of

opposite meanings. Thus ^^ t\\ the great small of a thing

is its size, and ^ y? the many few of a thing, is its amount

(see next sentence). /f» li -S ^ does not mean, as the

words would seem to indicate, that the things did not differ

"
auy

" at all, but that they did not differ much, or appre

ciably. No difference at all, is expressed by
—

^iS ^ -

17. '& ^ Passed over the scales, that is, Iceti weighed.

2p is only used of things weighed in balances with weights

26. ^, pure, is not represented in the translation

It expresses the idea that tlie man was in the constant

habit of considering himself better than others.
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Vocabulary.

Athough, even if. Les, 94.

Certainly ; yes ; but, then. P. 134.

- . . A place ;
a circumstance. A classi-

fier. Les. 98.

To slight ; careless; suddenly.

To fi.x
;
to decide ; certainly. P. 31.

A carpenter's compass ;
a custom.

m To act as
;
to bear

; ought ; when, at

the time of. Les. 90.

To pawn ;
instead of; to consider

;
a

trap. P. 2(j. [11^

Since. Sign of perfect participle. Les.

A carpenter's square ;
a custom.

Right ;
to assent

;
suitable. P. 36.

I™ An echo
;
to respond. P. 1 26.

eB|I J^ Although, notwithstanding.

m

,^4
St

^

%^

mm

pa ^<

air

fit

^

. Use, service.

. Suddenly, unexpectedly.
. To decide, to settle.

. Naturally, of course. P. 165.

. Not so: otherwise.
[reached.

. To fall into a trap, to be over-

. A custom, a fashion.

. . Since, seeing that. Les. 101.

. To assent
;
to promise.

. . Certainly, positively.

. . Certainly, surely.

. . . The head of the house.

. . Ought, should.

. . Benefit, advantage. Les. 98,

. . At the time.

Bargain money.

English Exercises.

Chang. I am thinking ( have idea") ofbuying a house

(one place house). There is a man ( who) prom-
ised after ;i few wcek.s to give me the money.

Wang. How about the bargain money ?

Chang. I have no money at present. I came

to-day for the purpose of asking you (because
of is in\ ite you) to help mo ])!an i'or this 'give
mo ])lan this piece), bat it is a hard subject to

introduce (^not good open mouth)

Wang. What had you in mind (your idea how)?

Chang. Have j'ou not a great many clocks ir

your house? Could you not give mo one to

pawn (cause me pawn, do not do) ? I would

(must) return (jg) it to you in a few weeks.

TFiCML. I do not approve of (flg) this custom.

Asl see it, to pawn one's goods is to fall iflto

a trap (^ ij^ J^ ± ^).
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1. Altliough it is pri'Wy, it is not of the

sliglitcst use.

m m^m u m - m m ^
Tlr ill 'li kiiiil ij.uodtw, but is one litlle use place

ull not b^ve.

2. One moment he is this way, and the next

he is that way.

t. n ^. mmM m m. m m m
He sudden kind Uils-way, sudden kind thai-way.

3. How is this thing to be finally decided ?

Tilus piece affair to end how settle rule oh ?

4. There is no truth in his mouth; people of

course do not believe him.

He mouth in not have true words, man self kind not

i^ m #.
believe submit him.

5. You ought to be careful, or you ivill be de-

ceived by him.

You ought little heart, not kind just will up

his trap.

6. Seeing you knew, why did you not tell me
at the time ?

You siticc: kufiw. because what not at time

tell uie ell?

7. This is our Chinese custom.

This is wo middle kingdom's comp.iss square.

8. Having promised, he will certainly give ifi

to you.

He since U ind respond allowjust mustcertainly give you.

9. I think this metliod will certainly succeed.

J &eo this piece iiiethud certain can work.

10. It is not certain that the price will be better

to-morrow.

To-uiorrow'a late also not one certain just good.

11. Seeing it is his, why not give it to him ?

Bince is his, because whaL nut give hiui eh?

12. It is the duty of the head of the family to

plan for the whole family.

Act as family-i r for one family 's man plan is

m t; ^
suitable ouglit kind.

13. Although there are advantages, there are

also disadvantages.

Though have good place, but also have not good place.

14. I am not equal (to the undertaking); whom
do you take me to be ?

I bear not up, you take me consider do what mau ?

15. He suddenly took a fit of indigestion. It

seemed of no importance at the time, but

afterwards it was unbearably painful.

m ^> ^; >ii> p ^ '^^\>Jn
He sudden kind heart mouth pain. At lime consider

not important, afterward but pain kind end not get.

Notes
1. I" W ^ft' iS ^' tX ^ a°<l similar combina-

tions, j^^ is adile<l for emphasis and euphony. When
the rhythm of the sentence does not require it, the f^
may be omitted without change of meaning. ffiH in the first

part of a hypothetical sentence, usually has •^, yet, or jg,
8liti, in the second part.

6. /p j^li is both more elegant and more forcible than
our terra ntlicricise.

e. When 1^ is joined to Jl^ ( <""
Jl^ ^ ) or other

term e.\pressivo of time, it means at or during.

7- ^ compasses, the pattern or guide for making things

tiikt are round. ^§, square, the pattern for making things that

are square. Henee we have j^ JE, an abstract noun made

by combining these correlatives.

8- ^' '0 respond, and p^, to allow, combined mak«

promise. A piomise is thus regarded as the response to a

request.

it or ^5£ ^ in the first clause, usually takes ^ in the

second clause, unless this second clause is turned into s

question.

12- "^ ^ 6^ -A^n act-as-family-er, i.e. one who stands

for the family, the head of the house. A childless wife

often thus designates her husband. The final (l) at the end

of the sentence cannot be specifically translated. It giveg

the final clause a relative force, that which ought to be.
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Vocabulary,

To take:—Les. 28. To accommodate;

presently. Sign of the future:—I^es. 55.

To spread out
;
to vibrato. P. 93.

A plate; to examine
;
to coil. P. 72.

To unite
;
harmonious

; together.

-.'... A pattern, a form. P. 11.

H Only; but, nothing but. P. 117.

Father.

Lord, master. P. 31.

^ All
; many. P. 83.

To injure ; spoiled ;
ruined.

m

3
»̂

p. 18.

Suitable
; fitting, according to

pattern.

To make shift, to pocomTnodate la

About to be, will . —Les. 55.

Father.
[i,iiity.

To decide, to take the rcsponsi-

^ Decision, purpose, will.

. . . The Triinetrical Classic.

^54 Master, owner.

^ SH )S 7 Wooden shoe soles.

^ JP
The abacus.

[reckon up.

^T 3f ^ To count on the abacus, to

^ ^ Travelling expenses.

±

y^ ^^ Quicksilver.

iVr.s. Chavg. 1want to go out. Can you keep watch

of the house for me (give mc see house, go no go).

Mrs. Y'aag. lean. Where are you going?
Mrs. C/iawj. The shoo-solcs I bought yesterday

f)r my ilaughtcrs are either too large or too

Kinall. I mus^. buy more. I also want to buy
some embroidery j

attorns (flower patterns).

Mrs. Wang. In buying those do you not need

to go past the dispensary (Ijfj ^) ? I want you
to buy half (an) otinje of quicksilver for mc.

I must make some medicine.

English Exercises.

Mrs. Chang. How is that ? Quicksilver is not

eatable.

3[rs. Wang. This is not for internal but external

use (not is eat of, is up [J;] of medicine). I

have no small change. I will give you a dollar.

Jl/rs. Chang. How much change will there be to

come back (still must seek back how much

money) ?

Mrs. Wang. I have not reckoned up. No matter.

There can be no mistake (error not end ["jf]).



PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson XXXII.

1. Set the table early.

Take talilo eaily early spread on.

2. How many plates shall I set? Ans. If you
set on eight, it will be right.

Wantsut nn how many piece plate? Ans. tiet on

A @ ft -^ ^
eight piece just accoiJing pattern.

3. There is not room for plates for eight.

Eight piece man's plates set not open.

4. There is no other way; we will have to do
the best we can.

Not have other's method, only must lake just

one Utile.

5; The large plates ai'e too large, and the small

ones too small, there are none suitable.

B'^umi^^ -k A- m A-
I'hite all are large kind large, »maU kind small,u^ ^ ^ m
not have according pattern kind.

6. This affair of yours will probably not succeed.

Yiiu this piece affair will come be not can do kind.

7. His father has been dead many years.

His father kin many years not is
( ).

8. Mrs. White's parents are already aged.

White Mrs. 's father mother ah eady have
( ) age.

9. Seeing you all regard it as proper, so let it be.

All persons see right also just is ( ).

10. He ought to decide this affair. Ans. He i

quite too wavering.

Ihis piece allair ouuht 13 he do loi.l. Akh, Ha

Loo not ha\e master meaning.

11. In this plan of action wc will be condemned

by everybody.

This kind do melhoil face not stand all men.

12. To spoil a man's reputation is worse than
to spoil his goods.

Spoil man's reputation compare spoil man's lliiugs,

still not good.

13. I cannot find any owner for this copy of the

Trimctrical Classic. 1 wonder whose it is.

M * H ^ m nz^M
This volume Three C'haiactcr C lassie find uot attuia

±^z^'mmmm
master, not know is whose.

14. The wooden shoe soles are the right pattern,
but the}' are too dear. Ans. You are too

sting)'. When any trifling expenditure of

money is required you take to fignring.

Wooden bottoms according pattern, just is costly attain

very. Aim. You too love money. Have one little half

m ^m^i^:^-ti f n m
little spend money 3 place, just striiie reckon pjate.

15. I am very willing to return, but I have no

money for travelling expenses.

I very willing return go, only is not have coil mou'y.

Not
1. As an instrumental verb, tJ^ is substantially the same

*3 3u> '"'t more bookish. It is more properly applied to

ideas and affairs than to things.

4. TIT Wi Lit. lake just, that is, take things just as you
find them, and accommodate yourself to them.

6. ;'C fivl ^ ']» 6^ >h- That is, the large are too

large, and the small loo small,—the loo being implied or

understood. Quite a number of similar phrases are formed
on the same model.

6. 71? ^ differs from f^ alone, in that the time in-

dicated is more indefinite and that the idea of probability
is also suggested.

8. When i/^ and -^ are joined together, 3|fi is not

usually added to either of them.

9« ;r< iit is the polite form of addressing a number of

persons. JqI^ ^ yj^ J is an i'liomatic form by which a con-

cession is made, uud a more or less reluctant consent given.

ES.

11. Sf /P ftS or ffj" yp \±,, unable to meet, is a very
forcible form of expressing .shame for the manner in which
the one party has acted towards the other. The latter form
is used in Shantung. The former is general.

12. i^ is not here used as an adjective, which is ita

general use, but as a verb in the infinitive.

13. ^Z. ^ S- ^ Chinese primary school book, com-

monly called the Triraetrical Classic. It is wiitten in hex-

ameter verse, each Hue consisting of tw"o triplets. It con-

tains an epitome of Chinese history and literature.

14. 7^ ^% ISi "J • The cut and dressed wooden soles

for women's shoes are commonly so called, i^ ^ Pain (at

partingfrom) money, that is, stingy. H W- m: I'o (ouM on

the abacus, hence to figure on the profit of a bargain.

16. ^ ^' This term is probably derived from the

custom of travellers in carrying their money in a belt around

the waist. It is often writteu 2i |S' "i^ sometimes spoken
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-Chiefly used as an honorarym Father
title. P. 4.

-^ Public
;
common ; just, equitable.

liii' Apprehensive; lest:—Les. 131.

To fear
; lest, perhaps.

True; genuine ;
in reality. P. 36.

A tube; to control, to manage; to

care for. A classifier. Les. 42.

The hand.

... To hit the center; suitable. P. 47.

7^^ A title of respect, Sir. P. 4.

^ Hj Used in common.

y\^ ^ All the party or company.

1^ 'Ih I fuar; lest, peradventure.

IS
m.

Vocabulary.

'h.y^^ A title of i-espect higher than

^ jg, Just, impartial ; cheap.

yC W- All the company or crowd.

JC ^ The proprietor. Les. 72.

^fl -^ To motion with the hand.

/j^ p yv Underlings; employees.

5^ ^ Without hesitation
; simply.

g O At the time.

'^ ^ Son of a titled gentleman, [hold.

f^ 3^1 ^^^ho knows
;
to my surprise, bo-

. . Ch'ai^. To send (a person) ;
to commis-

sion
;
one sent.

gg An official attendant.

English Exercises.

7'ntmp. Please, Sir, find some employment for

me (give me seek an ali'air [or a place]).

Gentleman. What kind of employment ?

Tramp. Anything will do (what all do) ;
a water-

carrier (strike-water-cr). a letter carrier, a gate-

keeper, an official attendant, a colporteur (sell-

-anybonk-er), a preacher (explain -doctrine-er),-

(of these) will answer (^ nj).

Gentleman. If you were made (,y,t J^: l^f f-i^ f^)

the magistrate of the district ( jijl if *§) (tkat

would) also answer, would it not (is not is) ?



PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson XXXIII. 67

1. Fang Lao Yeh came home ycsterrlay.

:^-^^ m^^m T
Fang oKl f illier yesterd^iy come lii'tiiR have,

2. Those things are for common use; all the

family may use tJicm.

Tliu«e aio publi') use's Ihiugs, great family all

can use.

3. I fear your honor does not understand my
language.

Li:st fear gie.it old Sir not understaud my words.

4. Will you pay no attention to this sort of

injustice ?

This Uinil not public doelrine of aSair you not

control ell V

5. I am not afraid either of his beating or his

accusing.

^tfe,T^ \^ \% tr ^^% '^ #. ^
I aLso not afiaid be strike. I also not afi-aid he accuse.

6. The price is reasonable, that is true, bat I

fear the article is not first class.

Piici^ money public docli-ine is uo mistake, only

fear article not supeiior.

7. Did he really speak in this way ? Ans. He
did, and no mistake.

He true is thus speak of eh ? Ana. One

little not mistake, is tlius speak of.

8. Tliere is no occasion for you to meddle in

the affairs of all (the company). If you
mind your own business it will be enough.

Great all s affairs use not need you raanage. You

manage self's affairs just enough ( ).

9. What business is it of his whose chickens

1 buy who family 's chicken concern him what thing.

10. The proprietor motioned with his hand that
his subordinates should not say anything.

I'jast family w.ive wave baud not cause below under

A # %
man m.ike sound.

11. Don't be afraid
;
it will be all right. Just set

your heart at rest and go to sleep.

:^ ^ '16 lir ^ T % K ^ ^
Not want fear en or uot attain you only manage put

>il> Bi f: H
heart, sleep ( ).

12. What I said at the time I do not now re-

member clearly.

I at day is liow speak of, now remember

uot clearly. [him.
13. It is only necessary for you, Sir, to speak to

Old Sir only use to biin speak speak, just finish end.

14. I am afraid the young gentleman will not

be pleased with mc.

Apprehend fear j'oung Sir see not up 1 thispieceman.

15. Just or unjust, only Heaven knows.

^ m. ^^ ^h m. 9.^ %
Public doctrine not public doctrine only have Heavea

know.

16. I thought this official attendant was an hon-
est man, but it turns out that he is a thief.

^li" it 10 Si ^^^ K m
I thought this piece await order is good man, who

know he haud not sincere.

Notes.
1.

^-;S ^W5 is t'i6 title given to a magistrate (j^l )K''
the lowest civil official, but is often used in a complimentary
way to others who have little or no official position.

5. yi. ^ ^ is applied to officials having next higher
rank than the ^ ^. There are really no English equiva-
lents for eithiT of these titles.

6. When J^ is repeated with a negative in consecutive

clauses, it gives the force of neither nor. When •Q"
is used alone, it means to accuse.

6. Ui J& properly means equitable, but as used of the

price of a tiling, it means reasonable, cheap.

7.
^* ^n ^ Ja> one little no: mistake, is a very common

Bud forcible expression.

9> ?B ^,toho family, i.e., whose. The phrase intimates

how the individual is merged iu the family.

10. In ancient times the owner or host occupied tha

east side of the house, and guests the west, hence the tarin

"M ^- In fnl ?•» t'le pa'ni of the hand is presented and

waved buck and forth to signify dissent or deprecation.

The repetition of ^ corre»ponds to the act of waving to

and fro.

14. ^ /P jfe 's not the equivalent of ^ /^ fp. The
former means to look on with disdain, the latter, with

dissati^faclioti.

15. ^ yj> ^ M ^"-'"^ "°' sincere, addicted to peilrf

thieving, a very expressive term, but not everywhere current.
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PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson XXXIV. 69

1. Your face is not clean; why do you not go
and wash it?

Yonr fute not dry cleau, for what not go wash

wash eh ?

2. The reason I cannot buy is because I have

no money.

I ia because nut have money therefore notcan l)iiy.

3. He is angry because of what you said Sir.

Ho is heeause old fathur's words produce have breuth.

4. To wash the hands and face is a necessary

part of each day's work.

^ ^ ^ B ^^%d^^Z^
Wash hands wash face this is day day less not

fiuish of allair.

5. I really have no face to see him.

I really not have face see him.

6. If he cannot do anything much less can I.

If ia he not have method, I more not have method.

7. It would be better for you to go over and

tell him in person.

\ uu over go youistlf ti-ll him inure good.

8. I have in all not over three thousand cash

in hand.

I hand niidst one all not over have three strings ca»h.

9. This way of doing it is better than that.

M ff f^ic ^ i:(: ^l^ HI II 5M
This jjiece do method compare that piece much better.

10. If he has already gone, I will send and call

him back.

If 1.1 he alieady i;o have, 1 just strike send

man go cull return he euiiic.

11. Tiieir two families including adults and
children amount to eighteen persons.

'J.hty two family great niau child one all ten

A P
eight mouth.

12. His face is pale and his hands are growing
cold. I fear he cannot recover.

i'tiiS± II fi ^-m li #
He face on becorno while, lianil also become coul,

I fuar he not can well.

13. That is not his own son
;
it is an adopted son.

1 hat nob is an own son, is piece dry son.

14. Summing up the three items, how much do
I owe you in all ?

Thieo kind unite reckon up come, I one all owe

U ^ ^y
you inucli few.

15. He does not yet know the truth
;
how caa

I baptize him ?

He still luit iinderstimd duclrine ; how give him

n m m. ^ji
perform wash ceremony eli ?

16. It is the fifth watch of the night. Get up
quickly.

Arrive have five watch day, you quick up come ( )

No
2. S >^> as here used, is a little roundabout, but

represents a very common form of speech.

3. The difference between [Sj ^ and H ^ is in use

rather than in Bieaiiing. The place of each can only be

acquired liy experience.

6. Hi^ '3 used metaphorically in Chinese, as "face" is

in Eiudisli, only that it is curied much farther. A China-

man's "face" is the mostpreciuus thiiii; he possesses or loses.

3. ^ tjs ( often ^ ^ or ^ "[»" ) corresponds nearly

to onr "on liand," but is more strongly personal, not being

applied to monies ' on hand "
in a bank or other business

house.

9- 1£ ?S is a 'kind of double comparative, equivalent to

our 'still better." Though from a giammatical standpoint
somewhat redundant, it is good Chinese and in common use.

10. If P^" in fil ^ were changed to P^f ftil ^.
as it might be, it would then mean caiwe him to return, that

is, order him to return.

TES.

11. ^C -^ here, as often, means an adult, as opposed

to a child. P is tlio classifier of persons as members of a

family. It evidently conies from the number of mouths
to feed.

12. ^ ^ and ^ J,?, represent a large class of similar

expressions, in wliicli ^^ means to become or taie on a certain

state or ap[)earance. Lcs. 73.

13. ^t 5E "F expresses a loose kind of adoption, much
in vo-ue amongst the Chinese. It implies little more than a

close'triendsliip manifested in the outward performance of

certain things which inhere in the relationship indicated.

The same term is applied to brothers and sisters.

15. i5b %M. T''"' "^•'* ceremony—the term generally

taken to express Christian baptism.

16. The night is divided into five watches, of which the

31 |£ is the last. It is very early in the morning, about

five o'clock. Notice how % is used to express the night.
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4tsc
.
Hfl"

i^:^.

S:

The gods; God. P. 89.

To designate, to call,' to praise.

Kuler; Emperor.

Without, not.

Bad, wicked, evil. P. 30,

A crime, sin. P. 21.

To love, to delight in. P. 53,

... To believe what is false,

. . . To believe the truth; to be sincere.

Colloquial term forGod. Note.

Vocabulary.

%±±±

mm
mm

Heavenly Father.

The Ruler Above, God,

The Lord of Heaven.

The Lord Above.

!^ HE Omnipotent.

^ yXi Omniscieut.

To offend, to sin against.

Sin, wickedness

At first, in the beginning.

By birth, by nature.

To condemn.

English

In the beginning on this earth there were

only two persons, a man and a woman. They
lookril on the true God as their Heavenly Father,

and looked on themselves as the children of the

true God. These two (men) originally had no sin

in their hearts; but afterwards evil desires arose

in them (j|g Tf. if fl'j *C> M) and they did what
was wrong (do not accord reason of thing). All

men uiuler huaveu are their descendants (f^ A)
and among lliom there is not one who was good

by nature. Each one was worse than the other,

because each one learned the vices of the other

Exercises.

(one piece from [|^] other piece learn spoil-cd).

Jlenlove those wlio love thom; but the Heavenly
Father loved those who did not love Him. He
did not wisli to condemn thom, therefore He sent

His Son to come to this earth, to live among men.

Although He was like man (with man one kind)

yetfgpl lie had no sin. Afterwards this sinless

being died for us sinners. At present whoever

believes on Him, and confesses his sins to God,

the Heaven! V Father will not regard him as a

sinner(:f; iU"ji!l
JS |P A), but will look upon him

as His child (son daughter).



PRIMARY LESSON'S. Lesson XXXV. Tl

1. In these times more are ready to believe

lies than to believe truth.

As uow's man accept l.ilse's many, accept truc's few.

2. The Old Heavenly Father is the true God,
beside Him there is no other God.

OliLHeuveu Kailier ju«t is true God at him outside

k ^ m m m
not have other

( ) God.

3. This true God is called by some the Heavenly
Old Father, by some the Heavenly Father,

by some the Supreme Rnler. by some the

Heaveuly Lord,and by some the Lord Above.

This person truedoil have add ivss Heaven OhlFailior of,

m m ^ '^mm m ±
have ndiliessHeavenFutherof, li;ive address supreme^m^ m % ±^^ Wi
ruler of, liavo address Heaven Loid of, have address

Above Lord of.

4. Besides this God there is no other, if there

be any, they are false.

'Lliis person Goit oiitNide not have other of god, have

also is false kind.

5. The true God is the omnipotent and om-
niscient sovereign Lord.

True (Jod is without wliich not can, without wliich

not know of great God.

6. To worship God is essentially a most ex-

cellent thing ; why should you be ashamed

Worship G.id origin is best good of afiair;for

mw'\nAm.
what fear men, eh ?

7. In order to worship the Supreme Ruler,
it is not necessary to burn paper money;
only worship Him in sincerity and truth,
ami it is sufficient.

\Vant, woisliip supreme ruler, not use bniii puporonly

use ono h»'art one idea { ) worship him, just is end.

8. The true doctrine is what every man ought
to understand

True doctrine IS man man which ought understand ( ).

9. All wicked men are sinners, and therefore

cannot go to Heaven.

Wicked man all is have sin kind, therefore not

n^ ± ^^
can ascend Heaven.

10. He who does nut offend against God nor

yet against man, is indeed a good man.

Not get sin God, also not get sin man, that true

is gu.,d man.

11 Wc all are the children of God, and there-

fore should not sin against Him.

Wo all are (iod s sou daughter, therefore not

ought get sin Him.

12. The Son of the Heavenly Father is able to

wash awav all our sins.

Heaven father's sun can wash clean we which

have of sin wicked.

13. All men ought to love the Heavenly Father,
and also to love others as themselves.

Man all ought love Heaven Father, also ought

^ A ^B B
love man like self.

Notes,
!• Bit IrI is o"ly "sed in opposition to g,^. ^, and

Wi A' when used alone, is generally used in the sense of

siucenty.

2. ^ 5C S '3 "sed in the North, and 3'C ^ Jr
in the centre and South. The term embodies the best idea
the Chinese have of a personal God, and forms the best

starting point in telling them of the true God. jjil^ is the

generic word for god, and unless limited by the conueetion

generally mc;ins gods.

C. 5C ^ and Ji;i are wholly Christian terms, Jl'S?
is a classic term, and 5^ i i^ 3, Roman Catholic term.

4. ^> introdueing the last clause, is emphatic, and
carries ia it the hypothesis if there, be.

B. IS^ ilT -T> Ba tcifhont that which not can, that is,

there is nothing which he cannot do. We also have ^ ff{

/(\ -jx omnipresent, and 3[If. Jijf ^ j^ all controlling.

7.
'—

i\J*
—

)&) one tnind one purpose, ia a book phrase
giving elegant expression to the idea "In singleness f heart."

9. The word |ip falls far short of the Christian idea of

sin, being used of any offense, however trivial.

10, J!) refers back to the person described in the

preceding clauses.

13> ^ /v in Si 's th"2 terse and forcible rendering of

" Love thy neighbor as thyself
" J\ stands for others, and

^ is a contraction of @ Ci-
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PRIMARY LESSONS. Lesson XXXVI. 73

1. He is an expetienced hand ;
there caa be no

mistake.

2. In what family has he a position ?

3. I do not wish to speak of my own ex-

cellencies.

4. He is fond of using illustrations in his

preaching.

5. Both his words and actions are reasonable.

6. Should this medicine be taken before eating
or after ?

V. See how white and how beautiful this

flower is !

8. He is ehy ;
he does not like to speak before

strangers.

9. Come over quickly and make your manners

to your (maternal) grandmother.

10. Benevolent old lady, please give me a cash.

Ans. Go away ;
I have no money with me.

11. These three men are of three nationalities,

one a Frenchman, one a Japanese and
one a Chinaman.

12. I cross-questioned him until, unable to help
himself, he told the truth.

13. At that school of yours, do they provide
board ?

14. Whenever I get up I am so nauseated that

I cannot eat anything at all.

15. Don't make a noise ! What does a little

pain like that signify ?

IG. It would be better to give it to you while

I am at it, lest afterwards it should be

forgotten.

17. The letter received from him was not a

written one, it was a verbal message.

18. It is the proper thing for scholars to mind
their teachers.

19. I will never forget this kindness of yours,
either in this life or in the life to come.

20. He kept opening and shutting his mouth,
but was unable to say anything.

21. The gentleman got angry and beat his wife

and son.

22. This is a contagious disease, he ought not

to live with other people.

23. How many years old is this child ? Ans.
He has just passed his third birthday.

24. If a man cannot govern his own family, how
can he govern other men ?

25. I do not want to stop over night on the way;
early or late I must reach home to-day.

26. He could not make up his mind, and before

he knew it the time had gone by.

27. I thought he was dead, but afterwards I

heard some one say that he was still

breathing.

28. This house is not fit to live in, from morning
till night it gets no sun

;
once shut the

door, and one cannot see a thing.

No
a. P^ y means to be ia a family in a subordinate

capacit}', a retainer—sometimes a diacijjle

B. fi/u pn "fr ^ "' speahivg tcords and doing acta. Tlie

object ia a'liled to the verb in eacli case in onler to indicate

to the licarer whicli of the various characters of the same
eouuil is meant. See Les 51. The "and" is understood,
as it aUv.iys is in enumemtiMg.

6. Chinese duclors nearly always specify whether med-
icine is to be takeu before or after meals.

% 3? @! before an adjective of quality, has an inter-

jectio[ia.l f iirce.

8. p,'S ^> to be cognizant of the fact that anyone is

unfamiliar,— said of children and domestic animals.

9. In some places ^ ^ (sometimes written J^ J^)
is used for maternal grandmother, and in some places

^ 1^ is used, -f X jji^ means to perform any ceremony,
great or small, from a coronation to a bow on the street.

10. '—'

fm J)^ is confined for tlie most part to Chihli ;

in most phices it would be said ~—
fg] 3|g. ^ p j in the

reach of my hand,— that is, oump peraoit,

11. ?i is a contraction for Jjt \\<\ ^, the transliteration

of tho Tiame " France." "Japan
"

is the western reproduction

ef H;$.

TES.

12' ^ ^r E ^°^ S^^ °' finish, that is, no way out of
the dijjicultij,

— a book phrase, but in common use.

IS. 31 iW tg f^ fi^ fhat which accord!) with the r*-

guiremeuts of reason,— a book phrase somewhat pedantic.

19. -^ ^ and ^5 ^are r.uddliistic terms. The latter

refers ratlier to a future transmigration than to a future

life in the Christian sense.

20. The effect of tlie 6^ in the clause — 51 ~ -^ fi5

is represented in the translation by the word "
kept."

22> This is a foreign sentiment. The Chinese take very
little account of the contagious nature of a disease.

23. Tliis is the common form of asking the oge of a very
small child. The common method of reckoning the age ia

not from the birthday, but from the New Year.

24. ^ ^ means one's own family,—sometimes in a

restricted sense, sometimes in a very comprehensive sense.

25. •? B^. An English translation requires the insertion

of the word or between the collocation of opposites.

26. /£ here serves as an auxiliary verb. In this n?e

it is added to such words as will take the qualifying idea of

certainty or stability.

27. ^ is here used as it often is in colloquial, in tho

sense of suppose or think.
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1. Mandarin is learned clause by clause (one

clause one clause of learn of).

2. Men and women, how many are there in all ?

3. This lamp is not bright ;
take it away.

4. Three hundred and sixty-five days make (is)

one year.
5. How many soands and tones has the char-

acter J5. ?

6. Is this first class (head one class) or second

class (in two class) ?

7. Two small cash equal (TM) one large cash-

8. How many ounces are there in a catty (one

catty have, etc.)?

9. Last week I preached ;
this week it is Teacher

Wang's turn (ought [p^] is, etc.). Ans.

Ill that case I remembered wrongly

(remember error).

10. Why did you kill (strike dead) my chicken ?

11. In writing (want write character) first write

the top (Jl), then write the lower part

12. He has gate gods (f^ f0) on his gate.

13. That is counterfeit (false) Why did you

give so much money (for it) ?

14. Though he went suddenly, ho did not forget

to say "I will see you again."

15. You go and enquire his surname, name, and

residence ("fi: )^)'
16. I know the use of this thing (this thing of

use [)^ iMi] )? but I cannot call the name
of it (call not up name come).

17. Do not put the plate on the floor {i^ _£.),

that is no place for it (that not is piece

ground square).
18. Yesterday at the third watch I heard a noise

outside. I thought (g) it was a man

coming to burn the house, and was aw-

fully afraid. I listened carefully, and

behold (who knows), it was only the

watchman (strike-watch-er).
19. Teacher Wang's preaching is interesting

(explain book good hear), his ideas are

good, his voice is loud and also distinct.

20. If I do not see the sick person, how can I

know what disease he has ?

21. Be ciireful
;
do not take the wrong medicine

(eat error [ ] medicine").

22. Don't Ho on the ground ; get up quickly.
23. Rest your heart ;

the child will not die.

24. What are you waiting here for ?

'Zo.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

37.

38.

39.

40.

41.

42.

43.

44.

45.

46.

47.

The cock is crowing. Why do you not

get up ?

Take this flower and put it ia water (use
water soak-ing).

Put these things in the sunshine (have sun

head of place).

Cauliflower came from abroad (is outside

kingdom come of).

This teacher cannot govern his scholars

{^ ^ ii 'lis. etc.).

He is given to boasting. If he buys a

chicken, that chicken is better than any
one else's (compare man home's superior).

Why do you do this ? Avs. It is the custom

(just is tiuis piece custom).
A guest has come. Cook some dinner for

him (juicklj-.
.4 lis. The vegetables are all

eaten up, the sugar and eggs are not

enough to make dessert, there is nothing

but cold rico and tea, (and) the fire is not

good (no go).

We here do not need to draw water; the

water we use is hydrant water (self-come

water).
If \vood is so dear, why not burn coal ?

He is a king ;
I am only (not over) a gate-

keeper.
The things you bought yesterday were not

right (#).
Bool^s, pons, paper and ink are necessary

articles in a school-room (arc school-room

certainly must have, etc).

He sat on the ground and counted his money.
It is not that he is unable to get out, but

that he does not wish to go.

He is not so very old ;
his head is not yet white.

How many days must you travel to get

to your honorable country (want up your

honorable country go, must go how many
days) ?

This road is not level.

I cannot plan for you ; you must find a way of

makingyour living(seek method passdays).

Piece by piece (one piece one piece of) ha

sold his land 0^), and afterwards he sold

his house.

Put down the child (and) go (and) spread
the table.

You may shut ('o" -t) y°^^ ^'***''^-

You have now finished learning this small

book, and should commence (jS)to studjr

the large one.
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The following index is made according to the Peking pronunciation of the characters, and

the single characters under each syllabic are arranged in order according to the number of strolces in

each. The phrases pertaining to each character follow it in thi.^ order of the number of strokes in the
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pertaining to such characters are distributed under their proper readings. The arrangement of the
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Ai.

^ 70

Ch'a.

M 52

\J.^ 52
Si: 58

1
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Hai.

m 30

l-T 30

5lAlsoHwau2S
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I I

I

lHaIdfe

I I

\m
I I

IT

Li.

70
7P
72

86
28

73'-'

36
28

66

6/1

28
29"
32
3:i»

Liu.

311
'^-

I ^

I 'M

m
I I H
I I-

48
10
32
4-1

44
i5-'

45»

Liaug.

^
Liao.

6

25'^''

58
60

T
I

I

16

1711

431

16

168

Lien.

1^
I

68
69^

Ling.

56

24
25«

J-
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Shwei.

7K

m
I I

I m

1^

58
64
56

56
57"

60
56
578

20
20
66
67"

Swei.

m
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Wu.
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